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Summary
Astrophysical and laboratory plasmas host a wide variety of complex phe-
nomena that are caused by the interaction between plasmas and electromag-
netic fields. The magnetic field can store large amounts of energy that may
be transferred to the plasma by magnetic reconnection. This exchange of
energy is responsible for massive eruptions in the solar atmosphere as well
as disruptions in magnetic confinement devices for controlled nuclear fusion.
Nevertheless, this process is not fully understood as magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) models are not able to completely capture the small-scale phenomena
responsible for reconnecting the field lines. Alternatively, kinetic codes rep-
resent very accurately the small-scales but are computationally very costly
and cannot a↵ord full-domain simulations.
We propose multi-fluid plasma models as a sound alternative to the kinetic
and MHD approaches. The multi-fluid plasma model represents the species
within the plasma as di↵erent interpenetrating fluids that interact among
each other by exchanging momentum and energy through elastic collisions,
and mass through chemical reactions. Additionally, the charged species in-
teract with the electromagnetic fields. This allows to capture important
small-scale phenomena that results from the interplay of the species among
themselves and with the electromagnetic fields, while representing the full-
scale dynamics.
A novel numerical method that solves for the multi-fluid plasma equations
coupled to full Maxwell’s equations is developed and implemented into a high
performance computing platform. The disparity of time scales contained in
the set of equations is a great challenge from the numerical point of view.
In order to tackle this problem, we propose an innovative numerical scheme
based on the finite volume method on unstructured meshes with implicit time
integration. The numerical method proves its versatility in a wide range of
plasma conditions – from low-subsonic to supersonic, from reactive partially
to fully-ionized, and from collisionally dominated to collisionless and mag-
netically dominated.
In this dissertation, we focus on the study of two long-standing problems in
plasma physics: the role of neutrals in the dynamics of the partially-ionized
solar atmosphere and the plasma instabilities inside nuclear fusion devices.
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Summary
First, we study the complex interaction of the chemical non-equilbrium,
ambipolar di↵usion, and radiation in magnetic reconnection events under
partially-ionized chromospheric conditions. The study shows that the re-
sults accounting for radiation show time scales and outflows comparable to
these observed in spicules and chromospheric jets. Second, we simulate the
propagation of magnetosonic waves across the photosphere and the chromo-
sphere. For the first time, a global multi-fluid simulation of the solar lower
atmosphere is performed.
Finally, we analyze the dynamics of a magnetic flux tube under realistic
conditions of the DIII-D nuclear fusion reactor. The evolution of the kink
instability and the drift-wave instability in a full-scale 3D simulation is stud-
ied. Multi-fluid models allow for capturing the influence of the small-scale
processes that results of the separation of the motions of the fluids on the
macroscopic dynamics.
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Samenvatting
In astrofysische en laboratoriumplasma’s vindt een grote variteit van com-
plexe fenomenen plaats waarvan de oorzaak te vinden is in de interactie
tussen plasma’s en electromagnetische velden. Het magnetisch veld kan grote
hoeveelheden energie opstapelen die kunnen overgebracht worden naar het
plasma door middel van magnetische reconnectie. Deze uitwisseling van en-
ergie is verantwoordelijk voor uitbarstingen in de atmosfeer van de zon maar
ook voor disrupties in magnetische opsluitingsinstallaties voor gecontroleerde
kernfusie. Het reconnectieproces is niet volledig doorgrond omdat de magne-
tohydrodynamische (MHD) modellen niet in staat zijn om de kleine schaal
fenomenen te beschrijven die verantwoordelijke zijn voor de reconnectie van
de veldlijnen. Anderzijds zijn de de kinetische methodes die de kleine schalen
wel nauwkeurig beschrijven zeer duur in rekentijd zodat ze volledige domein-
simulaties niet veroorloven.
We stellen multi-fluid plasma’s voor als een valabel alternatief voor de
kinetische en de MHD aanpak. Het multi-fluid plasmamodel behandelt de
verschillende species in het plasma als interpenetrerende (vloei)sto↵en die
met elkaar interageren door uitwisseling van impuls en energie via elastische
botsingen, en van massa door middel van chemische reacties. Daarnaast
interageren de geladen species ook met de electromagnetische velden. Dit laat
toe om belangrijke kleine schaal fenomenen te beschrijven, die voortkomen
uit de interacties tussen de species onderling en met de electromagnetische
velden, terwijl ook de grote schaal dynamica kan behandeld worden.
Een innovatieve numerische methode werd ontwikkeld en gemplementeerd
op een High Performance Computing platform. Deze methode lost de multi-
fluid plasmavergelijkingen op gekoppeld met de volledige Maxwell vergeli-
jkingen. De dispariteit in lengteschalen gevat in deze vergelijkingen is een
grote uitdaging op numerisch vlak. Om dit probleem aan te pakken stellen we
een innovatief numerisch schema voor gebaseerd op de eindige volume meth-
ods op een ongestructureerd rooster en men een impliciete tijdsintegratie.
Deze numerische methode bewijst haar diversiteit over een grote waaier van
plasmacondities - van laag-subsoon tot supersoon, van partieel reactief tot
volledig geoniseerd en van collisievrij tot magnetisich gedomineerd.
In deze doctoraatsverhandeling leggen we de klemtoon op de studie van
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twee langbekende problemen in plasmafysica: de rol van neutrale species in
de dynamica van de partieel geoniseerde atmosfeer van de zon en de plasma
instabiliteiten in kernfusie installaties.
Vooreerst bestuderen we de complexe interactie van de ambipolaire di↵usie
in chemisch onevenwicht met de straling in magnetische reconnectiefenome-
nen onder partieel geoniseerde chromosferische condities. Deze studie toont
aan dat de simulaties die rekening houden met radiatie, tijdsschalen en uit-
stroomsnelheden vertonen die vergelijkbaar zijn met deze geobserveerd in
spicules en jets in de chromosfeer. Vervolgens berekenen we de voortplant-
ing van magnetosonische golven door de fotosfeer en de chromosfeer. Voor
het eerst wordt een globale multi-fluid simulatie uitgevoerd van de lagere
atmosfeer van de zon.
Tenslotte analyseren we de dynamica van een magnetische fluxbuis onder
realistische condities in de DIII-D nucleaire fusiereactor. We bestuderen de
evolutie van de kink-instabiliteit en van de drift-golf instabiliteit in een 3D
simulatie op volledige schaal. Multi-fluid modellen laten toe om de invloed
te capteren van de klein-schaal processen als gevolg van de scheiding van de
speciesstromingen, op de macroscopische dynamica.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
[The universe] is written in the language of mathematics, and
its characters are triangles, circles, and other geometric figures,
without which it is humanly impossible to understand a single
word of it; without these, one is wandering about in a dark
labyrinth.
– Galileo Galilei
1.1 MOTIVATION
The dynamic interaction between magnetic fields and plasmas underlies a
great variety of fascinating phenomena that occur in the universe. In some
cases, this interplay results in a sudden release of energy that produces a
violent eruption of the plasma. Powerful bursts of energy are observed in a
wide range of plasma environments – from the atmosphere of the Sun and
the magnetosphere of the Earth to man-made laboratory machines. The
magnetic field can store the large amounts of energy associated to these
eruptions. However, the mechanisms by which the magnetic field energy is
transferred to the plasma are still nowadays a major subject of research.
Magnetic reconnection is invoked as the generic process behind these erup-
tive events. Even though the concept of magnetic reconnection tries to unify
a wide range of dynamic phenomena occurring in the universe, it is rich in
varieties and subtleties. As noted by Biskamp [13] in his monograph about
magnetic reconnection: “there is hardly a term in plasma physics which ex-
hibits more scents, facets and also ambiguities, and which at times seems to
be used with a touch of magic”.
In a nutshell, magnetic reconnection is a rearrangement of the magnetic
field topology that results from a change in connectivity of the field lines [14].
During the restructuring of the topology, the magnetic field configuration un-
dergoes a relaxation that reduces the magnetic tension and thus accelerates
the plasma [13]. Although this seems a rather simple concept, it contradicts
1
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the established principle by which the magnetic field lines are “frozen” into
ideal electrically conducting fluids and have to move along with it. There-
fore, we can conclude that “non-ideal” processes are responsible for magnetic
reconnection.
In this thesis we propose a novel numerical approach to study non-ideal pro-
cesses in magnetized plasmas that is based on the multi-fluid plasma model.
We will focus on two main applications: the partially-ionized plasma in the
lower solar atmosphere and the fully-ionized plasmas inside magnetically con-
fined nuclear reactors.
1.1.1 The lower atmosphere of the Sun
The atmosphere of the Sun is traditionally divided into three layers with dif-
ferent physical properties. The photosphere is the layer that emits the visible
light of the Sun. It has a thickness of around 500 km and the temperature
drops from about 6600 K at the bottom of the photosphere to around 4300
K at the top. The chromosphere is 2000 km thick and the temperature in
it su↵ers a dramatic raise from 4300 K to about 106 K. The top layer is the
corona that stretches out into the heliosphere [15].
The variation with height of the temperature in the Sun’s atmosphere
[1] is shown in Fig. 1.1. The temperature rises spectacularly within a very
thin layer of few hundred km thickness called transition region. This region
attracts the attention of the scientific community in order to explain the
mechanisms that are responsible for the coronal heating.
Coronal heating remains as one of the biggest enigmas in solar physics [16,
17, 18]. Traditionally, two main models are proposed (e.g., [19, 20, 21, 22]).
The first is the propagation of Alfve´n waves [23, 24, 25] that may dissipate
by phase mixing [26, 27] or by resonant absorption [28, 29]. Drift waves have
been also proposed as an alternative wave mechanism that heats the corona
[30, 31, 32]. The second is reconnection, by braiding of the magnetic field lines
[33, 34] or by impulsive discrete events such as nanoflares [35, 36, 17]. More
recent observations suggest that the heating can take place at chromospheric
heights associated to chromospheric phenomena [37, 38, 39].
The observations of the lower solar atmosphere provided by the Solar Op-
tical Telecope (SOT) on board Hinode [40], and more recently with the Inter-
face Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS) mission [41], show that it is a highly
dynamic and complex environment that hosts a wide variety of unsteady pro-
cesses at di↵erent scales. A review of the di↵erent types of chromospheric
events is given in Chapter 6.
The plasma of the lower atmosphere of the Sun is complex and rich in
2
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Figure 1.1: Image of the sun atmosphere in Ca II taken by the Solar Optical Telescope
(SOT) of Hinode (Credits: JAXA). In the image, taken at the limb of the sun, a prominence
is observed in the corona as well as spicules connecting the chromosphere with the corona.
The temperature profile for quiet Sun conditions is plotted on the right of the figure [1].
non-ideal processes. In the photosphere, the plasma is weakly ionized and
collisionally dominated. The collisional coupling and the presence of neutrals
weakens with height [2, 42, 43]. The radiative transfer of energy as well as
the ionization and recombination reactions play a fundamental role in the
dynamics of the chromospheric plasma that is considered to be out of ther-
mal and chemical equilibrium [44, 45]. The magnetic field topology changes
drastically along the atmosphere: from the highly tangled and twisted mag-
netic field lines in the gas-dominated photosphere to the loop-like structures
of the magnetically-dominated corona [46].
Novel mathematical and computational models that are able to capture
these complex phenomena together with new observational data will con-
tribute to understand coronal heating.
1.1.2 Magnetic confinement fusion plasmas
Fossil fuel supply is limited and is no longer assured to meet the growing
energy needs of a society that increasingly relies on technology. Moreover,
the CO2 emissions that are produced by the combustion of these fuels cause
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the global warming that forces our society to look for alternative sources of
energy.
Nuclear fusion represents a promising nearly-unlimited source of CO2-free
energy. The fuel that is used in nuclear fusion, i.e., hydrogen isotopes, can
be found in water and is so abundant that could supply enough energy to
last 109 years [47].
Nuclear fusion reactors generate energy through nuclear reactions. The
most e cient mechanism is obtained by merging two hydrogen isotopes, deu-
terium and tritium, into helium and a neutron. This reaction generates 17.6
MeV of which 20% is carried by the helium and 80% by the neutron [15].
Magnetic confinement is an approach to obtain controlled nuclear fusion. A
plasma is heated to 1 1.5·108 K, so the particles composing the plasma have
enough energy to overcome the repulsive Coulomb forces and obtain a nuclear
reaction. Once the reaction occurs, the resulting neutrons are collected in
a blanket where the energy is deposited and used to move a turbine that
generates electricity. Such a hot plasma is confined by a closed magnetic
field geometry that keeps the plasma away from the walls. Tokamaks are a
possible design for magnetic confinement where the plasma is confined in a
toroidal shape that is obtained by a superposition of a toroidal and a poloidal
magnetic field (see Fig. 1.2).
One of the drawbacks of magnetic confinement is that the walls of the
vessel become radioactive. However, the radioactive waste that is generated
can be considered as short-lived (decay times of 100 years [48]) as compared
to the fission radioactive waste (decay times of thousands of years).
Despite all the e↵orts and developments since the fusion research started af-
ter WWII, still nowadays this technology is not mastered. The plasma inside
tokamaks contains strong gradients in the density, temperature, and electric
current that generate both small-scale turbulence and large-scale global in-
stabilities. The latter can produce disruptions that completely destabilizes
the magnetic configuration and prevents from reaching the high temperatures
needed for nuclear fusion.
Owing to these di culties, the so-called plasma energy breakeven point,
when the reactor produces as much energy as is consumed, has never been
achieved by magnetic confinement devices. The Joint European Torus (JET),
holds the record of highest performance after generating 70% of the in-
put power. The ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor)
tokamak, that is in construction phase, is foreseen to produce a fusion power
that is ten times larger than the input power.
The complexity of the plasma inside tokamaks demands models able to
capture the instabilities that occur in a wide range of time and space scales.
4
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Figure 1.2: Top: Sketch of a tokamak. Bottom: Picture inside the Joint European Torus
(JET) tokamak (Credits: EFDA-JET).
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1.2 MAGNETIC RECONNECTION
1.2.1 General condition for magnetic reconnection
Previously, we defined magnetic reconnection as a relaxation of the global
topology of the magnetic field produced by a local change of connectivity of
the field lines. This process results from a decoupling between the plasma
and the magnetic field due to non-ideal processes. As magnetic reconnection
develops very di↵erently in the chromosphere and in tokamaks, a general
criterion for reconnection is discussed below.
The dynamics of the plasma and the magnetic field couples through the
so-called Ohm’s law that reads in general
~E + ~u⇥ ~B = ~R, (1.1)
where ~E is the electric field, ~u is the macroscopic velocity of the plasma, ~B is
the magnetic field, and ~R represents the electric field generated by non-ideal
processes in the plasma. These e↵ects include the collisional resistivity, the
anisotropy caused by the gyration of ions and electrons around the magnetic
fields lines, the decoupling between the motion of the plasma species, the
presence of neutral atoms or molecules, turbulent transport, etc.
Schlinder et al. [49] provide a general criterion for a change in the magnetic
topology that reads
~B ⇥
⇣
r⇥ ~Rk
⌘
6= 0. (1.2)
Here, ~Rk =
⇣
~R · ~B
⌘
~B/B2 is the component of the electric field generated
by non-ideal processes that is parallel to the magnetic field. Owing to that
definition, not every non-ideal process leads to changes of the magnetic field
topology. Only those that produce electric fields that are parallel to the
magnetic field result in reconnection as long as their curl does not vanish.
1.2.2 Reconnection in the solar lower atmosphere
In the Sun lower atmosphere, the first mechanism that can lead to a change of
the magnetic field is the magnetic di↵usivity due to collisions. The time-scale
related to this mechanism is the di↵usive decay time ⌧⌘ ⇠ L2/⌘, where L is
the characteristic length and ⌘ is the so-called Ohmic magnetic di↵usivity.
Assuming a characteristic length of L ⇠ 105 m and the distribution of density
and temperature of Vernazza et al. [1], we obtain the decay time shown in
Fig. 1.3.
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The decay time associated to the collisional di↵usivity is very large com-
pared to the observed transient phenomena of the chromosphere that occurs
in the scale of tens of second to few minutes (see Chapter 6 for a review of
the time-scales associated to chromospheric eruptive phenomena).
Nevertheless, in the chromosphere, the di↵usion is important in very thin
layers called current sheets where the magnetic field forms sharp gradients.
The Sweet-Parker model [50, 51] proposes a long thin current sheet where
the scale of the transverse dimension is proportional to the square root of the
resistivity. Therefore, the di↵usion characteristic time becomes much shorter
⌧SP ⇠ ⌧A⌧⌘, where ⌧A is the Alfve´nic transit time. However, this mechanism
is not short enough to explain the chromospheric phenomena, as shown in
Fig. 1.3. Petschek [52], proposed a model that involves slow shocks with
a localized reconnection region. The model is able to predict fast energy
releases. The presence of shocks is observed in 2D numerical simulations
when resistivity is not constant and is enhanced locally [53] or in 3D MHD
simulations of eruptive flux ropes [54] with numerical resistivity. However,
high-resolution numerical simulations favor the Sweet-Parker model in the
case of constant resistivity [13, 55].
Consequently, collisional resistivity is not su cient to explain the observed
reconnection rates in the solar chromosphere. Other mechanisms have been
investigated that can accelerate the reconnection rate.
Ambipolar di↵usion, produced by the collisions between ions and neutrals,
does not reconnect magnetic field lines as it creates an electric field that is
perpendicular to the magnetic field [56]. However, it sharpens the magnetic
field profile creating conditions that can enhance reconnection [56, 57, 58].
In addition, when the recombination rate is su ciently high, a loss of ions
in the reconnection region is produced, which prevents ion pressure from
building up. This results in fast reconnection, independent of the Lundquist
number [8, 58, 59, 60, 57]. Similarly, radiative losses cool the plasma, which
decreases the pressure inside the current sheet and results in a thinning of
the reconnection layer [61, 62].
Resistive current sheets can develop many small-scale magnetic loops inside
the reconnection region in the so-called tearing instability. Furth et al. [63]
and Bulanov et al. [64] study the stability of this mode for fully-ionized
plasmas. Zweibel [65] determined that the growth rate of the tearing mode
can be faster than the same process under fully ionized conditions multiplied
by a factor of (⇢i/⇢)1/5, where ⇢i is the ion density and ⇢ is the total density.
When the current sheet width narrows and the Lundquist number is larger
than a critical number on the order of 103 to 104 for fully ionized plasmas
[66, 67, 68], the current sheet can break, developing the plasmoid instability.
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Figure 1.3: Variation of the Ohmic decay time ⌧⌘ and the Sweet-Parker model recon-
nection characteristic time for energy release ⌧SP as a function of height above the pho-
tosphere. The characteristic length is L = 105 m, the magnetic field model for quite sun
from Khomenko et al. [2], and the temperature and density distribution of Vernazza et al.
[1].
As noted by Lapenta [69], the formation of magnetic islands is a chaotic
and unsteady process that results in reconnections that are faster than the
laminar Sweet-Parker model. Similar behaviour is found in partially ionized
plasmas in single fluids with ambipolar di↵usion [70, 71] and reactive and
collisional two-fluid simulations [8, 72, 73].
1.2.3 Reconnection in a tokamak
The temperature inside a tokamak is very high (T ⇠ 10 keV) and therefore
the plasma is fully ionized. Under these conditions, the plasma is a very
good electrical conductor and the resistivity is thus very low. Owing to that
reason, the resistive decay time (⌧⌘ ⇠ 24 s), and the Sweet-Parker model
decay time (⌧SP ⇠ 8 ms) are very large compare to the collapse time scales
of the oscillations (in the order of tens to hundreds of µs) that are observed
in tokamaks [15].
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In tokamaks, Ohm’s law is dominated by scales that are much smaller than
the resistive one. These scales are related to microscopic scales, i.e., ion and
electron skin depths, ion and electron gyroradius, and the Debye length. At
these scales an important process occurs that is the decoupling of the ion and
electron dynamics [13]. Therefore, we cannot consider plasma as one single
fluid but as two di↵erent fluids.
Depending on the strength of the magnetic pressure as compared to the
plasma pressure we can find di↵erent regimes. When the pressure is high
(high-  regime), the reconnection dynamics are dominated by the Hall term
[13]. The Hall term implies that the magnetic field lines are frozen into the
electron fluid. Therefore, the Hall term does not produce reconnection of
field lines, but sharpens the current sheet and introduces a new dispersive
mode, i.e., the whistler mode. Alternatively, when the magnetic pressure is
high (low-  regime), the reconnection scales are dominated by a combination
of the Hall term and the electron compressibility in the parallel direction
to the magnetic field. In this regime, the kinetic Alfve´n dispersive mode is
introduced. The latter regime is the one that dominates the reconnection
dynamics in tokamaks [13].
Reconnection events in tokamaks are associated to the so-called sawtooth
oscillations. When the sawtooth instability takes place, the electrons tem-
perature measured in the soft X-ray signal shows a periodic oscillation with
a slow increase that is followed by a sudden drop [14]. The oscillations show
periods that range miliseconds in small machines to seconds in JET [74].
A sawtooth crash is caused by the helicoidal displacement (kink) of the
plasma column in the m = 1, n = 1 mode (see Chapter 8 for a detailed
explanation of this instability). This displacement forces the collision of dif-
ferent magnetic topologies and produces reconnection. However, the kink
instability is a macroscopic process. Therefore, during a sawtooth crash, the
mutual influence of the macroscopic dynamics and the microscopic phenom-
ena play a fundamental role.
1.3 NUMERICAL MODELING OF PLASMAS
The most complete and universal description of plasma is contained in the
kinetic equation that, together with Maxwell’s equations, describes the evo-
lution of the distribution function in the phase space for each plasma species.
Based on the kinetic equation, Particle-in-Cell (PIC) codes solve for New-
ton’s law of motion of a fraction of the total particles of the system in order
to reconstruct the distribution function [75, 76, 77]. They are mostly used
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for fully-ionized low-collisional plasmas such as the ones in space weather
applications [78] and nuclear fusion plasmas (e.g. [79]). Alternatively, the
direct solution to the Vlasov equation ([80] and references therein) in a six-
dimensional grid is proposed. However, the numerical solution of the kinetic
approach is computationally very expensive and usually restricted to limited
domains.
Most of the numerical simulations of magnetized plasmas have focused on
solving the Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations. The MHD approach
considers plasma as an electrically conducting fluid and solves for mass, mo-
mentum, and energy conservation equations coupled to the magnetic induc-
tion equation. Numerical codes that solve for the MHD equations have been
successfully applied for astrophysical and nuclear confinement plasmas [81].
The MHD approach only deals with large-scale low-frequency phenomena
and therefore is not able to represent some of the important phenomena that
occur in the partially-ionized lower solar atmosphere or in tokamaks.
Di↵erent approaches that modify the MHD equations have been proposed
in order to model the di↵erent non-ideal e↵ects within the plasma. For the
partially-ionized plasma of the chromosphere, the e↵ect of the neutrals is
tackled with an ambipolar di↵usion (Pedersen dissipation) term in the in-
duction equation [43]. An example of this approach is the simulation code
Bifrost [82] that proposes global simulations of the chromosphere with a MHD
radiative code that uses a generalized Ohm’s law with the ambipolar term
while the non-equilibrium e↵ects are accounted for.
For the fully-ionized plasmas inside tokamaks, the Hall-MHD approach
extends the induction equation of the MHD equations in order to tackle
finite ion gyroradius e↵ects [81]. Other methods that combine the kinetic
and the fluid approach are also proposed. Hybrid codes use a hydrodynamic
model for the electrons while the ions are represented with a PIC model (e.g.,
[83]). Alternatively, the two-way coupling of MHD simulations with PIC is
recently proposed. In this approach, a limited part of the domain evolves
with particle methods whereas the remaining is represented with a MHD
approach [84, 85, 86].
In this work, we developed multi-fluid models as an alternative to kinetic
and MHD models. The multi-fluid plasma description is obtained by taking
moments of the Boltzmann equation for each species. This model is simpler
than kinetic models since it averages over the velocity space of each plasma
species. It solves for mass, momentum, and energy conservation laws for each
species within the plasma. The di↵erent species are thus treated as separate
fluids that can interact among each other through collisions and reactions,
while the charged species interact with the electromagnetic field.
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As kinetic models, multi-fluid models are able to capture non-linear pro-
cesses resulting from the decoupling of the dynamics of the di↵erent species
in the plasma. Conversely, multi-fluid models are able to tackle high density
environments as well as partially-ionized collisional and reactive plasmas in
full-domain simulations. In Fig. 1.4, the main di↵erences between one-fluid
MHD, multi-fluid and kinetic models are summarized.
electrons have been characterized [8], leading to the conclusion that the Hall current plays a 
fundamental role in the speed at which reconnection takes place [58]. 
5. Chemical reactions and collisional effects: collisions between the different species exchange 
momentum and energy and can eventually produce chemical reactions.  In partially ionized plasma, 
such as inside the edge region of tokamaks or the solar photosphere and lower chromosphere, 
electron-impact ionization, radiative recombination and resonant charge exchange can have an 
important effect.  
3.1.2.- Improvement of the current physical models for magnetic reconnection 
State-of-the-art 
As introduced previously, most of the simulations of magnetized plasma are based on the single-fluid model, 
either ideal or resistive MHD, that assumes plasma as being composed by one single fluid affected by the 
presence of magnetic fields. Unfortunately, while ideal MHD is not even able to capture the reconnection 
phenomena, resistive MHD provides reconnection rates much lower than those observed experimentally 
[58]. The problem is associated to the fact that assuming equal velocities and temperatures for  ions and 
electrons is only valid when the scale size of spatial variations is larger than the ion scales (ion skin depth, 
ion gyroradius, ion-neutral collision mean free path), as explained in [1]. 
However, the width of the current sheet developed during MR can be comparable to the ion scales. In this 
case, the dynamics and temperatures of the various plasma species become significantly different, imposing 
the necessity of considering a multi-fluid approach able to tackle anisotropic and nonequilibrium effects. 
Below the ion and electron scales, fluids should be treated by means of kinetic models, resulting in 
extremely expensive simulations [13]. Therefore, in general, kinetic models are nowadays not yet able to 
reprod ce full-scale astrophysical plasma simulations on modern supercomputing architectures. 
Because of the ability of multi-fluid models to 
represent  a wide range of scales (from full-
scale to ion scale) and to study MR in a wide 
range of applications, the present project will 
focus on this promising approach. The main 
goal will be to develop a novel, self-consistent 
multi-fluid formulation, allowing for going 
significantly beyond the current state-of-the-art  
in simulating phenomena of interest for space 
weather forecasting and nuclear fusion devices. 
Multi-fluid plasma models used heretofore can 
be divided into two groups: those considering 
two fluids and the ones considering three fluids. Braginskii [37] was the first to derive a consistent two-
fluids formulation. The latter was considering separate ions and electrons, the effect of the magnetic field on 
the transport properties, while neglecting the effect of chemical reactions.  Similarly, within the context of 
weakly ionized hypersonic flows, Magin [43] proposed a two-fluid model separating heavy particles and 
electrons, treating the effect of the magnetic field on the transport properties, again neglecting chemical 
reactions. Most recently, Meier [36] has proposed a two-fluid model considering the charged particles and 
neutrals as separate fluids, considering both anisotropic effects in the plasma heat conduction due to the 
magnetic field and chemical reactions (ionization and recombination). Additionally, the candidate for this 
project, during a short summer visit at NASA Ames, has started implementing a similar model for simulating 
the onset of MR in chromosphere conditions, based on the pioneering work of Leake [31]. 
A more comprehensive and consistent multi-fluid approach considers three fluids, i.e. ions, electrons and 
neutrals. This model is less mature than the two-fluid one: so far, more theoretical work has been performed 
rather than actual numerical simulations. Meier and Shumlak [28] propose a three-fluid model that takes into 
account ionization, recombination and charge exchange reactions, using the transport properties suggested 
by Braginskii for the charged particles species. However, no simulations have been performed with this 
model. The most noteworthy simulations considering three fluids have been performed by Ofman [22, 23, 
24, 25] who was interested in modeling streamers within the solar corona. Those calculations have been 
partially validated against observational data, showing enhanced predictions if compared to single-fluid 
Figure 5.- Models for magnetized plasma 
 
Figure 1.4: Models for magnetized plasma
1.4 OBJECTIVE OF THE DISSERTATION
In this brief introduction, we have seen how processes that occur at micro-
scopic scales can impact he global dy amics of plasma through magn tic
reconnection. Understanding the interplay between the small scales and the
global dynamics would contribute to shed light on long-standing problems
in plasma physics such as the coronal heating or the plasma instabilities in
tokamaks.
We propose multi-fluid plasma models as an alternative to the kineti and
the MHD approach. Multi-fluid models are able to capture small-scale phe-
nomena while representing the full-scale dynamics. This dissertation will
focus on the study of multi-fluid plasma models for two applications: the
low r solar atmosphere and nuclear fusion plasmas.
The core of this thesis is aimed at the development and implementation
of a novel numerical method that solves for the multi-fluid plasma equations
coupled to the Maxwell’s equations. Proposing a numerical method that is
able to tackle both the lower solar atmosphere and tokamak conditions is a
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great challenge from the numerical point of view. Similarly, the disparity
of time scales that results from coupling the multi-fluid and the Maxwell’s
equations imposes a major di culty for the time integration. This thesis
addresses this problem with an innovative numerical scheme based on the
finite volume method with implicit time integration.
The numerical method will be benchmarked in a wide range of plasma con-
ditions. The accuracy of the proposed method will be assessed by comparing
the results with analytical solutions. Additionally, the ability of the method
to resolve shocks while avoiding spurious numerical instabilities will be evalu-
ated. Finally, the multi-fluid code will be compared to other solutions found
in literature as well as other plasma models.
Firstly, we propose a multi-fluid model for studying partially-ionized plas-
mas in chromospheric conditions. The model is aimed at studying the two
main candidates for causing the coronal heating: wave propagation and mag-
netic reconnection. The goal of this study is to explore the influence of ion-
ization and recombination reactions, anisotropic transport fluxes, frictional
exchanges of momentum and energy, and compressibility e↵ects in the dy-
namics of the solar atmosphere. The model is first used to study the complex
interaction of the chemical non-equilibrium, the ambipolar di↵usion, and the
radiation in magnetic reconnection events under chromospheric conditions.
Additionally, the same model is used to study the propagation of magne-
tosonic waves across the photosphere and the chromosphere in a global 2D
simulation of the sun lower atmosphere.
The dynamics of the plasma in tokamaks are studied with the two-fluid
(ion+electron) model. The goal of this study is to analyze the influence on
the macroscopic dynamics of the small-scale processes that results of the sep-
aration of the motions of the two fluids. The evolution of the kink instability
and the drift-wave instability in a 3D simulation will be studied.
1.5 OUTLINE OF THE DISSERTATION
In Chapter 2, we derive the multi-fluid equations from the kinetic equation.
The general set of equations is presented while taking into account both elas-
tic and inelastic collisions between the particle species. The ideal two-fluid
(electron+ion) model is also discussed. The propagation of linear waves in
this model is studied in this chapter under di↵erent conditions in astrophys-
ical and laboratory plasmas scenarios.
In Chapter 3, the closure for the transport fluxes and the chemical kinetics
terms are discussed. A brief description of Grad’s method is presented. The
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classical transport closure is discussed both for the partially-ionized and the
fully-ionized models.
In Chapter 4, the numerical method that solves the system of multi-fluid
equations coupled to the full Maxwell’s equations is introduced. The bench-
marking of the previous numerical scheme is presented in Chapter 5.
In Chapter 6, the e↵ect of radiation on chromospheric magnetic recon-
nection is studied with a two-fluid partially ionized model. Di↵erent ioniza-
tion levels and radiation models are compared. The non-linear interaction
between radiation, the chemical equilibrium, and the ambipolar di↵usion
changes the properties of the reconnection leading to fast reconnections with
time scales that are close to these observed in spicules.
In Chapter 7, a global 2D simulation of the stratified solar atmosphere is
presented. For the first time, a global multi-fluid simulation of the partially
ionized atmosphere is carried out. The propagation of magnetosonic waves
across the chromosphere and the photosphere is studied. We analyze the
loss of chemical equilibrium and the heating of the atmosphere due to the
compression of the magnetosonic waves.
In Chapter 8, we study the kink and drift-wave instabilities of magnetic
flux tubes under the plasma conditions of the DIII-D fusion reactor. The
traces of secondary magnetic reconnection are analyzed and discussed.
Finally, in Chapter 9, a discussion of the results and the perspective for
future applications and developments of the work are presented.
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CHAPTER 2
Multi-Fluid Plasma Equations
In that Empire, the Art of Cartography attained such Perfection
that the map of a single Province occupied the entirety of a City,
and the map of the Empire, the entirety of a Province.
– Jorge L. Borges
We present the general multi-fluid plasma equations within the framework
of the classical transport theory. The model is derived from the kinetic
equation accounting for elastic and reactive binary collisions. The mass,
momentum and energy balance laws correspond to the zeroth, first and
second moments of the kinetic equation. A particular multi-fluid model,
the ideal two-fluid plasma model that considers ion and electron fluid
interacting with the electromagnetic field, is presented. The dispersion
relation of this system in a homogeneous background is studied. The clo-
sure of the multi-fluid system of equations that considers transport fluxes
and unlike-particle interactions will be discussed in a separate chapter.
2.1 MOTION OF A CHARGED PARTICLE IN
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
Plasmas have unique properties as they are strongly a↵ected by electromag-
netic fields. The complex influence of an electromagnetic field on a plasma
can be illustrated by studying the motion of a single charged particle under
the e↵ect of electromagnetic fields.
When a charged particle enters in a region of space permeated by a homo-
geneous electric field, a uniform acceleration in the direction of the electric
field is exerted on the particle. The trajectory followed by the particle is thus
a straight line if the particle is initially at rest or its velocity is aligned with
the electric field, otherwise it is a parabola.
On the contrary, a charged particle at rest is not a↵ected by magnetic fields.
Only when the particle is moving, a force that is perpendicular to both the
15
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velocity and the magnetic field is exerted on the particle. If the magnetic
field is homogeneous in space, the particle is deflected describing a helicoidal
trajectory around the magnetic field line. The radius of the helix and the
frequency of rotation are called Larmor radius rL and Larmor frequency ⌦,
respectively,
rL =
mv?
qB
and ⌦ =
qB
m
. (2.1)
Here, m is the mass of the particle, q is the electric charge, v? is the velocity
component perpendicular to the magnetic field, and B is the modulus of the
external magnetic field (see Fig. 2.1).
Magnetic field
!"#
-
!"$
+
Figure 2.1: Sketch of the gyration of electrons (blue) and ions (red) in a magnetic field.
Conversely, the charges create electromagnetic fields. A moving charge in
a magnetic field carries a current that generates a magnetic moment in the
direction opposite to the magnetic field. Also, charged particles generate
electric fields that attract particles of opposite charge and repel particles of
the equal charge.
The degree of complexity increases when the particle moves in the presence
of simultaneous magnetic and electric fields. If both fields are homogeneous
in space, the Larmor gyration described above is modified. As the particle
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gyrates around the magnetic field, the particle is accelerated by the electric
field when velocity and electric field are in the same direction and slowed
down when they are opposite. Therefore, the perpendicular velocity v? varies
with the acceleration produced by the electric field, and consequently the
instantaneous gyroradius changes. This e↵ect results in a constant velocity
that is perpendicular to both magnetic and electric fields, called electrical
drift velocity,
vE =
~E ⇥ ~B
B2
. (2.2)
This velocity is in the same direction for both negative and positive charges.
Similar e↵ect occurs when, in absence of electric field, the magnetic field
varies in space. The instantaneous Larmor radius changes due to the spatial
variations of the magnetic field and a drift velocity results in the direction
of ~B ⇥ ~rB. In this case, the negative and positive charges drift in opposite
directions.
As it turns out, the motion of a single charged particle under the e↵ect of
simple electromagnetic fields can become extremely complicated. However,
in a plasma, not only one but a large number of particles move interacting
among each other and with the external electromagnetic fields. The collective
motion of the particles have a back reaction on the electromagnetic field.
The goal of plasma physics is to understand the behaviour of this intriguing
interplay between plasmas and electromagnetic fields. If we were to apply
ordinary mechanics to study this system of particles, the number of equations
would be as large as the number of particles in the plasma (e.g., 1023 inside
a tokamak). This approach would provide great accuracy but it would be
impractical as we are not able to see the individual particles inside the plasma.
On the contrary, we are interested on the plasma properties that we are able
to measure such as density, bulk velocity or temperature.
In the present chapter we will discuss the procedure by which we reduce
the problem of the evolution of countless invisible microscopic particles into
the evolution of a few measurable macroscopic quantities. The chapter is
based on the works by Zhdanov [6], Balescu [87], Goedbloed & Poedts [15],
and Braginskii [5].
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2.2 KINETIC EQUATION
2.2.1 Statistical mechanics and assumptions
A plasma is a system of N charged and neutral particles that interact among
each other and with external electromagnetic fields. The system is large
(N   1) and cannot be tackled by the methods of ordinary mechanics being
thus appropriate the statistical mechanics approach [87, 15].
In statistical mechanics, the evolution of the system is studied by means of
the distribution function f↵(~v, ~x, t) for the particle species ↵. The distribution
function is a positive function in the six-dimensional phase space (~v, ~x), where
~v is the velocity space and ~x is the position. The average number of particles
of the species ↵ at time t in the volume element of size d~x centered in ~x and
with a velocity in the interval d~v centered in ~v is given by f↵(~v, ~x, t)d~vd~x.
The evolution in time of the distribution function depends on the exter-
nal forces and the interaction among the particles. The most general set
of equations is known as the BBGKY hierarchy (Bogoliubov-Born-Green-
Kirkwood-Yvon), that consists of N coupled equations that accounts for all
possible interactions among the particles. In most of the cases of interest,
the prevailing interaction is between only two particles, the so-called binary
interaction. By considering only binary interactions, the problem is largely
simplified and the BBGKY hierarchy is truncated to the first equation. The
resulting equation is the kinetic equation, also known as Boltzmann equation.
In the rest of the chapter, we will use Boltzmann equation to derive the
set of equations of conservation of macroscopic quantities. Here, we base
the derivation on the classical transport theory that assumes the following
hypothesis:
1. The theory is based on classical mechanics, i.e., no relativistic or quan-
tum e↵ects are taken into account.
2. The plasma is weakly coupled, i.e., the potential interaction energy
(Coulomb interaction) is very small compared to the mean kinetic en-
ergy of the particles.
3. The macroscopic parameters weakly change at distances and times of
the mean free path and the mean time between collision of particles.
That means that the curvature of the electromagnetic field in distances
comparable to the mean free path are not considered.
4. Anomalous transport produced by collective e↵ects such as turbulence
or instabilities are not taken into account.
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5. Excited states are not tracked nor radiation is taken into account.
2.2.2 The kinetic equation
The evolution of the distribution function f↵(~v, ~x, t) of the species ↵ is de-
scribed by the Boltzmann kinetic equation,
@f↵
@t
+ ~v · ~rf↵ +
~F↵
m↵
· ~r~vf↵ =
✓
 f
 t
◆
coll
, (2.3)
where ~r and ~r~v are the gradient operators in ~x and ~v respectively. The
left-hand side of Eq. (2.3) represents the substantial derivative in time of the
distribution function, whereas the right-hand side is the variation in time of
the distribution function produced by binary collisions. The external force
exerted on particles ↵, when the plasma is under the e↵ect of electromagnetic
fields, is written as
~F↵ = q↵
⇣
~E + ~v ⇥ ~B
⌘
, (2.4)
where the electric and magnetic field are denoted as ~E and ~B respectively,
q↵ is the electric charge, and m↵ is the mass of the particles ↵.
The collisional term accounts for two types of contributions,✓
 f
 t
◆
coll
= J↵ + J
r
↵. (2.5)
Here J↵ is the elastic collision integral that considers the collision between
pairs of particles where the type of particle species is conserved. Jr↵ is the
inelastic collision integral that considers the collision that lead to formation
of new plasma species.
The operator J↵ is written as the sum over the binary collisions,
J↵ =
X
 
J↵ (f↵, f ), (2.6)
where J↵ (f↵, f ) is the collision operator of the binary collision between the
species ↵ and  . The partial collisional operator for elastic collisions, can be
retrieved under the ”molecular chaos” assumption (e.g., [6, 88]) as follows
J↵ (f↵, f ) =
Z Z  
f 0↵f
0
    f↵f 
 
 ↵  |~v↵   ~v  |d⌦ˆd~v  (2.7)
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where quantities after collisions are denoted with the superscript 0, d⌦ˆ is the
solid angle of the scattering after the collision, and  ↵  is the cross section
of the collision. The derivation of Eq. (2.7) can be found in Zhdanov [6].
The reactive collisional integral in a bimolecular reaction of the kind
A↵ +A   ! A  +A , (2.8)
reads as follows [89],
Jr↵ =
1
2
X
   
Z Z  
f 0 f
0
 
✓
m↵m 
m m 
◆3
  f↵f 
!
 r↵   |~v↵   ~v  |d⌦ˆd~v  . (2.9)
General expression of the inelastic collision integral involving more than two
atoms/molecules and considering excited states can be found in Giovangigli
& Graille [90].
2.3 MACROSCOPIC EQUATIONS
Local macroscopic variables can be obtained from the distribution function
by integrating over the velocity space. We define the following macroscopic
properties of species ↵: number density n↵, mass density ⇢↵, mean or bulk
velocity ~u↵, temperature T↵, and internal energy U↵.
n↵ =
Z
f↵d~v, ⇢↵ = m↵n↵ =
Z
m↵f↵d~v (2.10)
n↵~u↵ =
Z
~vf↵d~v,
3
2
n↵kT↵ = U↵ = m↵
2
Z
(~v   ~u↵)2f↵d~v.
Here k = 1.38 · 1023 J·K 1 is the Boltzmann constant.
The equations describing the evolution of macroscopic variables can be
derived from the kinetic equation by taking moments, i.e., integrating the
Boltzmann equation over the velocities space of the particles. Consider a
variable  ↵(~v↵, ~x, t), we define the averaging operator h·i as
n↵h ↵i =
Z
 ↵f↵d~v. (2.11)
As a result, we multiply Eq. (2.3) by the variable  ↵ and integrate over the
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velocities, we obtain the following transport equation:
@n↵h ↵i
@t
+ ~r · (n↵h ↵~v↵i) n↵

h@ ↵
@t
i+ h~v · ~r ↵i+ 1
m↵
h~F↵ · ~r~v ↵i
 
=X
 
Z
 ↵J↵ d~v +
Z
 ↵J
r
↵d~v. (2.12)
Let the variable  ↵ be the collisional invariants, i.e.,  
(1)
↵ = m↵,  
(2)
↵ =
m↵~v↵,  
(3)
↵ = m↵v2↵/2. Note that using those variables, the terms, h@ ↵@t i and
h~v · ~r ↵i vanish. Using the previous collisional invariants in Eq. (2.12), we
obtain mass, momentum and total energy balance equations for the species
↵, as follows,
@⇢↵
@t
+ ~r · (⇢↵~u↵) = ⇢˙↵, (2.13)
@⇢↵~u↵
@t
+ ~r · (⇢↵~u↵~u↵ + p↵I¯) = ~r · ⇡¯↵ + ~F↵ +
X
  6=↵
~Relastic↵  + ~R
react
↵ , (2.14)
@
@t

U↵ + ⇢↵u
2
↵
2
 
+ ~r ·
✓
U↵ + ⇢↵u
2
↵
2
◆
~u↵
 
=
~r · (~u↵ · ⇡¯↵   ~q↵   p↵~u↵) + ⇢↵ ~F↵ · ~u↵ +
X
  6=↵
Q˙elastic↵  + Q˙
react
↵ . (2.15)
The transport fluxes are defined in terms of the distribution function and
the peculiar velocity ~c↵ = ~v↵   ~u↵. We recall that the peculiar velocity is
measured with respect to the macroscopic velocity of the species ↵, unlike
other models, e.g. [88, 6], where the peculiar velocities are taken with respect
to the heavy particles mean velocity [88] or the mixture mean velocity [6].
We define the scalar pressure p↵, the stress tensor ⇡¯↵, and the heat flux ~q↵
of species ↵,
p↵ =
1
3
Z
m↵f↵c
2
↵d~v, ⇡↵rs =
Z
m↵f↵
✓
c↵rc↵s   1
3
 rsc
2
↵
◆
d~v, (2.16)
and ~q↵ =
1
2
Z
m↵c
2
↵~c↵f↵d~v.
The collisional rate of momentum and heat exchange produced by unlike-
particle collisions are defined as
~Relastic↵  =
Z
m↵~v↵J↵ d~v and Q˙
elastic
↵  =
Z
m↵v
2
↵J↵ d~v. (2.17)
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Similarly, the rate of mass, momentum, and energy exchange produced by
the reactive collisions are written as
⇢˙↵ =
Z
m↵J
r
↵d~v, ~R
react
↵ =
Z
m↵~v↵J
r
↵d~v, (2.18)
and Q˙react↵ =
Z
m↵v
2
↵J
r
↵d~v.
The system of equations (2.13)-(2.15) is not closed as the variables defined
in Eqs. (2.16)-(2.18) are unkowns. Balance equations for the transport fluxes
can be obtained by taking higher moments of the kinetic equation. However,
these equations involve subsequent higher moments in hierarchical manner.
Owing to that reason, an exact closure of the system is impossible to be
obtained. In Chapter 3, the approximations that allow for obtaining a closure
of the system of equations will be presented.
The previous system of plasma macroscopic quantities is coupled to the
equations of the evolution of the electric and magnetic fields. The electric
and magnetic fields ~E and ~B are determined by the Maxwell equations as
@ ~B
@t
+ ~r⇥ ~E = 0, (2.19)
@ ~E
@t
  c2~r⇥ ~B =  
~j
✏0
, (2.20)
~r · ~B = 0, (2.21)
~r · ~E = ⇢c
✏0
, (2.22)
where c = 299.8 · 106 m/s is the speed of light, ✏⇤0 = 8.854 · 10 16 F/M is the
permittivity of free space, the total electric current density ~j =
P
↵ n↵q↵~v↵,
and the total charge density ⇢c =
P
↵ q↵n↵.
2.4 THE IDEAL TWO-FLUID PLASMA MODEL
A particular multi-fluid model is the ideal two-fluid plasma model, also called
5M model. This model is especially interesting in order to understand the
physical implications of the separation between the dynamics of the fluids.
The model considers two plasma species, ions and electrons that are in local
thermodynamic equilibrium characterised by a di↵erent temperature and bulk
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velocitie for each of the species. The distribution functions of the fluids are
Maxwellian, as follows
f (0)↵ = n↵
✓
m↵
2⇡kT↵
◆3/2
exp

 m↵(~v↵   ~u↵)
2
2kT↵
 
. (2.23)
Here ↵ 2 {e, i} is the subscript that corresponds to electrons and ions, re-
spectively.
Ion and electron fluids can remain in di↵erent local thermodynamic equi-
librium during long periods of time that are comparable to the macroscopic
time. This is due to the di↵erence between the electron and ion masses that
causes that the unlike-particle collisions are not equally e cient in exchang-
ing momentum and energy as compared to the like-particle collisions [87, 6].
After enough time, that we refer to as equilibration time ⌧eq, the velocities
and temperatures will tend to equilibrate, i.e., Te = Ti and ~ue = ~ui and both
fluids will have the same local thermodynamic equilibrium. Conversely, if the
macroscopic time scale related to the free-flow and electromagnetic processes
⌧H is of the same order as the equilibration time, the two-fluid description is
necessary. In mathematical terms, the condition for the two-fluid regime is
⌧H ⇠ ⌧eq   ⌧i   ⌧e, where ⌧i and ⌧e are the collisional relaxation times of
ions and electrons, respectively.
In general, the two-fluid plasma model considers small deviations from
the local thermodynamic equilibrium that are responsible for the transport
fluxes, i.e., viscosity and thermal conduction. These fluxes result in the
di↵usion of the macroscopic quantities, and they can be neglected if the
di↵usion decay time ⌧D is very long compared to the hydrodynamic time.
Similarly, the e↵ect of the ion-electron momentum transfer can be neglected
if the resistive decay time ⌧R is much larger than the hydrodynamic time.
Mathematically, these two conditions are written ⌧D   ⌧H and ⌧R   ⌧H .
After these simplifications, the resulting system of equations is the so-called
ideal two-fluid model, or 5M approximation.
Owing to the previous assumptions on the time scales of the problem, the
transport fluxes simplify as
p↵ = n↵kT↵, ⇡↵rs = 0, and ~q↵ = 0. (2.24)
Similarly, the unlike-particle collisional terms simplify as
~Relastic↵  = Q˙
elastic
↵  = ⇢˙↵ = ~R
react
↵ = Q˙
react
↵ = 0. (2.25)
Considering the latter simplifications, the system of equations (2.13)-(2.15)
for ions and electrons seems to be uncoupled. However, the fluids are coupled
through the electromagnetic fields.
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The one-fluid magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations can be obtained
by combining the two-fluid equations and making certain assumptions on the
scales of the problem. The MHD regime requires ⌧H   ⌧eq, thus electrons and
ions have the same temperature. Charge separation e↵ects, the displacement
current, and the electron inertial terms are neglected. Additionally, the scales
of the problem are considered to be much larger than the ion gyroradius, and
the relative velocity between ions and electrons to be much smaller than the
center of mass velocity [15]. These simplifications might be often violated in
regions of the problem where the hydrodynamic and electromagnetic variables
vary rapidly, e.g., magnetic reconnection [91], where the drift velocity e↵ects
are important [92], or when the plasma deviates from the quasi-neutral state,
as observed in tokamaks [93, 94].
2.4.1 Dimensionless ideal two-fluid plasma equations
We normalize the ideal two-fluid plasma equations with the reference length
l0, the reference density ⇢0 equal to the ion reference density, and the reference
magnetic field B0. The rest of the reference magnitudes are computed as a
combination of these reference dimensions.
The mass conservation of electrons and ions in dimensionless form reads
@⇢e
@t
+ ~r · (⇢e~ue) = 0, (2.26)
@⇢i
@t
+ ~r · (⇢i~ui) = 0. (2.27)
The momentum conservation is written as
@⇢e~ue
@t
+ ~r · (⇢e~ue~ue + pe) =  m
rˆL
⇢eqe
⇣
~E + ~ue ⇥ ~B
⌘
, (2.28)
@⇢i~ui
@t
+ ~r · (⇢i~ui~ui + pi) = 1
rˆL
⇢iqi
⇣
~E + ~ui ⇥ ~B
⌘
. (2.29)
where  m = mi/me is the mass ratio, rˆL = rL/l0 = miu0/B0q0l0 is the non-
dimensional ion gyroradius. u0 is the reference velocity and q0 is the reference
charge, and qi and qe are the normalized electric charges of electrons and ions,
respectively.
The total energy (kinetic + thermal) is denoted as E↵ = U↵+ 12⇢↵u2↵. The
total energy conservation equation of electrons and ions reads
@Ee
@t
+ ~r · [(Ee + pe) ~ue] =  m
rˆL
⇢eqe ~E · ~ue, (2.30)
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@Ei
@t
+ ~r · [(Ei + pi) ~ui] = 1
rˆL
⇢iqi ~E · ~ui. (2.31)
The temperature of the fluids is computed as a function of the densities
following the ideal gas law, in dimensionless form, as Te =
pe
 m⇢e
and Ti =
pi
⇢i
.
The Maxwell’s equations in dimensionless form read
@ ~B
@t
+ ~r⇥ ~E = 0, (2.32)
@ ~E
@t
  cˆ2~r⇥ ~B =   1
rˆ2D rˆL
(⇢iqi~ui +  m⇢eqe~ue) , (2.33)
~r · ~B = 0, (2.34)
~r · ~E = 1
rˆ2D rˆL
(⇢iqi +  m⇢eqe) , (2.35)
where cˆ = cu0 with c as the speed of light, and rˆD =  D/rL = ✏0kT0mi/⇢0q
2
0
is the Debye length normalized to the ion’s gyroradius.
2.4.2 Linear waves in ideal two-fluid plasmas
We summarize the study presented by Goedbloed & Poedts [15] on the dis-
persion relation of linear waves traveling in a two-fluid plasma. We consider
the waves in a homogeneous background at rest where pe0 , pi0 , ~B0, are con-
stant. The charge neutrality holds in the homogeneous background with
ne0 = ni0 that are constant, and therefore, ~E0 = 0. The background is at
rest, ~ue0 = ~ui0 = 0, and therefore, ~j = 0.
We decompose the evolution of the flow variables as Q(~x, t) = Q0 +
Q˜ exp
h
i
⇣
~k · ~x  !t
⌘i
where the perturbations Q˜ are considered to be small.
Assuming this solution, the system of equations (2.26)-(2.35) become a sys-
tem of algebraic equations for the variables (n˜e, ~˜ue, p˜e, n˜i, ~˜ui, p˜i, ~˜E, ~˜B). Note
that the pressure is used as variable instead of the energy, and also, only
four electromagnetic variables are independent as a result of the Gauss’ laws.
Therefore, in total there are 14 independent variables, i.e., so is the number
of types of waves we may expect.
First, we change the reference frame where the unit vector ~e3 is on the
direction of the propagation of the waves, ~k, the vector ~e2 is perpendicular
to the plane defined by ~k and ~B, and ~e1 perpendicular to ~e2 and ~e3 (see
Fig. 2.2), as follows:
~e1 = ~e2 ⇥ ~e3, ~e2 = ~B ⇥ ~k/| ~B ⇥ ~k|, ~e3 = ~k/|~k|. (2.36)
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We also define the angle between the propagation direction and the mag-
netic field, as ✓, and the parameters:
  = kk/k = cos ✓ and ⌧ = k?/k = sin ✓. (2.37)
	"⃗$
	"⃗%
& '	(
	"⃗)
Figure 2.2: Reference frame used in the study of the wave propagation in two-fluid.
In order to simplify the system of 14 variables, we remove the two marginal
waves, i.e., ! = 0. These waves correspond to the entropy wave of the ion
fluid and the entropy wave of the electron fluid. The marginal waves do
not travel, and are responsible for pressure perturbations that balance the
electric field, when n˜e 6= 0 and n˜i 6= 0. These pressure perturbations are in
counterphase, as follows:
p˜e =  p˜i = iene
k
E˜3 =  e
2ne
✏0k2
(n˜e   Zn˜i) . (2.38)
In order to find the twelve waves remaining, we define the plasma frequency,
gyrofrequency and speed of sound as:
!pe,i =
s
e2ne,i
✏0me,i
, ⌦e,i =
eB
me,i
, ae,i =
r
 pe
ne,ime,i
, (2.39)
where is the electron charge e = |qe|,   = 5/3, and µ =   1m = me/mi.
We introduce the following variables for the perturbation that account for
the phase di↵erence by the factor i, i.e., the imaginary number.
E˜1 ⌘ ip✏0 ~˜E · ~e1 E˜2 ⌘ p✏0 ~˜E · ~e2
U˜e1,3 ⌘
p
neme~˜ue · ~e1,3 U˜i1,3 ⌘
p
nimi~˜ui · ~e1,3
(2.40)
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Using these variables, the linear system of equations, as given by Goedbloed
& Poedts [15], reads
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
!   k2c2 0 !pe! 0  !pi! 0
0
!2 k2c2
 !2pe !2pi
 !pe⌦e ⌧!pe⌦e  !pi⌦i ⌧!pi⌦i
!pe!  !pe⌦e !
2    2⌦2e   ⌧⌦2e 0 0
0 ⌧!pe⌦e  ⌧ ⌦2e
!2 k2a2e
 !2pe ⌧2⌦2e
0 !pe!pi
 !pi!  !pi⌦i 0 0 !2    2⌦2i   ⌧⌦2i
0 ⌧!pi⌦i 0 !pe!pi   ⌧⌦2i
!2 k2a2i
 !2pi ⌧2⌦2i
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
·
0BBBBBBB@
E˜1
E˜2
U˜e1
U˜e3
U˜i1
U˜i3
1CCCCCCCA
= 0.
(2.41)
Taking the determinant of the previous matrix, we retrieve the twelve order
polynomial solution for the dispersion relation ! = !(~k). Since the matrix is
symmetric, there are six two-fold degenerate waves propagating in opposite
directions, i.e., ! < 0 and ! > 0. The polynomial reads, in general form:
F (k¯2, !¯2) =
6X
m=0
min(4,6 m)X
max(0,3 m)
↵mnk¯
2n!¯2m = 0, (2.42)
where the frequency of the waves and the wave number have been normalized
as follows:
!¯ = !/!p where !p =
q
!2pe + !
2
pi, (2.43)
k¯ =  k where   = c/!p. (2.44)
The 19 coe cients of the polynomial are found in Goedbloed & Poedts [15].
The coe cients depend on the conditions of the background plasma and are
a function of the following plasma parameters, ↵mn = ↵mn( 2, µ, E2, v2, w2),
where E = ⌦e/!p, v = ae/c, and w = ai/c.
2.4.3 Two-fluid waves in di↵erent astrophysical and
laboratory scenarios
In this section, we show the dispersion diagrams for four di↵erent astrophysi-
cal and laboratory scenarios. In order to compute the diagrams, the solutions
to the sixth order polynomial given in Eq. (2.42) are computed numerically.
As mentioned above, the waves in two-fluid plasmas depend strongly on the
conditions of the background plasma and the direction of propagation. In
Table 2.1, we present the conditions used in this study, corresponding to
characteristic conditions in the solar wind, the Earth’s magnetosphere, a
coronal loop and a tokamak.
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Table 2.1: Characteristic conditions in the solar wind, the Earth’s magnetosphere, a
coronal loop, and a tokamak.
Solar wind Magnetosphere Coronal loop Tokamak
n0 107 m 3 1010 m 3 1016 m 3 1020 m 3
B0 6 · 10 9 T 3 · 10 5 T 0.03 T 3 T
T0 105 K 104 K 106 K 108 K
l0 1.5 · 106 m 6 · 103 m 10000 km 1 m
In Figs. 2.3 and 2.4, the dispersion diagrams of the ideal two-fluid plasma
model for di↵erent astrophysical and laboratory conditions are presented for
an oblique propagation at ✓ = 45o. In the diagrams, the wavenumber is
normalized to the skin depth and the frequency to the plasma frequency.
The following characteristic plasma frequencies and lengths are depicted
as black dashed lines: the ion and electron gyroradius rLi and rLe , the skin
depth  , the Debye length  D, and the plasma frequency !p, the ion and
electron gyrofrequencies ⌦i and ⌦e. Similarly, the characteristic macroscopic
length l0 and time t0 are included in the figures, the latter computed as the
Alfve´nic transit time in one characteristic length.
All the diagrams present the same asymptotic behaviour as k ! 1 and
k ! 0. Table 2.2 identifies the asymptotic limits and shows the mathematical
expression as found in Goedbloed & Poedts [15]. In these limits, di↵erent
dispersive and non-dispersive waves are present. As depicted in the diagrams,
the waves are related to both macroscopic and kinetic regimes.
The regime k2 ! 0 corresponds to long wavelengths that are comparable
to macroscopic MHD scales. In this regime, we find three high-frequency
dispersive waves: the plasma waves, and the upper and lower hybrid waves
(in green, dark blue, and red, respectively). The three low-frequency non-
dispersive branches correspond to the MHD waves: Alfve´n (purple), fast
(light blue), and slow (yellow) magnetosonic waves. The gap between the
dispersive and the non-dispersive waves is large in all the conditions studied in
Figs. 2.3 and 2.4. This represents an important feature of the two-fluid model
that is the breaking of symmetry between the magnetic and electric fields.
The high-frequency waves are driven by electric field fluctuations whereas
the magnetic field fluctuations are dominant in the low-frequencies. This
important property will be used in order to design a numerical scheme for
the multi-fluid model.
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Table 2.2: Asymptotic limits of the dispersion diagram.
Cuto↵
k2 ! 0
!2 = !2p plasma frequency
!2 = !2p +
1
2 (⌦
2
e + ⌦
2
i )
±|⌦e   ⌦i|
q
!2p +
1
4 (⌦e + ⌦i)
2
upper and lower
cuto↵
Resonance
k2 !1
!2 =  2⌦2e electron cyclotron
!2 =  2⌦2i ion cyclotron
Local, high frequency
k2 !1, !2 !1
!2 = k2c2 EM waves
!2 = k2a2e electron sound
!2 = k2a2i ion sound
Global, low frequency MHD
k2 ! 0, !2 ! 0
!2 =  2k2v2A Alfve´n
!2 = 12k
2
⇥
v2A + v
2
s
±p(v2A + v2s)2   4 2v2Av2si slow and fastm.s. wave
The regime k2 ! 1 corresponds to short wavelengths related to kinetic
scales. Below the Debye length, a di↵erent asymptotic limit is found in all
conditions of study. Two dispersive waves are present that correspond to
the ion and electron cyclotron waves (yellow and light blue, respectively).
Similarly, four non-dispersive waves are present: two electromagnetic waves
(green and dark blue), and the ion and electron sound waves (purple and red,
respectively).
The evolution of the six di↵erent branches for finite wavenumbers is an
interesting feature of the two-fluid dispersion diagrams. Regarding the three
high-frequency branches, the upper hybrid and the plasma waves degenerate
into electromagnetic waves for wavelengths of the order of the skin depth.
Alternatively, the lower hybrid wave degenerates into the electron cyclotron
wave for k 1 ⇠   and into electron sound wave for k 1 ⇠  D. These waves
are related to the so-called O-, X-, and Z-waves for perpendicular propagation
and R- and L-waves for parallel propagation.
Concerning the three MHD-wave branches, for k 1 ⇠   the fast magne-
tosonic waves evolve into the electron cyclotron waves. The Alfve´n evolves
into the ion cyclotron and ion sound waves for k 1 ⇠ rLi . The slow mag-
netosonic waves into ion cyclotron waves. For frequencies comparable to the
skin depth, these branches are related to the whistler and the ion-whistler
waves. As shown in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4, the regime at k 1 ⇠   highly depend
on the background conditions and therefore it is a rather unexplored regime
in literature as MHD models are not valid.
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In summary, the study of the linear wave propagation in ideal two-fluid
plasmas illustrates the high potential of the multi-fluid modeling. The multi-
fluid model contains the macroscopic MHD modes as well as modes related
to Hall-MHD and to kinetic phenomena. Nevertheless, the disparity of scales
as well as the presence of dispersive modes involves an important challenge
from the numerical point of view.
2.5 SUMMARY
In this chapter, we have derived the general multi-fluid plasma equations from
the kinetic equation by taking moments. The model considers each species as
a separate fluid and solves for mass, momentum and energy conservation laws
for each fluid. The model accounts for the e↵ect of the electromagnetic fields
by solving for the Maxwell’s equations coupled to the previous system. A
particular multi-fluid model is the ideal two-fluid plasma model that considers
ions and electrons without collisions nor transport fluxes. The study of the
propagation of two-fluid linear waves in a homogenous background shows
that a wide range of scales are captured by this model, including both the
global MHD, Hall-MHD, and kinetic modes.
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Figure 2.3: Dispersion diagram of the ideal two-fluid system for oblique propagation at
✓ = 45  in the solar wind (top) and in the magnetosphere (bottom).
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el.	cyclotron
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Figure 2.4: Dispersion diagram of the ideal two-fluid system for oblique propagation at
✓ = 45  in a coronal loop (top) and in a tokamak (bottom).
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[The ideal MHD equations] are clearly an approximation to
the true plasma equations, but they have so many nice prop-
erties that they are the preferred set for describing macroscopic
plasma phenomena.
– R. M. Kulsrud
We present two closure models for the partially- and fully-ionized multi-
fluid set of equations. Firstly, Grad’s method for obtaining the transport
coe cients is described. The model for partially-ionized hydrogen plas-
mas considers two fluids, one for the charged species (ions and electrons
together) and another one describing the neutral species. They inter-
act through ionization and recombination reactions, and elastic collisions
that exchange momentum and energy between the fluids. Additionally,
two models for optically thin radiation in lower solar atmospheric con-
ditions are presented. Braginskii’s classical transport closure [5] for the
fully-ionized two-fluid equations is presented and compared to a more
recent model derived by Zhdanov [6].
3.1 GRAD’S METHOD
We consider a nonequilibrium state that deviates from the local plasma equi-
librium as
f↵ = f
(0)
↵ (1 +  ˆ↵(~v, ~x, t)) , (3.1)
where the local Maxwellian distribution f (0)↵ is defined in Eq. 2.23 and the
relative perturbation from equilibrium is considered to be small, in mathe-
matical terms, | ˆ↵(~v, ~x, t)|⌧ 1. In the following, we change the variables as
the notation is simplified if we use as independent variable the dimensionless
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peculiar velocity
~⇠ =
✓
m↵
kT↵
◆1/2
(~v   ~u↵) . (3.2)
The perturbation function  ˆ↵(~⇠, ~x, t) can be expanded as an infinite series
of polynomials. The irreducible tensorial Hermite polynomials are a natural
choice for this expansion due to their orthogonality properties with respect
to a scalar product with the Maxwellian distribution as a weight function
[95, 96, 87, 6]. As a result, the perturbation function can be expressed as
function of the polynomial H(m)r1...rq of order m and rank q.
As shown in the General Appendix G1 of Balescu [87], H(m)r1...rq can be
decomposed into combinations involving lower rank polynomials. Owing to
that reason, in the following, we consider three types of Hermite polynomials
in the expansion, the scalar Hermite polynomials H(m)(~⇠), the vectorial Her-
mite polynomials ~H(m)(~⇠), and the traceless tensorial Hermite polynomials
H¯(m)(~⇠). The expansion of the perturbation function reads
 ˆ↵(~⇠, ~x, t) =
1X
n=1
h
h(2n+2)↵ (~x, t)H
(2n+2)(~⇠)
+ ~h(2n+1)↵ (~x, t) · ~H(2n+1)(~⇠) + h¯(2n)↵ (~x, t) : H¯(2n)(~⇠)
i
. (3.3)
Here, h(m)↵ (~x, t), ~h
(m)
↵ (~x, t), and h¯
(m)
↵ (~x, t) are the dimensionless scalar, vec-
torial, and traceless tensorial Hermitian moments. These coe cients are
unknown and need to be calculated by averaging the Hermite polynomials
with the distribution function, as follows,
h(m)↵r1...rq =
Z
d~⇠
f↵
n↵
⇣
m↵
2⇡kT↵
⌘3/2H(m)r1...rq . (3.4)
The first dimensionless Hermitian moments are related to the transport fluxes
by simple relations as
h(2)↵rs =
p
2
2
⇡↵rs
p↵
and h(3)↵r =
r
2
5
✓
m↵
kT↵
◆1/2 q↵r
p↵
. (3.5)
Evolution equations for the moments h(m)↵r1...rq can be obtained by apply-
ing the transport equation (2.12) with  ↵ = H
(m)
r1...rq . The complete set of
equations for all the moments is an infinite hierarchy of non-linear partial
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di↵erential equations. The solution of this system is equivalent to the solu-
tion of the kinetic equation [87]. An approximate truncation of the system of
moment equations is necessary in order to provide a closure for the system of
plasma macroscopic equations. The accuracy of the method depends on the
number of Hermite polynomials taken for the closure. The expansion of the
distribution function in the 13M⇤, 21M , and 29M -moment approximations
reads
f (13M)↵ = f
(0)
↵
⇣
1 + h(3)↵rH
(3)
r + h
(2)
↵rsH
(2)
rs
⌘
, (3.6a)
f (21M)↵ = f
(0)
↵
"
1 +
2X
n=1
⇣
h(2n+1)↵r H
(2n+1)
r + h
(2n)
↵rs H
(2n)
rs
⌘#
, (3.6b)
f (29M)↵ = f
(0)
↵
"
1 +
3X
n=1
⇣
h(2n+1)↵r H
(2n+1)
r + h
(2n)
↵rs H
(2n)
rs
⌘#
. (3.6c)
As described by Zhdanov [6], the convergence of the solution with the num-
bers of polynomials depends on the type of collisions taken into account. In
fully ionized plasma, an accuracy higher than the 13M -moment approxima-
tion is necessary when Coulomb collisions between charged particles are taken
into account. The 13M -moment approximation does not provide the desired
accuracy when the electrons are highly magnetized but the ions are weakly
magnetized [87, 6]. This same fact was taken into account by Braginskii [5]
that considers the 29M -moment approximation. Balescu [87] shows that the
actual di↵erence between the 21M and 29M -moment approximation is very
small.
In the case of partially ionized plasmas, the 13M -moment aproximation
is su cient if the ion-atom and electron-atom e↵ective cross-sections are not
function of the velocity (as in the hard elastic spheres model) or do not
decrease abruptly with growing velocities [6].
The classical transport theory studies the transport processes in the col-
lisional limit. The dimensionless number that compares the collisional re-
laxation time to the hydrodynamic relaxation time is the so-called Knudsen
number
Kn = Max
✓
⌧↵
⌧H
◆
, (3.7)
⇤In the 13M approximation, for each species, one considers 5 hydrodynamic moments,i.e.,
⇢↵,~u↵, and T↵, (that are contained in f
(0)
↵ ), plus the three components of the heat flux
h
(3)
↵r , plus the five independent components of the pressure tensor h
(2)
↵rs .
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where ⌧↵ is the collisional relaxation time of the particles ↵ and ⌧H is the
hydrodynamical relaxation time that takes into account both electromagnetic
and fluid dynamics. The linear transport regimemakes the assumption on the
scale of the dimensionless perturbation function  ˆ↵(~⇠, ~x, t) that is considered
to be at most of order O (Kn)⌧ 1.
In this regime, the evolution equations of the Hermitian moments are
largely simplified. As shown by Balescu [87] and Zhdanov [6], if we disregard
the terms of order O (Kn)2 the time derivative of the equations disappears
and we obtain a set of equations where the transport fluxes depend linearly
on the so-called thermodynamic forces (temperature gradient, current, strain
tensor, etc). After performing algebraic transformations, the transport sys-
tem takes the form
Jn =
X
m
LnmXm, (3.8)
where Jn are the transport fluxes (or Hermitian moments), Xm are the ther-
modynamic forces, and Lnm is the transport matrix that contains the trans-
port coe cients. Therefore, these transport coe cients are a combination
of the collisional integrals that appear in the Hermitian moments balance
equations.
3.2 REACTIVE, COLLISIONAL, AND RADIATIVE
TWO-FLUID PARTIALLY-IONIZED MODEL
To our knowledge, the literature on partially ionized multi-fluid models lacks
a model that considers both elastic and inelastic collisional interactions and
is rigorously based on Grad’s method as explained above. Worth mentioning
are the recent contributions towards this goal by Zhdanov [97, 89]. However,
only the general set of equations and the electron properties are discussed in
these references.
Nevertheless, the importance of the transport fluxes is restricted to regions
with sharp gradients and the assumption of the high collisionallity of the
plasmas and slow variation of the magnetic field is not fulfilled by many cases
of interest in astrophysical and laboratory plasmas. Because of this reason,
simplified models that do not require the complex derivation of the Grad or
Chapman-Engskog methods, while containing the main physical processes,
are widely used.
In this work, we consider the two-fluid model for partially ionized plasmas
that is discussed in Meier & Shumlak [98], Leake et al. [8, 72], and Murphy
& Lukin [73]. A similar model is proposed in Khomenko et al. [2]. The
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model considers neutrals and charged species, i.e., ions and electrons, as
two separate fluids, accounting for electron impact ionization and radiative
recombination as well as elastic collisions that interchange momentum and
energy between the fluids. The simplification that considers the charged
species, ions and electrons, together as one conducting fluid is motivated when
the coupling between the charged particles is stronger than the one between
ions and neutrals [99]. This assumption is valid in the solar atmosphere for
heights above 1000 km [2, 99, 100].
We also consider di↵erent radiative cooling models, namely, the optically
thin model proposed by Leake et al. [8], and alternatively, a more realistic
model for the chromospheric conditions proposed by Goodman & Judge [3]
based on the CHIANTI database.
3.2.1 Normalized two-fluid (ion+neutral) equations
The normalized set of equations of the two-fluid model from Leake et al. [8]
and Meier & Shumlak [98] is presented in this section. We normalize with
⇢0, l0, and B0. The rest of variables are computed as a combination of the
previous ones. The conservation of mass of ions and neutrals reads:
@⇢i
@t
+ ~r · (⇢i~ui) = mi( ioni +  reci ), (3.9)
@⇢n
@t
+ ~r · (⇢n~un) = mn( ionn +  recn ). (3.10)
The reaction rates of electron impact ionization and radiative recombina-
tion,  ioni,n and  
rec
i,n , are computed by approximating the reactive collisional
cross-section in the integral of Eq.(2.9). Approximations for this integrals in
Hydrogen plasmas are given below.
Voronov [101] provides fitting formulas for the electron impact ionization
rates for the first 28 elements (from H to Ni). The model for Hydrogen in
dimensional units reads
 ioni =   ionn = nn⌫ion, (3.11)
with the ionization frequency,
⌫ion = neA
1
X +  ion/T ⇤e
✓
 ion
T ⇤e
◆K
e  ion/T
⇤
e , (3.12)
where ni,n,e is the number density of the ions, neutrals, and electrons, T ⇤e
is the electrons temperature in eV, A = 2.91 · 10 14 m3 s 1, K = 0.39,
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X = 0.232, and  ion = 13.6 eV. Voronov [101] provides the level of accuracy
of the model as compared to experimental data. For Hydrogen, the formula
provides accuracy within 5% for electron temperatures between 1 eV to 20
eV.
An approximation for the radiative recombination rate is given by McWhirter
[102] for ions with charge Z recombining from a ground state to a charge state
to charge state Z   1. The model for Z = 1, in dimensional units is
 recn =   reci = ni⌫rec, (3.13)
with the recombination frequency,
⌫rec = 2.6 · 10 19ne 1p
T ⇤e
. (3.14)
The formula is valid for electron temperatures from 1 eV to 15 eV [102].
The normalized momentum conservations of plasma and neutrals read
@⇢i~ui
@t
+ ~r ·
⇣
⇢i~ui~ui + (pi + pe)I¯
⌘
=
1
Rei
~r · ✏¯i+
~j ⇥ ~B + ~Rini +  ioni mi~un    recn mi~ui,
(3.15)
@⇢n~un
@t
+ ~r ·
⇣
⇢n~un~un + pnI¯
⌘
=
1
Ren
~r · ✏¯n
 ~Rini    ioni mi~un +  recn mi~ui,
(3.16)
where the Reynolds number of ions and neutrals is Rei,n = ⇢0v0l0/⇠i,n, where
⇠i,n is the viscosity. They are approximated as
⇠↵ =
n↵kT↵
⌫↵↵
, (3.17)
where the collisional frequencies are computed as
⌫nn = nn⌃nn
r
16kTn
⇡mn
and ⌫ii =
4
3
ni⌃ii
r
2kTi
⇡mi
, (3.18)
with ⌃nn = 7.73·10 19 m2 [72], and ⌃ii =  ⇡r2Di10 19 m2 and   the Coulomb
logarithm.
The strain tensor reads ✏¯i,n =
h
~r~vi,n + (~r~vi,n)T
i
, and the normalized
collisional momentum exchange reads
~R↵ ↵ = m↵ n↵⌫↵ (~v    ~v↵), (3.19)
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with the frequency of the collisions between ↵ and   particles,
⌫↵  = n ⌃↵ 
s
8kBT↵ 
⇡m↵ 
. (3.20)
Here m↵  = m↵m /(m↵+m ), and T↵  = (T↵+T )/2. The elastic collision
cross-section, ⌃↵  , is in general a function of the temperature [103, 104]. We
chose it to be constant here: ⌃in = ⌃ni = 1.41 · 10 19 m2, as in [8], in order
to compare the results to the latter reference.
The total energy conservation of plasma and neutrals reads
@
@t
✓
Ei + pe
 e   1
◆
+ ~r · (Ei~ui +  epe
 e   1~ui + pi~ui) =
1
Rei
⇣
~r · ✏¯i
⌘
· ~ui   ~r · ~qi   ~r · ~qe +~j · ~E + ~ui · ~Rini
+Qini    recn
1
2
miu
2
i  Qrecn +  ioni
1
2
miu
2
n +Q
ion
i  QR, (3.21)
@En
@t
+ ~r · (En~un + ~unpn) =
1
Ren
⇣
~r · ✏¯n
⌘
· ~un   ~r · ~qn   ~un · ~Rini +
Qinn +  
rec
n
1
2
miu
2
i +Q
rec
n    ioni
1
2
miu
2
n  Qioni , (3.22)
where the total (thermal + kinetic) energy is Ei,n = pi,n  1 + 12⇢i,nu2i,n with
the adiabatic constant  i,e,n = 5/3. The fluids obey the ideal gas law, i.e.,
p↵ = n↵kT↵. The ion and electron heat flux, ~qi,e, are taken from Braginskii [5]
and are explained in the following section; the heat flux of the neutrals follows
the Fourier law, ~qn =  n~rTn, with the thermal conductivity approximated
as
n =
4pnk
⌫nnmn
. (3.23)
The collisional energy exchange is
Q↵ ↵ =
1
2
~R↵ ↵ · (~v    ~v↵) + 3
m↵ 
m↵
n↵⌫↵ k(T    T↵); (3.24)
the thermal energy exchange terms due to the chemical reactions are
Qrecn =
3
2
 recn kTi and Q
ion
i =
3
2
 ioni kTn; (3.25)
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and the e↵ective radiative cooling losses QR are discussed in the following
section.
The electric current follows the generalized Ohm’s law, as follows,
~E + ~ui ⇥ ~B = 1
S
~j +  ˆi
~j ⇥ ~B
ni
   ˆir · P¯e
ni
  ⌫en
⌦e
(~ui   ~un) , (3.26)
where the Lundquist number S = v0µ0l0/⌘, and the normalized ion skin
depth  ˆi =  i/l0. The resistivity is computed as
⌘ =
mene (⌫ei + ⌫en)
(ene)
2 , (3.27)
with
⌫ei =
4
3
ni⌃ei
r
2kTe
⇡me
and ⌫en =
4
3
nn⌃en
r
2kTen
⇡men
, (3.28)
where ⌃en = 10 19 m2 [72].
The current is computed with the magnetic field as
~j = (~r⇥ ~B)/µ0. (3.29)
3.2.2 Radiation model
Two di↵erent radiation models are considered. The first, from Meier & Shum-
lak [98], and Leake et al. [8], represents an approximation of the optically thin
radiative losses. This simplified model represents the radiative losses that are
due to atomic physics such as the radiative recombination. In this approxi-
mation, excited states are not tracked, and instead, an e↵ective potential is
assumed [98, 105]. The model reads
Q(1)R =  
ion eff , (3.30)
where the  eff = 33 eV is the e↵ective potential accounting for the electron
binding energy plus the excitation energy of the ionization reaction. Yusu-
paliev [105] computes the e↵ective ionization potential of a gas molecule by
applying the dimension theory methods to the experimental data on static
electric gas breakdown.  eff is considered as the mean energy expended by
the electrons to ionization of one molecule, based on the study of elemen-
tary processes with participation of metastable levels of atoms and molecules
under the optimum electron multiplication condition.
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The second model used in the present work is the e↵ectively thin radiative
loss rate presented in Goodman & Judge [3]. The model is computed using
the OPACITY project and CHIANTI databases. Goodman & Judge [3]
showed that the model radiates the same energy as a plasma with solar
photosphere trace element abundances with an accuracy of ⇠ 10%, for T 
1.5 · 104 K. The function represents a physical fit to a three-level hydrogen
atom with two excited levels. The expression of the e↵ectively loss rate in
erg cm 3 s 1 reads
Q(2)R = ne (nn + ni) 8.63 · 10 6CET 1/2
2X
i=1
Ei⌥i exp( eEi/kBT ),
(3.31)
where CE = 1.6022 · 10 12 erg eV 1, the excited level energies are E1 = 3.54
eV and E2 = 8.28 eV; and the quantities ⌥1 = 0.15 · 10 3 and ⌥2 = 0.065.
The temperature is given in Kelvin and the number densities in cm 3.
In Fig. 3.1, we show the cooling curve defined as ⇤ = Q(2)R /ne (nn + ni).
The curve is compared to this of Schure et al. [4]. The di↵erences might be
due to di↵erent composition of the plasma considered in the two models.
Figure 3.1: Cooling function of the model developed by Goodman & Judge [3] (dashed
red) compared to the model develped by Schure et al. [4] (solid blue).
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3.3 CLASSICAL TRANSPORT CLOSURE FOR
FULLY IONIZED PLASMA
The fully ionized case considers the system of equations (2.13) - (2.15) for
↵ = i, e and no reactions, i.e., ~Rreact↵ = 0 and Q˙
react
↵ = 0. The model
implemented is the 29M -moments approximation developed by Braginskii [5].
This model is compared to a more recent version calculated independently
by Zhdanov [6].
Figure 3.2: Ion-ion (dashed line) and electron-ion (solid line) collisional time as function
of the temperature in the magnetosphere (green), the corona (black), and a tokamak (red).
The model neglects all the terms that are of the order me/mi ⌧ 1. As
a result, the transport equations of ions and electrons are independent, and
only two collisional times are meaningful for the plasma, i.e., the electron-ion
and the ion-ion. The collisional times in the conditions of Table 2.1 as a
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function of temperature are depicted in Fig. 3.2. They are calculated as
⌧ei =
1
6✏20
ni
"
Z4e4
m1/2e (⇡kTe)
3/2
#
ln⇤, and
⌧ii =
1
6✏20
ni
"
Z4e4
m1/2i (⇡kTi)
3/2
#
ln⇤ (3.32)
with
⇤ =
12⇡✏0
|Ze2| k
✓
Te + Ti
2
◆
rD, and r
 2
D =
X
↵=e,i
n↵q2↵
✏0kT↵
. (3.33)
In Fig. 3.2, one can observe that for a given density, the electron-ion col-
lision time is shorter than this of the ion-ion collisions. Additionally, the
collisional time increases as the temperature increases. The temperature
in tokamaks is of the order of T ⇠ 108 K and the Alfve´nic travel time of
tA ⇠ 10 6 s. Therefore, the plasma inside tokamaks can be considered
as collisionless since the collisional time is much larger than the dynamic
timescales. Similarly, the plasma in the magnetosphere is collisionless as the
temperature is T ⇠ 104 K and the Alfve´nic travel time of tA ⇠ 1 s compa-
rable to the electron-ion collisional time. On the contrary, in a coronal loop,
the Alfve´nic time is tA ⇠ 10 s and the temperature T ⇠ 106 K, and therefore
the time between collisions is much smaller than the macroscopic dynamics
timescales.
3.3.1 Electron Transport
The electron-ion friction force can be divided into two-parts, one produced
by the presence of the electric current and another driven by the gradients
in temperature.
~Rei = ~R
w
ei + ~R
T
ei (3.34)
where
~Rwei =  
⇢e
⌧ei
h
↵k ~wk + ↵? ~w?   ↵^
⇣
~b⇥ ~w
⌘i
(3.35)
with ~w = ~ue   ~ui.
~RTei =  nek
⇣
 k~rkTe +  ?~r?Te +  ^
⇣
~b⇥ ~rTe
⌘⌘
. (3.36)
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The dimensionless coe cients are function of the electron Hall parameter
defined as  e = ⌦e⌧ei and the ionization degree of the ions. In this work,
we consider single ionized ions, i.e., Z = 1. The coe cients as found in
Braginskii [5] read
↵k = 0.5129, ↵? = 1  6.416 
2
e+1.837
 e
, ↵^ =  e
1.704 2e+0.7796
 e
,
 k = 0.7110,  ? =
5.101 2e+2.681
 e
,  ^ =  e
1.5 2e+3.053
 e
.
(3.37)
with  e =  4e+14.79 
2
e+3.7703. The ion-electron friction reads ~Rei =  ~Rie.
The electron heat flux vector is calculated as
~qe = ~q
w
e + ~q
T
e , (3.38)
where
~qwe = pe
⇣
 k ~wk +  ? ~w? +  ^
⇣
~b⇥ ~w
⌘⌘
, (3.39)
~qTe =  
pek
me
⌧ei
⇣
 ek
~rkTe +  e? ~r?Te +  e^
⇣
~b⇥ ~rTe
⌘⌘
. (3.40)
The electron heat conduction coe cients read
 ek = 3.1616,  e? =
4.664 2e+11.92
 e
,  e^ =  e
2.5 2e+21.67
 e
. (3.41)
The electron viscous tensor is computed as
⇡¯e = pe⌧ei
⇣
⌘(0)e W¯
(0)
e + ⌘
(1)
e W¯
(1)
e + ⌘
(2)
e W¯
(2)
e   ⌘(3)e W¯ (3)e   ⌘(4)e W¯ (4)e
⌘
,
(3.42)
where the viscosity coe cients are
⌘(0)e = 0.733,
⌘(4)e =
2.05 2e+8.50
 e
, ⌘(1)e = ⌘
(2)
e [2 e] ,
⌘(4)e =   e  
2
e+7.91
 e
, ⌘(3)e = ⌘
(4)
e [2 e] .
(3.43)
with  e =  4e + 13.8 
2
e + 11.6.
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3.3.2 Ion transport
In this section, we take into account the di↵erence in the relaxation time of
the ions between Braginskii’s transport coe cients [5] and Eq. (3.32), i.e.,
⌧Bri = 2⌧ii. The ion heat flux vector reads
~qi =  pik
mi
⌧ii
⇣
 ik
~rkTi +  e? ~r?Ti +  e^
⇣
~b⇥ ~rTi
⌘⌘
. (3.44)
with the ion heat conduction coe cients
 ik = 7.812,  i? = 2
4 2i+2.645
 i
,  i^ = 4 i
5 2i+4.65
 i
, (3.45)
with  i = 16 4i + 10.8 
2
i + 0.677.
The ion viscous tensor reads
⇡¯i = pi⌧ii
⇣
⌘(0)i W¯
(0)
i + ⌘
(1)
i W¯
(1)
i + ⌘
(2)
i W¯
(2)
i   ⌘(3)i W¯ (3)i   ⌘(4)i W¯ (4)i
⌘
, (3.46)
where the ion viscosity is calculated as
⌘(0)i = 1.92,
⌘(4)i = 2
4.8 2i+2.23
 i
, ⌘(1)i = ⌘
(2)
i [2 i] ,
⌘(4)i = 2 i
4 2i+2.38
 i
, ⌘(3)i = ⌘
(4)
e [2 i] ,
(3.47)
with  i = 16 4i + 16.12 
2
i + 2.33.
The components of the viscous stress tensor are defined as function of the
traceless rate of strain tensor
Wij =
@ui
@xj
+
@uj
@xi
  2
3
@uk
@xk
 ij (3.48)
The tensors for arbitrary orientation of the magnetic field [106] are defined
as
W (0)ij =
3
2
✓
bibj   1
3
 ij
◆
(bkWklbl) (3.49)
W (1)ij =  
?
iµWµ⌫ 
?
⌫j +
1
2
 ?ijbµWµ⌫b⌫ (3.50)
W (2)ij =  
?
iµWµ⌫b⌫bj + bibµWµ⌫ 
?
⌫j (3.51)
W (3)ij =  
1
2
 ?iµWµ⌫Zµj +
1
2
ZiµWµ⌫ 
?
⌫j (3.52)
W (4)ij = ZiµWµ⌫b⌫bj   bibµWµ⌫Z⌫j (3.53)
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Finally, the transfer of energy (internal + kinetic) in unlike-particle elastic
collisions reads,
Q˙elasticie =
3k
⌧ei
mene
mi
(Te   Ti)  ~Rei · ~ui, (3.54)
and
Q˙elasticei =
3k
⌧ei
mene
mi
(Ti   Te) + ~Rei · ~ui. (3.55)
The non-dimensional coe cients of the fully-ionized two-fluid model are
shown as function of the magnetization in Fig. 3.3. The solid line corresponds
to Braginskii’s model [5], which was implemented, whereas the dashed line
corresponds to the model derived in Zhdanov [6]. The di↵erences between
the two models are very small and only visible by naked eye in the electron
properties that are parallel to the magnetic field. Nevertheless, the work of
Zhdanov [6] has a remarkable value as he provides a detailed derivation of
the model whereas Braginskii [5] gives a summary of the results.
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Figure 3.3: Dimensionless transport coe cients of the fully-ionized two-fluid model. The
model derived by Braginskii [5] (solid line) is compared to this of Zhdanov [6] (dashed
line).
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3.4 SUMMARY
We have presented two closures for partially- and fully-ionized multi-fluid
models. Firstly, the Grad’s method has been described in order to illustrate
the complexity that the transport theory requires. The classical transport
theory relies on the assumption that the Knudsen number is small (the plasma
is collisional), and that the distribution function of the species follows a
Maxwellian distribution with a small perturbation. Similarly, e↵ects that are
produced by the variation of the magnetic field in mean-free-path scales are
not accounted for by this theory. These assumptions might not be fulfilled
inside tokamaks.
The multi-fluid model for partially ionized hydrogen plasmas considers two
fluids, one for the neutrals and another for the charged species. The fluids
interact through elastic collisions that exchange momentum and energy and
ionization and recombination reactions. An approximation for the properties
is given. Although it is not based on the Grad’s method, it contains the main
physical phenomena that occur in partially ionized plasmas.
The fully-ionized multi-fluid model considers ions and electrons as two
separate fluids. The classic closure derived by Braginskii [5] is presented
and compared with a more recent derivation by Zhdanov [6]. The di↵erence
between the two models is minimal.
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CHAPTER 4
Finite Volume Solver for the
Multi-Fluid Plasma Equations
If we suppose that we know all the physical laws perfectly, of
course we don’t have to pay any attention to computers.
– Richard P. Feynman
A finite volume method for the multi-fluid plasma equations, including
di↵usive, reactive, and collisional terms, coupled to the full Maxwell’s
equations is presented. We propose an innovative approach that proves
to be versatile, representing a wide range of plasma parameters from ideal
and resistive MHD to reactive and collisional ion-neutral and ideal ion-
electron models. The method couples the multi-fluid equations in the
most general formulation to the full Maxwell’s equations. We propose a
second order TVD spatial discretization and second order fully-implicit
time stepping scheme. The electromagnetic field solver uses the hyper-
bolic divergence method to control the error in the divergence of the fields
and an upwind scheme with scaled numerical di↵usion. The fluids use a
flux vector splitting approach with corrections to solve flows at all speed
regimes, from subsonic to supersonic.
Part of this chapter has been published in:
1. A. Alvarez Laguna, A. Lani, H. Deconinck, N. N. Mansour, and S. Poedts, A fully-
implicit finite-volume method for multi-fluid reactive and collisional magne-
tized plasmas on unstructured meshes, Journal of Computational Physics, 318,
pp. 252-276, 2016.
2. A. Alvarez Laguna, N. Ozak, A. Lani, H. Deconinck, and S. Poedts, Fully-implicit finite
volume method for the ideal two-fluid plasma model, Computational Physics
Communications, under review, 2017.
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4.1 LITERATURE REVIEW ON MULTI-FLUID
NUMERICAL MODELS
The mathematical structure of the set of equations that was presented in
the previous chapter imposes a major challenge to the numerical modeling.
The multi-fluid equations capture phenomena that comprise a wide range
of time and space scales, chiefly, the electromagnetic scales, the convective
and di↵usive scales of each fluid, and the collisional and chemical reaction
scales. The disparity of scales in a system of PDEs is known as sti↵ness and
usually is related to stability problems in the time integration which implies
small time steps. Additionally, the multi-fluid and Maxwell’s equations are
coupled through source terms that, unlike MHD equations, cannot be written
as fluxes. This can lead to errors in the conservation of momentum and
energy at the numerical level. Owing to that reason, dedicated numerical
methods are to be proposed in order to tackle the particular di culties of
the multi-fluid equations.
An increasing number of numerical methods for solving for the multi-
fluid equations coupled to the Maxwell’s equations have been recently de-
veloped for di↵erent multi-fluid approaches. For the fully-ionized ideal two-
fluid (electron+ion) model, the first pioneering simulations correspond to
the ANTHEM code [107, 108]. More recently, di↵erent explicit and semi-
implicit methods discretizing the ideal two-fluid set of equations coupled
to the Maxwell’s equations have been proposed: High-order discontinuous
Galerkin methods have been developed by Loverich & Shumlak [109], Loverich
et al. [10], Srinivasan & Shumlak [110], and Sousa & Shumlak [111]. Fi-
nite di↵erence methods have been presented by Baboolal [112], Baboolal &
Bharuthram [113], and Kumar & Mishra [114]. Finite volume discretizations
are presented by Shumlak & Loverich [115], and Hakim et al. [116]. An al-
ternative approach is the quasi-neutral two-fluid that suppresses the plasma
waves and results in a less sti↵ system. Finite volume discretizations of the
latter are introduced by Amano [117], and Balsara et al. [118] for relativistic
flows. As well, a three-fluid model considering electrons, protons, and O5+
ions and the e↵ects of the anisotropy introduced by the magnetic field on the
transport fluxes, is studied by Ofman et al. [119, 120]. However, very little
pioneering work has been devoted to solving multi-fluid equations for char-
acterizing reactive, collisional, partially ionized plasma. A two-fluid model
that considers neutrals and ionized particles as separate fluids, interacting by
means of chemical reactions, collisional momentum and energy exchanges is
presented by Meier [98] and numerical solutions in chromospheric conditions
are obtained by Leake et al. [8, 72] and Murphy & Lukin [73].
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In this chapter we present a novel numerical method for the simulation
of laboratory and/or space plasmas, which solves for the multi-fluid model
coupled to the purely hyperbolic full Maxwell’s equations [121]. The numer-
ical method proves to be versatile, able to reproduce e ciently ideal MHD,
resistive MHD, reactive and collisional ion-neutral, and ideal ion-electron
models. Compared to the previous multi-fluid plasma finite volume schemes,
this scheme proposes the following novelties:
- The time discretization is a fully-implicit three-point Backward Euler
scheme. The eigenvalue structure of the numerical flux has character-
istic speeds ranging from the speed of light to the ion speed of sound.
Additionally, the source term that couples the electromagnetic fields
with the fluids can introduce very short time scales. Consequently, the
coupled system is very sti↵ and results in a very restrictive Courant-
Friedrichs-Lewy (CLF) condition in the time step for explicit discretiza-
tions. In the present work, all the terms are treated implicitly, resulting
in a stable discretization without CFL condition.
- The numerical fluxes of the fluids are discretized by means of an ad-
vection upstream splitting method (i.e., AUSM+-up) for all speeds
[122, 123, 124]. This flux vector splitting method is designed to achieve
shock resolution, monotonicity, positivity and entropy-satisfying prop-
erties, as well as accuracy at low Mach number. The latter is an im-
portant property since the Mach number of ions and electrons is very
di↵erent as the electron speed of sound is much greater than that of
ions. In addition, unlike the characteristic-based schemes such as Roe’s
that involve O(n2) operations per discretization point, the flux vec-
tor scheme AUSM+-up involves only O(n), where n is the number of
equations.
- The Maxwell’s equations are discretized using a modified-CIR (Courant-
Isaacson-Rees) scheme [125] with scaled dissipation. The exact solution
of the Riemann problem of the Maxwell’s equations coupled to the two-
fluid plasma is unknown as it depends on the source terms, i.e., on the
dynamics of the fluids. An approximate Riemann solver constructed
without taking into account the coupled problem may result in an over
dissipative scheme. In this work, we rescale the numerical dissipation
based on the physics of the coupled problem. This approach allows for
solving the Maxwell’s equations both in the charge-neutrality limit and
when charge separation is considered.
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- The second-order reconstruction in space uses a limiter suitable for
near-constant regions of the flow. We find this to be important for
the ideal two-fluid plasma model as the solutions contain dispersive
waves that result in regions with small oscillations where the limiter
can reduce the order of accuracy.
All developments discussed in this thesis have been implemented within
COOLFluiD [126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131], a world-class open source object-
oriented platform for scientific high-performance computing. COOLFluiD
consists of a set of plug-in libraries that can be linked at run-time to a
C++ kernel where the basic parallel data structure, functionalities and ab-
stract interfaces are defined. The framework is currently able to handle par-
allel multi-physics simulations including, in particular, complex compress-
ible/incompressible flows in thermochemical equilibrium or nonequilibrium
[132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137] and astrophysical plasmas [138, 139, 140] with
a wide range of spatial discretization algorithms and time marching methods.
4.2 HYPERBOLIC DIVERGENCE CLEANING FOR
MAXWELL’S EQUATIONS
One of the main concerns when the electromagnetic field is solved numeri-
cally, either in the induction equation in the MHD approach or solving the
full Maxwell’s equations, is to fulfill the divergence constraints for the elec-
tromagnetic field. While the MHD approach only needs to consider the di-
vergence free condition for the magnetic field, the full Maxwell system needs
also to account for Gauss’ law for the electric field. Di↵erent methods for
enforcing these constraints are found in the literature, a good review of them
can be found in [141]. The hyperbolic divergence cleaning (HDC) method
introduced by Munz et al. [121] has shown to be an e cient and flexible
method to control the divergence constraints, i.e., Eq. (2.34) and Eq. (2.22),
in parallel solvers for finite volume calculations on unstructured grids. This
method introduces two additional degrees of freedom that couple Gauss’ law
and the divergence-free condition for the magnetic induction with the evolu-
tion equations. This model, called Generalized Lagrange Multiplier Maxwell
system, results in a purely hyperbolic system of equations that enforces the
divergence constraints. Since the new system continues being hyperbolic, it
can be solved using the same numerical methods as the regular hyperbolic
system of partial di↵erential equations. The latter can be considered an ad-
vantage compared to other methods that involve the solution of sti↵ Poisson
problems or the use of staggered grids [142].
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The system proposed by the HDC method is also called the purely hyper-
bolic Maxwell’s equations. Two Lagrange multipliers   and  are added to
the original Maxwell equations as follows
@ ~B
@t
+ ~r⇥ ~E +  2~r = 0, (4.1)
@ ~E
@t
  c2~r⇥ ~B + ( c)2~r  =  
~j
µ0
, (4.2)
@ 
@t
+ c2~r · ~B = 0, (4.3)
@ 
@t
+ ~r · ~E = ⇢c
✏0
. (4.4)
Artificial waves are introduced at speeds  c and  c that remove the errors
in the fulfillment of the constraints. Therefore, the two scalar parameters  
and   should be chosen to be   1. In this work, we use   =   = 1 in the
results, so there are no waves that are faster than the speed of light, which
avoids increasing the sti↵ness to the problem.
4.3 FINITE VOLUME FORMULATION
We can write the purely hyperbolic Maxwell equations (4.1)-(4.4) coupled to
the general multi-fluid equations (2.13)-(2.15) in conservation form, as follows
@U(P)
@t
+ ~r · ~F(c) = ~r · ~F(d) + S, (4.5)
where U are the conservative variables and P are the variables in which we
actually store and update the solution. For Maxwell’s equation system, we
consider:
U = P =
0BB@
~B
~E
 
 
1CCA , ~F(c) =
0BBB@
I¯ ⇥ ~E +  2 I¯
 c2I¯ ⇥ ~B + ( c)2 I¯
c2 ~BT
~ET
1CCCA ,
and S =
0BB@
0
  ~j✏0
0
⇢c
✏0
1CCA . (4.6)
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For the multi-fluid equations for each species s, we have:
Us =
0@ ⇢s⇢s~us
⇢sEs
1A , Ps =
0@ ⇢s~us
Ts
1A ,
~F(c)s =
0@ ⇢s~us⇢s~us~us + psI¯
⇢sHs~us
1A , ~F(d)s =
0@ 0⇡¯s
~us · ⇡¯s   ~qs
1A ,
and Ss =
0B@ ⇢˙sQs ~E +~js ⇥ ~B + ⇢˙s~us +Pj2Nsj 6=s ~Rsjs
~js · ~E + 12 ⇢˙su2s +
Pj2Ns
j 6=s Q˙
sj
s · ~us +
Pj2Ns
j 6=s H
sj
s + Q˙s
1CA . (4.7)
In order to apply the finite volume method, we divide the domain into N non-
overlapping cells of area |⌦i|, each of them bounded by the closed surface @⌦i
with outward normal ~n. The boundary @⌦i consists of n faces of area |@⌦ij |,
with j 2 Di, the set of neighboring cells of cell i. Equation (4.5) for the cell
⌦i can be written in integral form as:
d
dt
Z
⌦i
U(P) d⌦+
I
@⌦i
~F(c) · ~n d⌃ =
I
@⌦i
~F(d) · ~n d⌃+
Z
⌦i
S d⌦. (4.8)
We apply the discretization:
dU(Pi)
dt
|⌦i|+
X
j2Di
Hij |@⌦ij | =
X
j2Di
Gij |@⌦ij |+ Si|⌦i|, (4.9)
where the cell average Pi is the actual array of unknowns and Hij and Gij
are the numerical inviscid and di↵usive fluxes at the interface between cells
i and j, respectively. The numerical inviscid flux can be approximated with
a numerical flux function as Hij = H (Ui,Uj ,~nij), such that it fulfills the
consistency condition H (U,U,~n) = ~F(c) · ~n = H(U). In the following
sections we will present the numerical schemes used in the present work, i.e.,
modified-CIR for Maxwell’s equations and a generalization of the AUSM+-up
for multi-fluid plasma equations.
4.4 SECOND-ORDER RECONSTRUCTION
The numerical fluxes Hij = H (Ui,Uj ,~nij) that were introduced in the
previous section are first order space accurate upwind schemes, as they only
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depend on the values of the cells Ui and Uj . In order to obtain second-
order accuracy in space, we use a weighted linear least square reconstruction
[143] with Venkatakrishnan’s limiter [144]. Weights are based on inverse of
the distances between cell-centers of neighboring cells in the reconstruction
stencil. The limited reconstructed values of the variables of Ui and Uj at the
Gauss quadrature point of the cell face are computed from the reconstructed
P variables, which are the ones that are actually stored and to which the
least square approach is directly applied:
Urec limitedi = U(P
rec limited
i ) ⌘ UL,
Urec limitedj = U(P
rec limited
j ) ⌘ UR,
(4.10)
where
Prec limitedi = Pi +  i~rPi · (~rij   ~ri) ⌘ PL,
Prec limitedj = Pj +  j ~rPj · (~rij   ~rj) ⌘ PR.
(4.11)
Working directly with P variables instead of U is more convenient especially
for computing gradients needed by transport fluxes (in velocity and temper-
ature), but also when considering more complex nonlinear thermodynamic
models for the di↵erent species energies (which are not considered here but
are planned to be used in future work). In Eq. (4.10), U(P) is a straight-
forward analytical variable transformation. In Eq. (4.11), ~rij is the position
vector of the Gauss quadrature point on the cell face @⌦ij , ~ri and ~rj are
the position vectors of the cell center of the cells i and j, respectively. The
expression for the limiter   can be found in Venkatakrishnan [144]. In this
work, for each variable of P, the limiter corresponding to a cell is computed
as the minimum over all the quadrature points on the faces for that variable.
For the sake of clarity, in the following the reconstructed values at the inter-
face between the two cells, Urec limitedi and U
rec limited
j will be referred to
as UL and UR, respectively.
4.4.1 Venkatakrishnan limiter for smooth region flows
The expression for the limiter   is found to be of remarkable importance for
ideal two-fluid plasma model due to the presence in the solution of dispersive
waves, e.g., plasma waves or ion/electron cyclotron waves. If the limiter is not
properly designed, these oscillations can be detected by the limiter as spurious
and the unexpected behaviour of the limiter can damage the accuracy of the
numerical scheme. We adopt the limiter presented by Venkatakrishnan [144],
which proposes a correction for nearly smooth regions, as follows:
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of piece-wise first-order and second-order numerical solutions.
 i =
8>><>>:
 
⇣
max(Pi,Pk2Di ) Pi
rPi·(~rij ~ri)
⌘
if rPi · (~rij   ~ri) > 0
 
⇣
min(Pi,Pk2Di ) Pi
rPi·(~rij ~ri)
⌘
if rPi · (~rij   ~ri) < 0
1 if rPi · (~rij   ~ri) = 0
(4.12)
The limiter function reads
 
✓
 +
  
◆
=
1
  

( 2+ + ✏
2)   + 2 2  +
 2+ + 2 
2  +   + + ✏2
 
(4.13)
where ✏2 = (K x)3,    = rPi · (~rij   ~ri) and  + = max(Pi,Pk2Di) Pi.
Using this correction, the limiter is not activated for oscillations that are
|rPi · (~rij   ~ri)| < (K x)3/2. Therefore, by choosing the proper value of
K > 0, we avoid to limit the slope in the regions without discontinuities
but where dispersive waves are present. In this work, each variable uses a
di↵erent value of K. Typical values used in this work are K 2 (0.1, 1).
Figure 5.26 shows the di↵erence in the results for a simulation of magnetic
reconnection (see details in Chapter 5) where two di↵erent limiters have
been used. The solution on the top shows the ion temperature (left) and
the corresponding limiter to this variable (right) obtained in the code using
a Barth and Jespersen limiter [145], while the figure on the bottom shows
also the ion temperature and the value of the limiter at the same solution
time using the Venkatakrishnan limiter adopted for the simulations in the
validation of our code. From the figures on the right, one can see that the
Venkatakrishnan limiter does a better job capturing the shocks, while the
reconnection region is not limited. This is possible, since the limiter is not
activated in the entire region, where plasma oscillations are present. On
the other hand, the Barth and Jespersen limiter is more dissipative in the
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domain, especially in the current sheet, and even induced the growth of a
spurious plasmoid in the center of the current sheet, which it is not present
when using the Venkatakrishnan limiter.
4.5 MODIFIED-CIR SCHEME WITH SCALED
NUMERICAL DIFFUSION FOR MAXWELL’S
EQUATIONS WITH HDC
We first analyze the original CIR scheme [125] applied to the HDC Maxwell’s
equations. The original version of the scheme takes into account only the
eigenvalue structure of the flux. However, the influence of the motion of the
fluids in the electromagnetic equations is driven by the current ~j and the
charge density ⇢c that appear in Eq. (4.2) and Eq. (4.4). As it will be shown,
if we apply the original CIR scheme and we disregard the scales that are
consequence of the fluid-electromagnetics coupled problem, the numerical
dissipation is based on a purely electromagnetics flux, which results in an
overestimated numerical di↵usion.
The original CIR scheme for the HDC Maxwell’s equations is constructed
as follows. Considering the system of Eq. (4.6), in the 3D case, the flux ~F(c)
projected onto the normal can be written as:
H(U) = ~F(c) · ~n =
0BBBBBBBBBB@
 2 nx + Ezny   Eynz
 Eznx +  2 ny + Exnz
Eynx   Exny +  2 nz
 2c2 nx   c2Bzny + c2Bynz
c2Bznx +  2c2 ny   c2Bxnz
 c2Bynx + c2Bxny +  2c2 nz
c2Bxnx + c2Byny + c2Bznz
Exnx + Eyny + Eznz
1CCCCCCCCCCA
. (4.14)
Since the matrix H(U) depends linearly on U, we can write H(U) = @H@UU =
AnU. WhereAn is linear with real eigenvalues   = ±c,±c,± c,± c. There-
fore, the system is hyperbolic and the first-order upwind space discretization,
a.k.a., CIR scheme, can be obtained immediately by writing the numerical
flux Hij =H (UL,UR,~nij) as:
Hij = A
+
nUL +A
 
nUR =
H(UL) +H(UR)
2
  1
2
|An|(UR  UL), (4.15)
where A±n = L⇤±L 1 and ⇤± is the diagonal matrix that contains either
the positive or negative eigenvalues of ⇤ respectively. The matrix |An| =
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L|⇤|L 1 where |⇤| = ⇤+ ⇤ 2 . Expression of the matrices A±n can be found
in Munz et al. [121].
As it can be seen from Eq. (4.15), the CIR scheme consists of a central
scheme with a numerical dissipation term. The numerical dissipation is fun-
damental in order to obtain a monotone scheme, as stated in Godunov’s
theorem. In this particular set of equations, the matrix responsible for the
numerical dissipation reads
|An| =
2664
|An|B 0 0
0 |An|E 0
0 0 |An|HDC
3775 (4.16)
where
|An|B = cDB , withDB =
24 1 + n2x(    1) nxny(    1) nxnz(    1)nxny(    1) 1 + n2y(    1) nynz(    1)
nxnz(    1) nynz(    1) 1 + n2z(    1)
35
(4.17)
|An|E = cDE , withDE =
24 1 + n2x(   1) nxny(   1)c nxnz(   1)nxny(   1) 1 + n2y(   1) nynz(   1)
nxnz(   1) nynz(   1) 1 + n2z(   1)
35
(4.18)
and
|An|HDC = cDHDC , with DHDC =

  0
0  
 
. (4.19)
With the previous matrix, we get the following expression for the numerical
flux function that will depend on the reconstructed values of U of the left
(L) and right (R) neighbouring cell to the face with normal ~n pointing from
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the left state to the right state:
H (UL,UR, ~n) =
1
2
0BBBBBBBBBB@
 2( L + R)nx + (EzL + EzR )ny   (EyL + EyR )nz (EzL + EzR )nx +  2( L + R)ny + (ExL + ExR )nz
(EyL + EyR )nx   (ExL + ExR )ny +  2( L + R)nz
 2c2( L +  R)nx   c2(BzL + BzR )ny + c2(ByL + ByR )nz
c2(BzL + BzR )nx +  
2c2( L +  R)ny   c2(BxL + BxR )nz c2(ByL + ByR )nx + c2(BxL + BxR )ny +  2c2( L +  R)nz
c2(BxL + BxR )nx + c
2(ByL + ByR )ny + c
2(BzL + BzR )nz
(ExL + ExR )nx + (EyL + EyR )ny + (EzL + EzR )nz
1CCCCCCCCCCA
  1
2
0BBBBBBBBBB@
c(BxR   BxL) + c(    1)[( ~BR   ~BL) · ~n]nx
c(ByR   ByL) + c(    1)[( ~BR   ~BL) · ~n]ny
c(BzR   BzL) + c(    1)[( ~BR   ~BL) · ~n]nz
c(ExR   ExL) + c(   1)[(~ER   ~EL) · ~n]nx
c(EyR   EyL) + c(   1)[(~ER   ~EL) · ~n]ny
c(EzR   EzL) + c(   1)[(~ER   ~EL) · ~n]nz
 c( R   L)
 c( R    L)
1CCCCCCCCCCA
| {z }
D(UL,UR,~n)
(4.20)
The first vector is a central di↵erence discretization of the flux, whereas the
second term represents the numerical dissipation, denoted as D(UL,UR,~n).
In order to illustrate how the numerical dissipation a↵ects the finite volume
discretization of the Maxwell’s equations, we define   ~B = ~BR   ~BL,   ~E =
~ER   ~EL,   =  R   L, and    =  R   L. We also define the distance
between the centroids of the left and the right cell as  l = |~ri   ~rj |. We
rearrange the terms of the magnetic and electric field into the component
perpendicular to the face |@⌦ij |, i.e.,   ~B? = (  ~B · ~nij)~nij , and the parallel
one,   ~Bk =   ~B   (  ~B · ~nij)~nij .
With these definitions, we can write the numerical dissipation, D(UL,UR,~n)
in a more compact way:
D(UL,UR,~n) =
1
2
0BBBB@
c l
⇣
  ~Bk
 l +  
  ~B?
 l
⌘
c l
⇣
 ~Ek
 l + c 
 ~E?
 l
⌘
 c l   l
 c l   l
1CCCCA . (4.21)
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The equivalent integral equation including the numerical di↵usion is:
d
dt
Z
⌦i
0BB@
~B
~E
 
 
1CCA d⌦+ I
@⌦i
0BBB@
I¯ ⇥ ~E +  2 I¯
 c2I¯ ⇥ ~B + ( c)2 I¯
c2 ~BT
~ET
1CCCA · ~n d⌃
+
I
@⌦i
0BBBB@
c l2
⇣
~r ~Bk +  ~r ~B?
⌘
c l2
⇣
~r ~Ek +  ~r ~E?
⌘
 c l2
~r 
 c l2
~r 
1CCCCA · ~n d⌃ =
Z
⌦i
0BB@
0
  ~j✏0
0
⇢c
✏0
1CCA d⌦. (4.22)
In the previous equation one can note that the system tends asymptotically
to the Eq. (4.6) as the grid size tends to zero, i.e.,  l ! 0. However, as the
numerical dissipation scales as c l for all the equations, it might be much
larger than the rest of the terms since the speed of light is very large compared
to the characteristic speeds of the fluids. An overdissipative method results
in an important loss of accuracy of the numerical scheme. In the following
subsections, we propose a solution to this problem by scaling the dissipation
matrix in Eq. (4.16) with a proper value that is based on the coupled fluid-
electromagnetic field physics. We propose two versions of the scheme that
depend on the particularities of the multi-fluid model: (1) Numerical flux
function in the charge neutrality limit for ideal/resistive MHD model, and
the reactive and collisional ion-neutral model, (2) Numerical flux function
with charge separation for the ideal electron-ion two-fluid model.
4.5.1 Scaling of the numerical dissipation with the
charge-neutrality assumption
As mentioned by MacCormack [146], the numerical dissipation of the original
CIR scheme is out of balance for a MHD problem. In MHD, the current
usually follows Ohm’s law: ~j =  ( ~E+~u⇥ ~B). In those cases, the displacement
current is very small and the characteristic electric field would be of the order
of magnitude O(Ec) = O(ucBc), where Bc and uc are the characteristic
magnetic field and velocity of the fluid, respectively. However, one can see
that the numerical dissipation term of the Faraday’s law, equation (4.1) is
of the order O(cBc) whereas the flux is: O(ucBc). Therefore, the numerical
dissipation compared to the flux is O(c/uc), i.e., too large.
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On the other hand, the numerical dissipation of the Ampere’s law, equation
(4.2), is O(cEc) = O(uccBc), whereas the terms of the flux are O(c2Bc). In
this case, the numerical dissipation compared to the flux is O(uc/c), i.e., too
low.
Similarly, in the equation for the Lagrange multipliers  and  , i.e., equa-
tions (4.3) and (4.4) the numerical dissipation is unbalanced. One can deduce
that the Lagrange multiplier O( ) = O( 2Ec) = O( 2ucBc). Therefore, in
equation (4.3), the numerical dissipation compared to the flux is O( 3uc/c).
Since   usually is taken to be of order unity, we can deduce that the numerical
dissipation is too small in this case. Finally, in equation (4.4), knowing that
O( ) = O( 2Bc) we can deduce that in this case the numerical dissipation
is of O( 3c/uc), therefore too large.
To solve this problem, we can scale the numerical dissipation, as it is
shown in the following. We multiply the flux H(U) by the scaling matrix R,
H0(U) = RH(U) = A0nU, where
R =
266666666664
r2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 r2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 r2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 s2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 s2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 s2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 s2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 r2
377777777775
(4.23)
We apply the CIR method to the scaled flux H0, obtaining the numerical
flux function H 0. Following the procedure described in MacCormack [146],
we choose r =
p
c and s = 1p
c
, so An and A0n have the same eigenvalues.
The flux function with scaled di↵usion is obtained, H mod CIR = R 1H 0.
We obtain:
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H mod(UL,UR, ~n) =
1
2
0BBBBBBBBBB@
 2( L + R)nx + (EzL + EzR )ny   (EyL + EyR )nz (EzL + EzR )nx +  2( L + R)ny + (ExL + ExR )nz
(EyL + EyR )nx   (ExL + ExR )ny +  2( L + R)nz
 2c2( L +  R)nx   c2(BzL + BzR )ny + c2(ByL + ByR )nz
c2(BzL + BzR )nx +  
2c2( L +  R)ny   c2(BxL + BxR )nz c2(ByL + ByR )nx + c2(BxL + BxR )ny +  2c2( L +  R)nz
c2(BxL + BxR )nx + c
2(ByL + ByR )ny + c
2(BzL + BzR )nz
(ExL + ExR )nx + (EyL + EyR )ny + (EzL + EzR )nz
1CCCCCCCCCCA
  1
2
0BBBBBBBBBBB@
(BxR   BxL) + (    1)[( ~BR   ~BL) · ~n]nx
(ByR   ByL) + (    1)[( ~BR   ~BL) · ~n]ny
(BzR   BzL) + (    1)[( ~BR   ~BL) · ~n]nz
c2(ExR   ExL) + c2(   1)[(~ER   ~EL) · ~n]nx
c2(EyR   EyL) + c2(   1)[(~ER   ~EL) · ~n]ny
c2(EzR   EzL) + c2(   1)[(~ER   ~EL) · ~n]nz
 c2( R   L)
 ( R    L)
1CCCCCCCCCCCA
. (4.24)
One can see that the new dissipation which has been introduced numerically
is balanced with the terms of the flux of Maxwell’s equations, as follows:
d
dt
Z
⌦i
0BB@
~B
~E
 
 
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@⌦i
0BBB@
I¯ ⇥ ~E +  2 I¯
 c2I¯ ⇥ ~B + ( c)2 I¯
c2 ~BT
~ET
1CCCA · ~n d⌃
+
I
@⌦i
0BB@
 l
2 (r ~Bk +  r ~B?)
c2 l2 (r ~Ek +  r ~E?)
 c2 l2 r 
  l2 r 
1CCA · ~n d⌃ = Z
⌦i
0BB@
0
  ~j✏0
0
⇢c
✏0
1CCA d⌦. (4.25)
The numerical scheme H mod(UL,UR,~n) presented in equation (4.24), is a
novel formulation of the 3D FV solver for the Maxwell’s equations on un-
structured meshes presented in Munz et al. [121], with scaled numerical dis-
sipation for plasma simulations using HDC. The method proposed in Mac-
Cormack [146] has been generalized for unstructured meshes and extended
to incorporate the HDC approach.
4.5.2 Scaling of the numerical dissipation with charge
separation in the ideal two-fluid plasma model
For the ideal electron-ion model, we base the rescaling of the numerical dis-
sipation matrix on the linear wave structure that was presented in Section
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2.4.2. As discussed in that section, the symmetry between the magnetic and
electric field waves that is present in the MHD limit, disappears in the ideal
two-fluid plasma model. For large scales, the magnetic field waves follow
the MHD limit, while the electric field follows the plasma waves and the
upper and lower cutt-o↵ frequencies. Owing to that reason, the numerical
dissipation of the electric and magnetic field are designed to be di↵erent.
The characteristic speed defined by the first two terms of Eq. (4.2) is the
speed of light, since the displacement current is responsible for the elec-
tromagnetic waves. Here, the order of the numerical dissipation |An|E is
balanced with the flux terms of this equation. Similarly, the hyperbolic di-
vergence cleaning variables are designed to correct the errors in the divergence
constraints by introducing waves at speeds  c and  c [121] and consequently
the numerical dissipation |An|HDC is balanced accordingly.
Due to the asymmetry between the scales of magnetic and electric fields
mentioned above, we must propose a better scaling for the numerical di↵usion
of the induction equation. To accomplish this we analyze the scales of the two
terms in Eq. (4.1): The smallest spatial variations of the electric field, which
are produced by the plasma waves are in the scale of the Debye length, i.e.,
lc ⇠ O(rD). In the two-fluid plasma model quasi-neutrality is not imposed
and charge separation is one of the main drivers for the creation of electric
fields present in the model. On the other hand, the time variation in the
magnetic field is in the MHD scales. Therefore, we can take tc ⇠ O(⌧A), with
the Alfve´n transit time defined as ⌧A = l0/vA. The length and time scales
of Faraday’s law define the characteristic velocity vc = lc/tc ⇠ O(rDvA/l0),
which is, in general, much smaller than the speed of light used in other
methods.
Thus, the modified matrix for the Faraday’s law numerical dissipation is:
|An|B = rˆ⇤DvADB (4.26)
where rˆ⇤D = max(rD/l0, x/l0). As the Debye length can be much smaller
than the size of the mesh, an e↵ective scale of the variations of the electric
field is applied in the previous equation. The coe cients in Eq. (4.26) are
chosen to be constant in all the domain, i.e., the value of rˆ⇤D and vA are set to
characteristic values in the simulation. By doing this, we keep the linearity
of the equations and we find this to be beneficial to the convergence of the
method.
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The numerical flux function with this modification reads:
H mod(UL,UR, ~n) =
1
2
0BBBBBBBBBB@
 2( L + R)nx + (EzL + EzR )ny   (EyL + EyR )nz (EzL + EzR )nx +  2( L + R)ny + (ExL + ExR )nz
(EyL + EyR )nx   (ExL + ExR )ny +  2( L + R)nz
 2c2( L +  R)nx   c2(BzL + BzR )ny + c2(ByL + ByR )nz
c2(BzL + BzR )nx +  
2c2( L +  R)ny   c2(BxL + BxR )nz c2(ByL + ByR )nx + c2(BxL + BxR )ny +  2c2( L +  R)nz
c2(BxL + BxR )nx + c
2(ByL + ByR )ny + c
2(BzL + BzR )nz
(ExL + ExR )nx + (EyL + EyR )ny + (EzL + EzR )nz
1CCCCCCCCCCA
  1
2
0BBBBBBBBBB@
rˆ⇤DvA(BxR   BxL) + (    1)[( ~BR   ~BL) · ~n]nx
rˆ⇤DvA(ByR   ByL) + (    1)[( ~BR   ~BL) · ~n]ny
rˆ⇤DvA(BzR   BzL) + (    1)[( ~BR   ~BL) · ~n]nz
c(ExR   ExL) + c2(   1)[(~ER   ~EL) · ~n]nx
c(EyR   EyL) + c2(   1)[(~ER   ~EL) · ~n]ny
c(EzR   EzL) + c2(   1)[(~ER   ~EL) · ~n]nz
 c( R   L)
 c( R    L)
1CCCCCCCCCCA
. (4.27)
The equivalent integral equation can be written as
d
dt
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4.6 MULTI-FLUID EXTENSION OF THE AUSM+-UP
SCHEME
As it was done before with the Maxwell’s equations, we discretize the system
of equations in Eq. (4.7) using the finite volume method. In order to discretize
the inviscid flux projected into the normal, Hs, of each of the species s, the
numerical flux used in the present work is the AUSM+-up scheme [122, 147,
123]. The essence of the AUSM method is to split the flux into advective and
pressure flux terms, as follows:
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Hs(U) = ~F
(c)
s · ~n =
0@ ⇢s~us · ~n⇢s~us~us · ~n+ p~n
⇢sHs~us · ~n
1A =
~us · ~n
0@ ⇢s⇢s~us
⇢sHs
1A+ ps
0@ 0~n
0
1A =Msas
0@ ⇢s⇢s~us
⇢sHs
1A+ ps
0@ 0~n
0
1A , (4.29)
where Ms = ~us · ~n/as. The AUSM scheme discretize the numerical flux for
species s at the interface |@⌦ij | as:
Hij,s = H
(A)
ij,s
+H(P )ij,s , (4.30)
where H(A)ij,s and H
(P )
ij,s
are the upwinded advective and pressure fluxes, re-
spectively. The former reads:
H(A)ij,s =M1/2,sa1/2,s
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
0B@ ⇢s⇢s~us
⇢sHs
1CA
L
, M1/2,s > 00B@ ⇢s⇢s~us
⇢sHs
1CA
R
, otherwise.
(4.31)
Where M1/2,s and a1/2,s are the numerical Mach number and the numerical
speed of sound at the cell interface. They can take di↵erent forms. In the
present work, they are implemented as follows:
a1/2,s = min(aˆL,s , aˆR,s), where aˆL/R,s =
 
a⇤
2
,s
max(a⇤2,s , un,s)
!
L/R
and a⇤
2
,s =
2( s   1)
 s + 1
Hs, (4.32)
from Liou [124]. Where Hs =
1
2u
2
s + cp,sT and un,s = ~us · ~n. In this work,
the numerical Mach speed at the interface is evaluated as:
M1/2,s =M+(4)(ML,s) +M (4)(MR,s) Mp,s , (4.33)
where the function M±(4) is defined as:
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M±(4)(M) =
(
M±(1) if |M |   1
M±(2)(1⌥ 16 M⌥(2)) otherwise,
(4.34)
with
M±(1)(M) =
1
2
(M ± |M |), and M±(2)(M) = ±
1
4
(M ± 1)2. (4.35)
The parameter   can be modified as a matter of choice, but it was set to the
recommended default value   = 1/8 in all our simulations. The discussion
of the influence of this parameter is omitted herein, but it can be found in
Liou [122]. The termMp,s is the pressure di↵usion term that is introduced in
order to enhance the behavior of the numerical scheme at low Mach number.
It is defined in Liou [124] as:
Mp,s =
Kp
fa,s
max(1   M¯,s2, 0) pR,s   pL,s
⇢1/2,sa
2
1/2,s
, (4.36)
where
⇢1/2,s =
⇢R,s ⇢L,s
2 , fa,s =Mo,s(2 Mo,s)
M2o = min(1,max(M¯
2
,s,M1,s)), M¯2,s =
(u2nL,s
+u2nR,s
)
2a2
1/2,s
, ML/R,s =
unL/R,s
a1/2,s
,
(4.37)
where un,s = ~us · ~n. The parameters Kp,   and M1,s should be chosen and
specified in the input file. The values should satisfy the following conditions,
0  Kp  1,    1. They are used to control the discretization in regions of
low speed flow, when the local Mach number is M2  1/ , for greater Mach
numbers, they have no influence.
The numerical pressure flux of the species s at the interface ij is calculated
as suggested in Liou [124]:
H(P )ij,s = p1/2,s
0@ 0~nij
0
1A , (4.38)
where p1/2,s is the numerical flux that can be discretized as:
p1/2,s = P+(5)(ML,s) + P (5)(MR,s)  pu,s , (4.39)
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where pu,s is the so-called velocity di↵usion, defined as:
pu,s =  KuP+(5)(ML,s)P (5)(MR,s)(⇢L,s + ⇢R,s)a1/2,s(uR,s   uL,s), (4.40)
and
P±(5)(M) =
(
1
MM±(1) if |M |   1
M±(2)[(±2 M)⌥ 16↵MM⌥(2)] otherwise
(4.41)
with
↵ =
3
16
(5f2a,s   4), (4.42)
the coe cient fa was previously defined in the equation (4.37). The coe -
cient Ku can be chosen in the simulation in order to control the numerical
dissipation, always satisfying the condition: 0  Ku  1. In this work, the
results are obtained with the following coe cients, Kp = 0.25, Ku = 0.75,
and   = 1.
4.7 DISCRETIZATION OF DIFFUSIVE FLUXES
AND SOURCE TERMS
The discretization of di↵usive fluxes Gij in Eq. 4.9 is based on a deferred
correction approach [148] for the calculation of gradients of the relevant vari-
ables (e.g. velocity, temperature). At a cell face with outward normal ~n, the
gradient of some variable w can be written as:
rw = (rw · ~n)~n+ (rw   (rw · ~n)~n)). (4.43)
Following this relation, if we indicate with ~e the unit vector of edge joining
the cell centers on both sides L and R of the considered face and dLR their
distance, the gradient at the interface can be computed as:
(rw)LR = w
R   wL
dLR
(~e · ~n)~n+ 1
2
(I  ~n⌦ ~n)  (rw)L + (rw)R  , (4.44)
where (rw)L,R are the weighted least squares gradients computed at the left
and right cell-centers, already used for the solution reconstruction described
in Section 4.4. This method is particularly e cient since it does not require
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the integration on some locally defined control volumes, while reusing pre-
computed gradients. Moreover, it is known to preserve accuracy in meshes
with high-aspect-ratio cells, as needed in our case. As far as source terms are
concerned, they are evaluated pointwise at the cell centers.
4.8 IMPLICIT TIME INTEGRATION STRATEGY
The system of discretized equations shown in (4.9) can be re-written as fol-
lows:
S(P) =
dU(P)
dt
+R(P) = 0, (4.45)
where S(P) is the pseudo-steady residual array and includes the full space-
time discretization, U are the conservative variables, P are the actual vari-
ables used to store/update the solution that in our case are chosen to be
P = ( ~B ~E    ⇢s ~us Ts)T , R(P) is the residual array resulting from the
spatial discretization. The choice of the di↵erent time integrator defines the
actual discretized expression for dU(P)dt . In this work, we use one- and three-
point Backward Euler schemes for steady and unsteady cases, respectively.
In the following discussion, we will only focus on the three-point Backward
Euler scheme, which reads:
S(P˜) =
3U(P˜)  4U(Pn) +U(Pn 1)
2 t
+R(P˜), (4.46)
where P˜ is obtained through an iterative process using the Newton method.
The pseudo-steady residuals are linearized using Taylor expansion around
Pk, as follows:
S(Pk+1) = S(Pk) +
@S(Pk)
@P
 Pk = 0, (4.47)
where Pk+1 = Pk +  Pk and the Jacobian matrix of the pseudo-steady
residuals with respect to the array of solution variables is given by:
@S
@P
=
3
2 t
@U
@P
+
@R
@P
. (4.48)
In our implementation, the linear variable transformation matrix @U@P can be
computed analytically while the spatial residual jacobian @R@P is calculated
numerically, by means of one-sided finite di↵erentiation and using only the
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face neighbors as stencil (despite involving all cell-vertex neighbors in the
solution reconstruction to compute the residual R). The Newton method
is applied starting at the solution of the previous time-step, i.e., P0 = Pn,
leading to solve the following linear system:
@S(Pk)
@P
(Pk+1  Pk) =  S(Pk), (4.49)
until convergence is reached (i.e., || Pk|| < ✏) at each time step. Note that in
this work, that the L1 norm considering all the variables is used for || Pk||
in the convergence criterium. After the iterative process, the value of the
last solution of the Newton method is assigned to the solution at the new
time-step, i.e., Pn+1 = Pk+1. In steady simulations, since time accuracy is
not a concern, only one Newton subiteration is run. The linear system in Eq.
(4.49) is solved by the GMRES algorithm complemented with the parallel
ASM preconditioner provided by the PETSc library [149].
Time discretization of the divergence cleaning equations
In order to correctly handle the divergence cleaning method in unsteady
simulations, we use the method explained in Yalim et al. [139], extending
it from ideal MHD to full Maxwell’s equations. The method proposes to
converge the equations of the evolution of the Lagrange multipliers, i.e., Eqs.
(2.34) and (2.22), to steady state at each time step. Therefore, for these
equations we solve a pure Newton iteration procedure.
S , (P˜) = R , (P˜), (4.50)
where S ,  and R ,  are respectively the array of unsteady residuals and
the array of residuals from the spatial discretization of the equations for the
Lagrangian multipliers, i.e., (2.34) and (2.22). This is equivalent to remov-
ing the time derivative ( t = 1) of Eqs. (2.34) and (2.22), resulting in an
elliptic correction as explained in Dedner et al. [150]. However, with this
method, the system continues being hyperbolic, having  c and  c as eigen-
values, which is important for the upwind hyperbolic finite volume method.
Using this method, the solenoidal constraint will be satisfied at each time
step up to machine accuracy, but without solving a computationally costly
Poisson equation as done in classical projection schemes [151].
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4.9 SUMMARY
In this chapter, we presented a finite volume method coupling the Maxwell’s
equations to multi-fluid equations including chemical reactions, collisional
e↵ects and anisotropic transport fluxes. In order to fulfill the divergence con-
straints for magnetic and electric fields contained in Maxwell’s equations, we
use the HDC method. A new numerical approach extending previous work
[121, 146, 152] is proposed for the purely hyperbolic form of the Maxwell’s
equations, rescaling the numerical dissipation of the spatial discretization in
order to have it in balance when the dominant time scales are imposed by
the flow motions. Two di↵erent approaches are proposed for the limit when
the charge neutrality is assumed and when charge separation between ions
and electrons is not enforced. For the multi-fluid dynamics equations, the
AUSM+-up method is extended to multi-fluid equations. Implicit time dis-
cretization is used in order to deal with the sti↵ness of the system resulting
of coupling Maxwell’s equations to the multi-fluid equations. Second order
reconstruction is used together with Venkatakrishnan’s limiter with the cor-
rection for smooth flow regions.
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CHAPTER 5
Verification of the
Finite Volume Method
The simple sailors of today have learned the opposite of the
opinion of the philosophers by true experience.
– Jacques Cartier
This chapter summarizes the verification of the numerical method pre-
viously presented. The method is benchmarked in a number of plasma
ranges: ideal MHD, resistive MHD, partially-ionized reacting and colli-
sional ion-neutral model, and fully-ionized ideal ion-electron model. The
accuracy in space of the numerical method is assessed in two scenarios,
an ideal MHD case that assumes charge neutrality and a two-fluid ion-
electron case. The method for plasmas in the charge neutrality limit is
verified on the Hartmann flow (including comparison with its analytical
solution), two ideal MHD cases with strong shocks, namely, Orszag-Tang
and the MHD rotor, and a two-fluid magnetic reconnection under solar
chromospheric conditions. For the latter, a comparison with pioneer-
ing results available in literature is provided. For the ideal electron-ion
model, the two-fluid Briu-Wu shock tube is simulated for di↵erent non-
dimensional ion gyroradius. Similarly, the magnetic reconnection under
magnetotail conditions is reproduced and compared to other plasma mod-
els.
Part of this chapter has been published in:
1. A. Alvarez Laguna, A. Lani, H. Deconinck, N. N. Mansour, and S. Poedts, A fully-
implicit finite-volume method for multi-fluid reactive and collisional magne-
tized plasmas on unstructured meshes, Journal of Computational Physics, 318,
pp. 252-276, 2016.
2. A. Alvarez Laguna, N. Ozak, A. Lani, H. Deconinck, and S. Poedts, Fully-implicit finite
volume method for the ideal two-fluid plasma model, Computational Physics
Communications, under review, 2017.
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5.1 ACCURACY ANALYSIS
The numerical solver here presented uses the second-order reconstruction al-
gorithm described in Section 4.4. The same reconstruction scheme, which
is rather standard for unstructured FV solvers, has been previously verified
also for ideal multi-dimensional MHD cases [139, 140]. Firstly, The multi-
fluid solver that considers charge neutrality is verified with the study of a
magnetized isodensity vortex in two dimensions, as proposed in [153, 154,
155, 156, 157]. The test reproduces the evolution of a magnetized vortex
in a perfectly conducting flow that advects the vortex diagonally to the do-
main. Secondly, the method for the ideal two-fluid plasma model without
the charge-neutrality assumption is assessed with the propagating circularly
polarized Alfve´n wave test.
5.1.1 Accuracy analysis of the model with the
charge-neutrality assumption
We solve the multi-fluid equations (2.13)-(2.15) for one fluid in ideal condi-
tions, i.e., without chemical reaction nor viscosity nor heat conduction. In
order to couple the fluid equations with full Maxwell’s system, we consider
Ohm’s law with large conductivity since we want to reproduce an ideal MHD
case. Note that the multi-fluid and Maxwell’s equations are coupled through
the source terms and therefore Ohm’s law is needed. In the test presented
below, the value of the conductivity has been set up to   = 1.25 · 1014, in
non-dimensional units. In ideal MHD cases, low values of conductivity can
damage the order of the reconstruction, especially on the magnetic field vari-
ables, whereas extremely large values of conductivity result in sti↵ source
terms that are di cult to solve by the linear system of the implicit time
integrator.
The MHD iso-density vortex simulation is carried out in a two-dimensional
domain of [-5, 5]⇥[-5, 5] size with periodic boundaries in all directions. The
vortex is in dynamical balance, i.e., the magnetic pressure is balanced by the
gas pressure. At the initial time, it is located in the center of the domain.
The flow carries the vortex at 45  to the horizontal direction and after 10
time units it returns to the initial position. The imposed initial field reads:
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P(~x, t = 0) =
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
~B = ( y, x, 0)eq(1 r2)
~E = (0, 0, (x+ y))µe2q(1 r2)
 = 0
  = 0
⇢ = 1
~u = (1, 1) + ( y, x)µeq(1 r2)
T = 1 + 14q
⇥
µ2(1  2qr2)  2⇤ e2q(1 r2)
(5.1)
where r =
p
x2 + y2. For this test, we choose the ratio of specific heats to be
  = 5/3, the parameters of the vortex  = µ = 1/2⇡ and q = 1/2. In order
to assess the accuracy of the numerical scheme, we compare the solution at
t = 10 with the analytical solution, given in Eq. 5.1. We study the L1 and
L2 norms of the B field, Ez, u field, and the array P holding all the primitive
variables.
Number of cells
B field Ez component
L1 Order L1 Order
25⇥25 1.1825·10 2 6.9151·10 3
50⇥50 5.1004·10 3 1.21 2.4076·10 3 1.52
100⇥100 1.8854·10 3 1.44 7.0596·10 3 1.77
200⇥200 4.7460·10 4 1.98 1.9339·10 3 1.87
Number of cells
u field Primitive variables
L1 Order L1 Order
25⇥25 1.1526·10 2 4.2156·10 2
50⇥50 4.5092·10 3 1.35 1.7179·10 2 1.30
100⇥100 1.3289·10 3 1.76 5.7558·10 3 1.58
200⇥200 3.3447·10 4 1.99 1.4956·10 3 1.94
Table 5.1: L1 norm of the accuracy analysis for the 2D isodensity MHD vortex problem.
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Number of cells
B field Ez component
L2 Order L2 Order
25⇥25 1.2586·10 3 1.0315·10 3
50⇥50 3.6888·10 4 1.77 3.0693·10 4 1.75
100⇥100 1.1195·10 4 1.72 9.0927·10 5 1.76
200⇥200 2.9749·10 5 1.91 2.4743·10 5 1.88
Number of cells
u field Primitive variables
L2 Order L2 Order
25⇥25 7.2229·10 3 2.5047·10 3
50⇥50 2.2567·10 3 1.68 1.7179·10 3 1.65
100⇥100 6.1232·10 4 1.88 7.0464·10 4 1.83
200⇥200 1.5374·10 4 1.99 1.8174·10 4 1.95
Table 5.2: L2 norm of the accuracy analysis for the 2D isodensity MHD vortex problem.
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show that the proposed method achieves second order
accuracy on the finest mesh tested with 200⇥200 elements. As it can be
seen, it is obtained in all variables. As mentioned in Shen et al. [156], the
initial magnetic field has a small jump on the periodic boundaries. This
discontinuity produces problems in the coarser meshes since the initial field
is not divergence free on the boundaries. Due to this fact, the order of the
magnetic field reconstruction is more a↵ected on the coarser meshes than in
the rest of variables as it can be seen in Table 5.1.
5.1.2 Accuracy analysis of the ideal two-fluid plasma
model
Now, we solve for the ideal two-fluid (ion+electron) plasma model, i.e., Eqs.
(2.26)-(2.35) of Section 2.4.1. A frequently used benchmark in codes is a
propagating circularly polarized Alfve´n wave of constant amplitude prop-
agating along the background magnetic field B0. We derive the analytical
solution for the two-fluid plasma model. We consider the following dispersion
relation for two-fluid plasma:
1 +
⇣!pi
kc
⌘2 !
! + ⌦i
+
⇣!pe
kc
⌘2 !
! + ⌦e
  !
2
k2c2
= 0 (5.2)
From this dispersion relation we may solve for the corresponding wave fre-
quency given our choice of wavenumber k, where ⌦s is the gyrofrequency of
the species, ion or electrons, keeping in mind that ⌦e will have a negative sign
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due to the negative charge dependence. We have the following eigenvectors:
~B = (B0, "B0 cos(kx  !t), "B0 sin(kx  !t)) (5.3)
~ui,e = (0, "Vs cos(kx  !t), "Vs sin(kx  !t)) (5.4)
where
Vs =
"⌦s
! + ⌦s
!
k
.
Here, " is the amplitude of the wave, which is chosen to be small (" = 0.1)
in order to prevent non-linear instabilities from forming.
For the simulations we use a rectangular computational domain with length
ranging from  L  x  L and height ranging from  L/2  y  L/2 with
periodic boundaries in all sides. We adapt the initial set-up found in [117]
for our computation with a mass ratio of mi/me = 256, v0/c = 1/10, and
  = ptot2µ0/B20 = 0.1, with both fluids initially at the same temperature.
We test the grid convergence of the code, by running the simulation with grid
resolution N ⇥N/2, with N = 16, 32, 64, and 128 for all the cases presented
here. In all cases we ran the simulation for five wave periods. As commonly
done in these tests, we perform simulations initially with the grid aligned
such that ~k is parallel to the x-axis and then rotate the initial conditions
by an angle ↵ = tan 1(0.5) (labeled “rotated configuration” in the figures).
This means that we perform a rotation such that x0 = x cos(↵) + y sin(↵).
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Figure 5.1: Mesh convergence of the error for L1 error (dashed lines) and L2 (solid lines)
for traveling circularly polarized wave in a domain of size L/  = ⇡. We compare cases
with high and low magnetic field dissipation after five periods. The green line shows the
theoretical second-order error for comparison. We show the results for the aligned (left)
and the rotated (right) mesh configurations.
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Figure 5.2: Perpendicular component of the magnetic field (top left), electric field (top
right), electron velocity (bottom left), and ion velocity (bottom right) for di↵erent mesh
resolutions N ⇥N/2 with N = 128, 64, 32, and16. This case shows the result for a box size
L/  = ⇡ for the rotated configuration after five periods.
We first run our simulation in a domain with size L = 2⇡ using a ‘high’
(|An|B = cDB) and a ‘low’ (|An|B = 10 3cDB) value of the magnetic nu-
merical dissipation in order to illustrate its e↵ect in the final result. We
calculate the mesh convergence for L1 and L2 errors in the magnetic field.
Fig. 5.1 shows the errors in this simulation as a function of the mesh
size for the aligned and rotated configurations. The green line indicates the
slope of a second-order solver for comparison purposes, showing that too
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much dissipation reduced the order of the solver. For the case with the wave
traveling in the rotated configuration the e↵ect of the higher dissipation has
larger impact, since the resolution along the diagonal is lower.
In order to test the performance of the code in di↵erent regimes relevant
to the two-fluid model we continue to follow the approach of Amano [117].
As in their paper, we choose the size of our domain to be L/ i = ⇡, 2⇡,
and 10⇡, which corresponds to the wave numbers k i ⇡ 2.2, 1.1, and 0.2 and
frequencies ! ⇡ 5.4, 1.9, and 0.25 obtained from the dispersion relation. We
define the Courant-Friedrich-Levy number as CFL=  tc/ x, where c is the
speed of light (the fastest wave of the system),  t is the time step, and  x is
the length interval computed as  x = |⌦i|/
P
j2Di |@⌦ij |. The CFL number
is fixed in the simulations to CFL = 1, 0.7, 0.5 in the simulations with L/ i
= 10⇡, 2⇡, and ⇡, respectively. We run the transverse wave case, using this
time the magnetic dissipation as calculated by our scheme (see Eq. (4.26)).
Fig. 5.2 shows the profiles of the perpendicular components of the magnetic
field (B?), electric field (E?), and electron and ion velocities (u?,e, u?,i) for
the case with the transverse wave in the box size L/  = ⇡ (corresponding
to k i ⇡ 2.2) using each of the di↵erent mesh resolutions. One can see
that with the more refined grid, the solution converges close to the exact
solution (shown in black, labeled “Theory”) for all the cases. For this case,
we have used the magnetic dissipation given by our formulation in Eq. (4.26)
and the result shows that the electromagnetic dissipation chosen does not
a↵ect the resulting wave. Fig. 5.3 shows the L2 error for the perpendicular
components of the magnetic and electric fields, as well as for the electron
and ion velocities for each of the wavelength cases (di↵erent box sizes) in
the rotated configuration (transverse wave). We see that indeed, our scheme
converges to second order accuracy in all variables and wavelengths, which
gives us extra confidence in our choice of dissipation of the electromagnetic
fields and the ability of the code to solve the equation system correctly.
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Figure 5.3: L2 error of the perpendicular component of a) the magnetic field, b) the
electric field, c) the electron velocity, and d) the ion velocity for di↵erent mesh resolutions
N⇥N/2 with N = 128, 64, 32, and 16. Each line represents a di↵erent wavelength obtained
by changing the box size L as indicated in the label. The green dotted line represents the
theoretical second-order error slope for comparison.
5.2 VERIFICATION TESTS
Firstly, the Hartmann flow is solved in order to validate coupling between
the numerical method discretizing Maxwell’s and the fluid equations in a re-
sistive MHD viscous flow. Secondly, two ideal MHD cases that validate the
performance of the numerical scheme in the presence of shocks, namely, the
Orszag-Tang vortex and the MHD rotor. Thirdly, a case that studies the
magnetic reconnection in a weakly ionized plasma in order to assess the per-
formance of the overall numerical model in a two-fluid MHD flow considering
chemical reactions, collisional terms and transport fluxes including anisotro-
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pic heat flux. Fourthly, the ideal two-fluid (electron+ion) is validated for
di↵erent ion gyroradius in the two-fluid version of the Brio-Wu shock tube.
Finally, the ideal two-fluid model is compared to Hall-MHD, Hybrid, and
PIC models in a magnetic reconnection with magnetospheric conditions.
5.2.1 Hartmann flow
The Hartmann flow [158] considers a viscous, electrically conductive fluid
running between two plates separated by a distance 2L under an imposed
constant pressure gradient. An external electromagnetic field is applied as
follows: a magnetic field By0 contained in the plane of the movement that
is perpendicular to the velocity of the fluid, and an electric field Ez0 that is
perpendicular to the plane of the movement (Fig. 5.4). Due to the electro-
magnetic forces, the profile of the velocity changes compared to the parabolic
Poiseuille flow. Moreover, due to the movement of the conducting fluid, an
electric current is created, inducing a magnetic field in the x-direction. Due
to symmetry considerations, half channel is simulated in a 250⇥40 grid. The
length of the channel is chosen to be 20L. The Hartmann number, defined
as, Ha = By0L
q
 
⌘ , is set to Ha = 10. The streamwise pressure gradient is
imposed to @p/@x =  7.277 Pa/m. The mass flow rate is m˙ = 3.6 kg/s and
the Mach number M = 0.1. The flow considered is at atmospheric pressure
at T = 288 K. The properties of viscosity ⌘ and heat flux coe cient are those
of air at this given temperature and pressure. The electrical conduction is
chosen to be   = ⌘( HaBy0L
)2.
In order to avoid having non-divergence free initial magnetic fields, the
initial electromagnetic field is set to zero, as well as the scalar potential field
 . Due to the geometry of the problem, the electric field is divergence free,
since only the component Ez is created. Therefore, the equation for the
potential  , controlling the errors in the fullfillment of the Gauss’ law, is not
solved.
The boundary conditions are subsonic inlet imposing the velocity and tem-
perature of the flow at the LHS boundary (extrapolating pressure from inside
the domain), subsonic outlet imposing the pressure at the RHS boundary, iso-
thermal non-slip electrically insulated wall at the top boundary, symmetry
condition for the flow and perfect conducting wall at the bottom boundary.
Since the steady solution is studied, a first-order in time Backward Euler
scheme is applied, while second-order accuracy in space is retrieved using the
weighted linear least squares reconstruction of the solution as explained in
Section 4.4.
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The solution in terms of velocity and magnetic field in the x-direction are
presented in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 respectively. Both results are mirrored in
order to represent the full channel, considering symmetry for the flow and
anti-symmetry for the magnetic field with respect to the x-axis. In Fig. 5.8a,
the results of normalized velocity and induced magnetic field are compared
to the analytical solution showing great agreement. The profile is taken at
x/L = 10. The solution of the velocity is normalized with the mean velocity,
defined as:
U0 =
✓
 By0Ez0   px
 B2y0
◆✓
1  sinhHa
Ha coshHa
◆
. (5.5)
The magnetic field is normalized with the characteristic value: B0 =  µ0(px+
 By0Ez0). The simulation has converged in approximately 500 iterations us-
ing CFL = 109, as shown in Fig. 5.7b. The performance of the divergence
cleaning is shown in Figs. 5.8a and 5.8b. The divergence cleaning method
for Maxwell’s equations with scaled numerical dissipation presented in this
work, using   = 1, is able to reduce the errors in r · ~B by 4-5 orders of
magnitude. The solution of the Bx component of the magnetic field shows
good agreement with the analytical solution when no divergence cleaning is
used. However, in the latter case, a spurious component of magnetic field
By is created, as shown in Fig. 5.8b, while this component is completely re-
moved when the divergence cleaning is applied. Even though the impact of
the divergence cleaning on the overall solution for the Hartmann problem is
relatively small, in more complex problems as the one presented in the next
section, the appearance of spurious components of magnetic field can lead to
completely erroneous solutions and an e↵ective divergence cleaning method
becomes mandatory.
𝒖 𝑩𝟎𝒚 𝑬𝟎𝒛 
𝟐𝑳 𝒙 
𝒚 
Figure 5.4: Hartmann flow.
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Figure 5.6: Contour plot of the normalized x-component of magnetic field.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Comparison of the numerical results with the analytical solution of the
Hartmann flow for the section at x/L = 10. (b) Convergence history of the Hartmann flow
simulation
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Figure 5.8: (a) Comparison of the numerical results with the analytical solution of the
Hartmann flow for the section at x/L = 10. (b) Values of By with and without divergence
cleaning in the Hartmann flow for the section at x/L = 10.
5.2.2 Orszag-Tang Vortex
The Orszag-Tang vortex [159, 160] has been computed in order to verify the
ability of the proposed numerical solver to tackle MHD shocks and shock-
shock interactions. This test represents a transition to 2D supersonic MHD
turbulence and is widely used to validate compressible MHD solvers. The
present solver is not an ideal MHD solver, therefore the system of equations
solved in this test is the same as explained in Section 5.1.1, coupling full
Maxwell and inviscid one-fluid equations.
The computational domain used in the present test is [0, 2⇡]⇥ [0, 2⇡] with
periodic boundary conditions in both directions. The non-dimensional initial
condition reads:
P(~x, t = 0) =
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
~B = (  sin y, sin 2x, 0)
~E = (0, 0, sin 2x sin y   sinx sin y)
 = 0
  = 0
⇢ =  2
~u = (  sin y, sinx)
T = 1/ 
(5.6)
where the reference values for the electric field and the temperature are E0 =
u0B0 and T0 = u20/Rgas. The specific heat ratio is taken to be   = 5/3. The
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speed of light is reduced to c = 104 and the electrical conductivity   = 106,
both in non-dimensional units. Note that Ohm’s law is needed in order to
couple the dynamics of the flow with the Maxwell’s equations.
The test is run in a 200⇥200 grid mesh, using a time step of  t = 3 ·10 3,
i.e., CFL = 9.5. The simulation is undertaken until t = 3.
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Figure 5.9: Evolution of the thermal pressure at t = 0.6, t = 1.5, t = 2.1 and t =3 on a
mesh with 200⇥ 200 elements.
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Figure 5.10: Thermal pressure at t = 3 over a line at y = 0.625⇡ on a mesh 200 ⇥ 200
compared to a constrained transport solution [7].
In Fig. 5.9, the evolution of the computed thermal pressure is shown us-
ing 16 equally-spaced contours in each snapshot. Our results are in good
agreement with the reference MHD solution (e.g [139, 7, 141]). Addition-
ally, in Fig. 5.10, the value of the thermal pressure along the line located at
y = 0.625⇡ at time t = 3 shows agreement with the solution of Christlieb et
al. [7], the latter using finite di↵erence WENO with constrained transport.
5.2.3 MHD rotor
The proposed method is tested on another ideal MHD case with presence
of strong shocks. The 2D MHD rotor problem [161] studies the evolution
of strong torsional Alfve´n waves in ideal MHD. Initially, a high-density disk
spins at large velocity inside a constant pressure background with constant
magnetic in the x-direction. The initial state is not in equilibrium and as
the rotor spins, the magnetic field wraps up the rotating flow, exchanging
angular momentum with the ambient flow through torsional Alfve´n waves.
The initial circular shape of the rotor changes into an oval as the magnetic
pressure builds up. The computational domain is [0, 1]⇥ [0, 1] using superfast
boundary conditions in all directions. The initial field reads:
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P(~x, t = 0) =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
~B = (2.5/
p
4⇡, 0, 0)
~E = (0, 0, Bxuy)
 = 0
  = 0
⇢ = 1 + 9f(t)
ux =
⇢  2f(r)y/0.1, r < 0.1
 2f(r)y/r, r   0.1
uy =
⇢
2f(r)x/0.1, r < 0.1
2f(r)x/r, r   0.1
T = 0.5/(1 + 9f(t))
(5.7)
where
f(r) =
8<: 1, r < 0.1(200/3)(0.115  r), 0.1  r  0.115
0, r > 0.115
(5.8)
As in the previous case, the specific heat ratio is   = 5/3, the speed of light
is c = 104 and the electrical conductivity   = 106. The structured mesh has
400⇥ 400 grid points and the time step is t = 1.18 · 10 3, i.e., CFL = 4720.
In Fig 5.11, the computed density, thermal pressure, Mach number and
magnetic pressure at t = 0.2962 are shown. The results present 30 equally
spaced contours in the ranges, 0.532 < ⇢ < 10.83, 0.007 < p < 0.776, 0 <
M < 3.64 and 0.007 < B2/2 < 0.702, as done in Yalim et al. [139]. The
results show good agreement with the accepted solution (e.g.[139, 141]).
We would like to remark that, even though the present numerical method is
not specifically designed for ideal MHD problems, it is also able to tackle these
problems with large time steps despite maintaining the displacement current
in Maxwell’s equations. Note that the time steps used here are comparable
to the ones used by implicit ideal MHD solvers. Those properties can be
regarded as valuable assets of the present numerical method.
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Figure 5.11: density, thermal pressure, Mach and magnetic pressure at t = 0.2962 on a
mesh 400⇥ 400.
5.2.4 Magnetic reconnection in a weakly ionized
reacting plasma
In this section we present the results using the two-fluid, reactive collisional
model presented in Section 3.2.1. In the literature, only a few examples
of simulations reproducing self-consistent partially ionized reactive and col-
lisional multi-fluid models can be found. In order to assess the numerical
method explained in this work, we reproduce the results of a magnetic re-
connection in a weakly ionized plasma comparing our results with those of
Leake et al. [8].
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Figure 5.12: Geommetry of the reconnection. Using the symmetries of the problem, only
one quarter is simulated.
The parameters used in our simulation of magnetic reconnection in a
weakly ionized plasma are taken from Leake et al. [8]. The reference length
scale is L0 = 105 m. Using characteristic values of the chromospheric plasma,
the number density n0 = 3.3 · 1016 m 3 and the magnetic field B0 = 10 3 T.
With the latter, we obtain the following reference values: the characteristic
Alfve´n speed is v0 = B0/
p
µ0mpn0, reference pressure P0 = B20/µ0, reference
temperature T0 = P0/n0kB and reference time t0 = L0/v0. The temperature
at this level of the solar chromosphere is Tc = 5 · 10 3T0.
Initially, we consider a magnetic field configuration consisting of anti-
parallel field lines forming a Harris current sheet (Fig. 5.12). A small per-
turbation for the magnetic field is introduced in the center in order to force
the reconnection to occur in the center of the domain. The initial ionization
degree is set to  i = ni/(ni+nn) = 0.5%. Both fluids are initialized in force
balance: a perturbation in the pressure is introduced in order to balance the
magnetic pressure, and a small velocity is introduced in the ionized fluid in
order to produce a frictional force that equilibrates the forces between the
fluids. As, presented in Fig. 5.12, using the symmetries of the problem, only
one quarter of the domain is simulated. The simulations are carried out in a
domain of 36L0 ⇥ 6L0.
Taking the values of the perturbation as ✏ = 0.01B0L0 and F = 0.01P0,
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Figure 5.13: Results obtained with the present numerical method that show the evolution
of the current sheet and magnetic field lines during the magnetic reconnection for di↵erent
time steps: 297.5t0 (top), 397.5t0 (middle) and 537.5t0 (bottom).
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Figure 5.14: Results obtained by Leake et al. [8] method that show the evolution of the
current sheet and magnetic field lines during the magnetic reconnection for di↵erent time
steps: 297.5t0 (top), 397.5t0 (middle) and 537.5t0 (bottom).
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Figure 5.15: Horizontal velocity at t = 537.5t0. The results obtained with our numerical
method (top) are compared to those of Leake et al. [8] (bottom). For each plot, the left
half represent the horizontal velocity of the ions and the left half the one of the neutrals.
Only the top quarter is simulated, therefore, the rest of quarters are mirrored.
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Figure 5.16: Vertical velocity at t = 537.5t0. The results obtained with our numerical
method (top) are compared to those of Leake et al. [8] (bottom). For each plot, the left
half represent the vertical velocity of the ions and the left half the one of the neutrals. In
the left plot, the bottom half is blanked in order to better compare the results. Only the
top quarter is simulated, therefore, the rest of quarters are mirrored.
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and the perturbation characteristic length as   = 0.5L0, the initial field
reads:
P(~x, t = 0) =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
~B = (B0 tanh(y/  )  2✏ y 2 e
 ( x4  )
2 ( y  )
2
,
✏ x
8 2 
e (
x
4  
)2 ( y  )
2
, 0)
~E = (0, 0, µ0
~r⇥ ~B0
⌘   vi0Bx0)
 = 0
  = 0
⇢i = mpn0 +
F
4RiTc cosh2(y/  )
⇢n = 200mnn0 +
P0 F
2RnTc cosh2(y/  )
~ui = (0,
F P0
minni⌫in0
tanh(y/  )
  cosh2(y/  )
)
~un = (0, 0)
Ti = Tc
Tn = Tc
(5.9)
Where the collisional frequency ⌫in and min are defined in Eq. (3.20).
The physical properties used in the simulation are as follows. The spe-
cific heat ratio of the ionized fluid and the neutrals is   = 5/3. The elec-
trical resistivity is ⌘ = 0.5 · 105µ0L0v0. The ions and neutrals viscosity
⇠i = ⇠n = 10 3mpn0L0v0. The neutrals heat conduction coe cient n =
4 · 10 3mpn0L0v30/T0. In order to artificially increase the CFL condition for
the coupled Maxwell/two-fluid system without comprimising the accuracy of
the results, the speed of light is reduced to c = 30v0, similar value as Hakim
et al. [116]. Also, c = 100v0 was used without noticing major changes in the
results. In fact, using c = 30v0, the ratio between the speed of light and the
maximum speed of the fluids is (c/vmax)2 ⇠ 106, not high enough to have
any visible influence in the solution.
The simulations are reproduced in a mesh of 750 ⇥ 400 elements where
the distance between the elements stretch in both directions towards the left-
bottom corner, being the size of the smallest element (20⇥5)·10 5L0, i.e., 20⇥
5 m. In order to simulate only one quarter, we impose boundary conditions
simulating the symmetry/anti-symmetry of the problem, as follows. On the
boundary conditions at x = 0, x = 36L0, and y = 0, we impose insulating
wall for Maxwell’s equations and mirror boundary condition for the fluids, as
follows:
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0BB@
~BG
~EG
 G
 G
1CCA =
0BB@
  ~BI + 2( ~BI · ~n)~n
~EI   2( ~EI · ~n)~n
 I
  I
1CCA
and
0@ ⇢G,s~uG,s
TG,s
1A =
0@ ⇢I,s~uI,s   2(~uI,s · ~n)~n
TI,s
1A . (5.10)
At y = 6L0 perfectly conducting wall for Maxwell equations and subsonic
outlet imposing the pressure for the fluids, as follows:
0BB@
~BG
~EG
 G
 G
1CCA =
0BB@
~BI   2( ~BI · ~n)~n
  ~EI + 2( ~EI · ~n)~n
 I
  I
1CCA and pG,s = 2p0,s   pI,s, (5.11)
where p0,s is the imposed pressure of the di↵erent fluids at the boundary that
is taken to be as the initial pressures, i.e., for the ions p0,i = n0kBTc and for
the neutrals p0,n = 200n0kBTc.
The simulations have been carried out using second-order spatial discretiza-
tion with the numerical schemes described in the present article, i.e., modified-
CIR scheme for the Maxwell’s equations with divergence cleaning and the
extension of AUSM+-up for multi-fluid equations. For the time discretiza-
tion, second-order three-point Backward Euler has been used, as described
previously. As explained in Section 4.8, the equation for the evolution of the
Lagrangian multiplier is converged to steady state at every iteration in order
to drop the time derivative of the equation.
The time step used in our simulations is  t = 0.024t0 ( t = 0.02 s). The
CFL number corresponding to this simulation parameters is CFL ⇠ 1900.
The number of subiterations of the Newton method in each iteration is around
80. Each time step takes a wall time of 1.35 s while running in 320 Intel Xeon
X5670 processors with a speed of 2.93 GHz.
Contour spatial plots of the evolution of the current sheet and the mag-
netic field lines are presented in Fig. 5.13. The results are compared to those
of Leake et al. [8] (Fig. 5.14), who used a spectral Finite Element spatial dis-
cretization and implicit second-order time integration, also employing PETSc
[149] for solving the resulting linear systems. Since Leake et al. [8] were using
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a higher order discretization in space than the second-order results presented
herein, this could have led to a di↵erent topology during the reconnection,
i.e. featuring magnetic islands, as explained by Loverich et al. [10]. How-
ever, in Fig. 5.13, our results are in good agreement with those of Leake
et al. [8], both in the topology of the magnetic field lines and the value of
the current, probably because our computational mesh was fine enough to
(partially) compensate for the relative lack of spatial accuracy in comparison
with our reference’s spectral solver. The vertical axis has been expanded by
a factor of 40 in order to see better the width of the current sheet, as done
by Leake et al. [8].
In Fig. 5.15, the horizontal velocity field is presented at t = 537.5t0, both
for ions (left half) and neutrals (right half). Also, the horizontal velocity field
shows good agreement with the reference results. During the reconnection,
the ions are accelerated by the Lorentz force and in their motion they drag
the neutrals by means of collisions. As a result, the horizontal velocity of
ions and neutrals are very similar.
In Fig. 5.16, the vertical velocity is presented. In the top left quarter, the
one of the ions is shown and in the top right quarter, the one of the neutrals.
The bottom half of the plot has been blanked in order to compared with
the reference results. The vertical velocity of ions di↵ers from the one of the
neutrals, being the latter, almost the half of the ions. This is due to the fact
that the ions vertical motion is much slower than the horizontal movement
and the collisional momentum in the vertical direction is not transferring
as much momentum as in the horizontal direction. The results of the ver-
tical velocity compared to the reference solution are quantitatively similar,
although some di↵erences appear probably due to the di↵erent order of the
spatial discretization of the solutions. We observe the largest di↵erence in the
velocity of the neutrals close to the left boundary. The di↵erence is caused
by the initiation of the plasmoid instability that is triggered earlier in our
computations than in the reference solution.
5.2.5 Two-fluid (ion+electron) Brio-Wu Shock tube
In this section, we use the ideal two-fluid (ion+electron) equations (described
in Section 2.4.1). We describe our results for a Brio-Wu type shock tube. For
this setup, we adopt the conditions for the two-fluid electromagnetic plasma
shock, which is an extension of the Brio-Wu shock tube problem from ideal
MHD to two-fluid, as done in other models, e.g., [117, 115, 116, 10]. In
this test, we would like to see the e↵ect that the normalized ion gyroradius
has in the results. We expect that for rˆL   1 the solution will resemble a
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gas dynamic solution with a rarefaction wave, a contact discontinuity, and a
shock, since the fluids are not magnetized. On the other hand, for rˆL ⌧ 1
we expect the solution to resemble an MHD regime solution with a fast
rarefaction, a slow compound wave, a contact discontinuity, a slow shock,
and a fast rarefaction wave. For all the shock tube tests we use the following
initial conditions:0BBBBBBBB@
Bx
By
Bz
⇢e
⇢i
pe
pi
1CCCCCCCCA
left
=
0BBBBBBBB@
0.75
1.0
0.
me
mi
1.0
0.5⇥ 104
0.5⇥ 104
1CCCCCCCCA
,
0BBBBBBBB@
Bx
By
Bz
⇢e
⇢i
pe
pi
1CCCCCCCCA
right
=
0BBBBBBBB@
0.75
 1.0
0.
0.125memi
0.125
0.5⇥ 103
0.5⇥ 103
1CCCCCCCCA
. (5.12)
All other quantities were set to zero for the initial condition. For our first
tests, we use a mass ratio mi/me = 100 in order to use a coarser grid and
speed up the computational time for our simulations. We assume that the
polytropic index   = 5/3 for each fluid and the temperatures are found using
the ideal gas law. For this test we assume v0/c = 1/100. We use a domain
with 0 < x/l0 < 1 in normalized units and set the initial discontinuity in the
center of the domain. For all cases we set the normalized Debye length rˆD =
rD/rL = 0.01 and we vary the ion gyroradius rˆL 2 [10 3, 10 2, 10 1, 1, 10].
The change in the gyroradius is equivalent to changing the charge over mass
ratio qi/mi since rˆL / qi/mi, as it is commonly done in other models. The
time step in the simulation is chosen to be  t = 0.1⌦i since we want to
resolve as well the cyclotron oscillations in our results.
Figure 5.17 shows the ion density for rˆL = 10 3 at t!pi = 0.1 and the
corresponding ion and electron velocities in x and y at t!pi = 0.02 using a grid
of N = 6400 and a mass ratio of 100. The density compares very well to the
results obtained by Hakim et al. [116] (Figure 5 in their paper) and Loverich
et al. [10] (Figure 12 in their paper), which used a real mass ratio and hence
a much finer mesh and longer computational time was requiered. As in their
paper, our model is able to capture the complex structure of the dispersive
waves, as well as the formation of the rarefaction waves and the contact
discontinuity, which also appear in the correct locations. A similar result is
also obtained by Amano [117] using the quasi-neutral two-fluid plasma model
(Figure 1 in their paper). We may compare the velocities to the results of
this last paper. One can note that there are slight di↵erences compared
to the model of Amano [117] in the oscillations observed in the electron
velocity, particularly. The reason for this di↵erence is due to the plasma
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Figure 5.17: Ion density (left) at t!pi = 0.1 for a normalized ion gyroradius rˆL = 10 3
using a grid with N = 6400 and a mass ratio of 100. The two-fluid solution (red) is plotted
with the ideal MHD (blue) solution. The figure on the right shows the ion velocities vix
(black) and viy (red) and the electron velocity vey for that same case at t!pi = 0.02.
waves produced by charge separation, which are included here whereas they
are neglected by Amano [117].
Figure 5.18 shows the results of the ion density at t!pi = 0.1 for the
di↵erent gyroradii (rˆL 2 [10, 1, 10 1, 10 2]). As we decreased the gyroradius,
we had to increase our mesh resolution from 400 grid points for rˆL = 10, 1, 0.1
to 1600 points for rˆL = 10 2 in order to be able to capture the di↵erent
oscillations that develop in the model. One can clearly see the evolution of
the solution changing from the gas regime for large rˆL to the MHD regime
for small rˆL. We have omitted the electron density, since the solution just
followed the ion density solution exactly (taking into account the mass ratio
factor). We have also done some tests with a mass ratio mi/me = 1832 and
rˆL = 0.1; and show the result of the ion and electron densities in Figure 5.19.
Here, one can clearly see that the dynamics of electrons and ions decouple
because of the charge separation and the electron plasma waves.
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Figure 5.18: Ion density at t!pi = 0.1 for di↵erent gyroradii, starting with a) rˆL = 10,
b) rˆL = 1, c) rˆL = 10 1, and d) rˆL = 10 2. The two-fluid solution is plotted in red and
compared to the ideal MHD solution, in blue.
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Figure 5.19: Ion and electron density at t!pi = 0.1 for rˆL = 10 1 and mi/me = 1832.
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5.2.6 Two-fluid collisionless GEM challenge in the plane
perpendicular to the current
Next, we test the GEM challenge reproducing the reconnection taking place
in the magnetotail using our ion-electron two-fluid model. We assume an
initial Harris equilibrium given by Birn et al. [9] and a current sheet thickness
  = 0.5l0 where the reference length is the ion skin depth (l0 =  i). Our initial
conditions as function of the reference units are summarized as follows:
P(~x, t = 0) =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
~B = (B0 tanh(y/ ) B0 l0⇡Ly cos(2x⇡/Lx) sin(y⇡/Ly),
2B0 l0⇡⇡Lx sin(2x⇡/Lx) cos(y⇡/Ly), 0)
~E = (0, 0, 0)
 = 0
  = 0
⇢e = mpn0
 
1/5 + sech2(y/ )
 
⇢i = men0
 
1/5 + sech2(y/ )
 
~ue = (0, 0,
2kBTe
 qB0
sech2(y/ )
(1/5+sech2(y/ )) )
~ui = (0, 0,  2kBTi qB0
sech2(y/ )
(1/5+sech2(y/ )) )
Te =
5
12µ0
B20
n0kB
Ti =
1
12µ0
B20
n0kB
(5.13)
The magnetic field is balanced by a current given by the ion and electron
densities ni(y) = ne(y) = n0(1/5 + sech
2(y/ )) and the drift velocities vz,e
and vz,i. We obtain pressure equilibrium using n0kB(Te + Ti) =
B20
2µ0
. In the
initial equilibrium (t = 0) we add a small perturbation in the magnetic field
B0/B0 = 0.1, forming two magnetic islands and satisfying the divergence
free condition of the magnetic field (see By and Bz components above). In
the present simulation, we use a mass ratio of mi/me = 25, a temperature
ratio Te/Ti = 5, and   = 5/3, following the GEM challenge parameters. The
unit length scale (l0) chosen is the ion skin depth and the unit of time is the
ion cyclotron frequency ⌦i. For the simulation we set up a double current
sheet and use a square domain ranging from  Lx  xlLx in x and in y from
 Ly  y  Ly, where Lx = Ly = 25.6l0. This allows us to use periodic
boundary conditions in all four boundaries. For the simulations presented in
this case we use a grid of 512 x 512, but we show only one current sheet in
the results. The time step is chosen to be  t = 0.0025!pi.
We compute the normalized reconnected flux as
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Figure 5.20: Top: Reconnected flux as a function of time in ion cyclotron periods (1/⌦i)
for di↵erent models. Our model results are shown in the red dots. Full particle, Hall-MHD,
Hybrid, and Resistive MHD results are taken from Birn et al. [9]. We also take the results
reported in Loverich et al. [10] to compare to another two-fluid model. Our obtained
reconnected flux falls closer to the Hall-MHD and seems to be less resistive than what is
reported in the two-fluid model of Loverich et al. [10]. Bottom: Energy as a function of
time during the reconnection simulation
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 (t) =
1
2LxB0
Z Lx
 Lx
|By(x, y = 0, t)|dx (5.14)
and display our results in Figure 5.20 (top) in the red dotted line. We overplot
the results shown by Birn et al. [9] and Loverich et al. [10] for the GEM
configuration obtained with di↵erent models to compare the performance of
our two-fluid model. Our computation yields a reconnected flux quite similar
to that obtained by the Hall-MHD model, but seems to over estimate the
reconnected flux at the end of the simulation, compared to the full particle
model. We have included the results from Loverich et al. [10] for comparison
and our results are qualitatively similar, but with a delay in the onset of
reconnection. The di↵erence might be caused by the use of a di↵erent initial
field, as in Loverich et al.
citeLoverich11 the current is initially carried by the electrons whereas here the
initial state starts in equilibrium with a diamagnetic current. In Figure 5.20
(bottom) we also show the evolution of the di↵erent energies in the system
as a function of time in ion cyclotron periods (1/⌦i). The figure shows that
the electric energy starts increasing early in the simulation, between t⌦i = 5
and 10 reaching a saturation point at a time of about t⌦i = 22. The electron
kinetic energy seems to follow this behaviour, but decreases a bit towards the
end of the simulation. The magnetic energy appears relatively constant until
about t⌦i = 20, when it starts to decrease, while the ion kinetic energy and
ion and electron internal energies increase, as expected.
Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show a snapshot of the results for the electron and
ion momenta. Figures 5.23 and 5.24 show a snapshot of the results for the
electron and ion temperatures. We normalized the temperatures to the initial
electron temperature and the momenta to the initial ion momentum at times
t⌦i = 25 and 40, respectively. At t⌦i = 25 the reconnected flux is almost 2.5
and some shocks are already visible in both momentum and temperature. The
electron momentum is significantly higher in the current sheet. At t⌦i = 40
the current sheet length is significantly smaller, the electrons and ions have
been heated due to the conversion of magnetic energy into kinetic and internal
energy. Several complex structures and shocks are visible at this time.
Finally, we show the out of plane component of the magnetic field, which
is generated by the decoupling between the electron and ion dynamics, not
visible in MHD models. The snapshots of Bz at t⌦i = 25 and 40 are shown
in Figure 5.25.
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Figure 5.21: Electron (top) and ion (bottom) momentum in normalized units at t⌦i = 25.
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Figure 5.22: Electron (top) and ion (bottom) momentum in normalized units at t⌦i = 40
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Figure 5.23: Electron (top) and ion (bottom) temperature in normalized units at t⌦i =
25.
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Figure 5.24: Electron (top) and ion (bottom) temperature in normalized units at t⌦i = 40
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Figure 5.25: Out of plane component of the magnetic field (Bz) at t⌦ci = 25 (left) and
t⌦ci = 40 right
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E↵ect of the choice of the limiter in presence of dispersive waves
When running the GEM challenge it is important to notice the importance of
the limiter used in the model to treat the behaviour of shocks in a two-fluid
model. Unlike in MHD models, in the two-fluid there is a presence of electro-
magnetic waves in the computational domain that are physical and should
not be smoothed out by the limiter used. For this reason, we have chosen
to implement the Venkatakrishnan limiter for the treatment of shocks in our
computations (see Section 4.4 for details). As it can be seen in Fig. 5.26,
this limiter is only active in parts of the domain where a discontinuity/shock
is truly present without smoothing out the electromagnetic waves that are
formed.
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Figure 5.26: Comparison of ion temperature (left) and corresponding limiter (right) in a
simulation of magnetic reconnection at time t⌦i = 25 using a Barth and Jespersen limiter
(top) and a Venkatakrishnan limiter (bottom).
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5.3 SUMMARY
The accuracy of the proposed second-order scheme is first verified in a two-
dimensional test case that reproduces the advection of a magnetized vortex
in an iso-density background. The accuracy analysis shows that the pro-
posed method is able to achieve second-order accuracy on ideal MHD cases.
Similarly, the accuracy of the solver for the ideal two-fluid plasma model is
assessed. The study shows that the rescaling of the numerical dissipation of
the magnetic field allows for achieving the second-order accuracy.
The method is validated in four test cases that assume charge neutral-
ity: a viscous resistive MHD case, two ideal MHD cases with presence of
shocks and a two-fluid collisional reactive plasma simulation. The first case,
the Hartmann flow, is used to verify the performance of the method cou-
pling Maxwell’s equations with Navier-Stokes equations. The second and
third cases simulate two standard ideal MHD supersonic cases, namely, the
Orszag-Tang vortex and the MHD rotor. The last case is used to study a
complex multi-fluid case with a reactive, collisional partially ionized model
that considers anisotropic transport fluxes.
Alternatively, two additional cases that study the ideal two-fluid (ion +
electron) model are analyzed. Firstly, the two-fluid Brio-Wu shock tube is
studied for di↵erent ion gyroradius. The case shows that the two-fluid plasma
model approaches the ideal MHD solution for small non-dimensional gyrora-
dius. Finally, the GEM challenge is studied. This case proves the ability of
the code to capture shocks and shock-shock interactions. The obtained re-
connection rate is similar to this of Hall-MHD codes, although the flow and
magnetic field topology are di↵erent. Additionally, we observe that choice
of the limiter has an important impact in the dynamics of the reconnection.
As the solution contains dispersive waves, the proposed limiter has a cor-
rection for near-constant regions in order to activate the limiter only near
discontinuities.
The innovative method here proposed shows its versatiliy in a wide a range
of plasma phenomena from ideal MHD and partially-ionized ion-neutral mod-
els to fully-ionized ion-electron model. Even though the method couples full
Maxwell’s equations, it is able to reproduce ideal MHD cases by using large
time steps comparable to the ideal MHD solvers, thanks to the implicit time
stepping method proposed here. The ion-electron solver is not restricted by
a CFL condition, but the time step is adapted to the ion time scales in order
to resolve the ion dynamics.
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CHAPTER 6
Study of the E↵ect of Radiation on
Chromospheric Magnetic
Reconnection
The poet’s eye, in a fine frenzy rolling, doth glance from heaven
to Earth, from Earth to heaven; and as imagination bodies forth
the forms of things unknown, the poet’s pen turns them to shape,
and gives to airy nothing a local habitation and a name; such
tricks hath strong imagination.
– William Shakespeare
We study magnetic reconnection under chromospheric conditions in five
di↵erent ionization levels from 0.5% to 50% using a self-consistent two-
fluid (ions + neutrals) model that accounts for compressibility, collisional
e↵ects, chemical inequilibrium, and anisotropic heat conduction. Results
with and without radiation are compared, using two models for the ra-
diative losses: an optically thin radiation loss function, and an approxi-
mation of the radiative losses of a plasma with photospheric abundances.
Without radiation, reconnection occurs faster for the weakly ionized cases
as a result of the e↵ect of ambipolar di↵usion and fast recombination.
The radiative losses have a strong impact in the reconnection in partially
ionized plasmas as the ambipolar di↵usion is enhanced and the chemical
equilibrium is modified, resulting in thin current sheets and fast reconnec-
tion. The results accounting for radiation show time scales and outflows
comparable to these observed in spicules and chromospheric jets.
Part of this chapter has been published in:
A. Alvarez Laguna, A. Lani, H. Deconinck, N. N. Mansour, and S. Poedts, E↵ect of radia-
tion on chromospheric magnetic reconnection: reactive and collisional multi-fluid
simulations, The Astrophysical Journal, in press., 2017.
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6.1 MAGNETIC RECONNECTION IN THE SOLAR
CHROMOSPHERE
Spicules dominate the dynamics of the chromosphere. They are observed to
be ubiquitous at the limb and can be classified into two types [162]. Type I
spicules have lifetimes of 3-7 minutes, a length ranging from a few hundred
kilometers to 10 Mm, and develop speeds of 10-50 km/s [163, 164, 162, 165,
166]. This type of spicules may be the equivalent of mottles in quiet-Sun
regions in the magnetic network that delimits the super granules [167], and
fibrils in the active region plage regions [168]. Type I spicules, mottles,
and fibrils may be caused by the leakage from the photosphere of flows and
waves traveling along the magnetic field lines [165]. Type II spicules appear
close to the network or plage regions and have much shorter timescales of
10-60 s, faster velocities from 50-150 km/s, and a length of 1-7 Mm [162].
Type II spicules may be driven by magnetic reconnection resulting from the
interaction of photospheric regions with mixed polarity.
Small flare events that are larger than the spicules are observed to be
connected with the chromospheric plasma in flux emerging regions, i.e., X-
ray jets/SXR microflares, H-↵ surges, or EUV jets and micro flares. These
hot (X-ray and EUV jets) and cool jets (H-↵ surge or dark EUV jet) are
observed to be dynamically related to each other spatially and temporally
[169, 170, 171, 172, 173]. Another type of chromospheric jet events are the
chromospheric anemones observed in the Ca II H line to have an inverted
Y-shape or cusp with a length of 1-4, a width of 100-400 km, a lifetime
of 100-500 s, and a velocity of 5-20 km/s [11, 174], as shown in Fig. 6.1.
The ejections of these jets are observed to be intermittent with a shorter
periodicity of 50-60 s [175, 176, 177]. Magnetic reconnection resulting of a
collision between di↵erent polarity magnetic fields may be the mechanism
that drives these jets [11].
The Ellerman bombs take place in the emerging flux regions, where they
create brief bursts with lifetimes of 3-4 min and energies in the range of
1026 and 1028 erg that may contribute to the heating of the chromosphere
in the emerging active regions [178, 179]. More recently, IRIS observations
provided evidence of similar bombs occurring in the photosphere and the low-
mid chromosphere [180, 181]. These bursts, known as IRIS bombs, locally
heat the plasma to 2 8·104 K and might be a result of magnetic reconnection.
In the introduction of this dissertation, we discussed how non-ideal pro-
cesses that are present in partially-ionized plasma a↵ect the dynamics of
magnetic reconnection. These non-ideal processes include ambipolar di↵u-
sion, chemical and thermal non-equilibrium, radiation, etc. However, to the
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6.1. Magnetic reconnection in the solar chromosphere 
 
Fig. 2. Time evolution of typical Ca jets observed in Ca II H broad band filter of 
Hinode/SOT. Times are shown in UT. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. (A to C) Schematic illustration of magnetic reconnections that occur at various 
altitudes [adapted from (19)]. (D and E) A model of Ca jets. (F) A typical example of an 
observed Ca jet. 
 
 
 
 
 
reconnection
Figure 6.1: Left: observation of a Ca jet (chromospheric anemone) taken by the Hin-
ode/SOT. Right: model of a chromospheric jet that is a result of a reconnection triggered
by the collision in the chromosphere of regions with di↵erent magnetic polarity (Credits:
Shibata et al. [11]).
best of our knowledge, the complex interaction between radiative cooling and
multi-fluid e↵ects, i.e., ambipolar di↵usion, nonthermal and chemical equi-
librium, has not been explored in depth so far. It is the aim of this paper
to study this interaction systematically. We build upon the work of Leake et
al. [8, 72], Murphy & Lukin [73], Smith & Sakai [182], and Sakai & Smith
[183], who previously studied magnetic reconnection with two-fluid simula-
tions. Using a self-consistent non-linear two-fluid (ion + neutral) reactive and
collisional model, we study the e↵ect of the partial ionization on the magnetic
reconnection for di↵erent ionization levels from  = ni/(ni+nn) ·100 = 0.5%
to 50% and fixed Lundquist number.
In this chapter, we use the two-fluid (ion+neutral) model for partially
ionized plasmas that accounts for chemical reactions, collisions, transport
fluxes, and radiation that is discussed in Section 3.2. The structure of the
chapter is as follows. In Section 6.3 we present the initial set-up used in the
di↵erent simulations, in Section 6.4 the results corresponding to the three
di↵erent cases and five ionization levels are presented. The discussion and
conclusions are given in Section 6.5.
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6.2 ASSUMPTIONS AND NORMALIZATION
In the results, we will compare the reconnection in five ionization levels, i.e.,
 0 = 0.5, 1, 5, 10, and 50%. In order to limit the complexity of this study,
we will consider constant transport properties. The collisional and chemical
reaction terms are computed consistently with atomic data and using local
plasma conditions. Charge-exchange collisions are neglected in this work in
order to compare the results to those of Leake et al. [8]. The plasma is
assumed to be composed of hydrogen. Ions and electrons are considered to
be in thermal equilibrium, i.e., Ti = Te, and the plasma to be electrically
neutral, i.e., ni = ne. The radiative losses are considered in the plasma (ion
+ electron) energy equation. The plasma is assumed to be optically thin,
i.e., all radiation is instantaneously lost from the system.
The initial conditions are chosen to be representative of the solar chromo-
sphere. The total mass density and the reference length are fixed in all studied
cases to ⇢0 = 5.63 · 10 9 kg/m3 and L0 = 105 m. The reference temperature,
T0, changes with the ionization level to produce initial chemical equilibrium.
The reference plasma beta is also fixed in all the cases,  0 =
p0
B20/µ0
= 1,
where B0 is the reference magnetic field, p0 the reference total pressure (ion
+ neutral), and µ0 the vacuum permeability. The reference values for the
di↵erent ionization level are summarized in Table 6.1.
The Hall and battery terms are neglected in Ohm’s law, as in Leake et al.
[8]. The ion skin depth outside the current sheet varies depending on the
initial ionization degree from 1.75 m to 0.175 m, with  0 = 0.5 and 50%,
respectively. These values are small compared to the scales of the problem,
and therefore the Hall and battery terms are too small compared to the
resistive and ambipolar terms.
The non-dimensional numbers corresponding to the transport properties
are fixed to the same constant value for all the ionization levels considered,
as follows. The Lundquist number, S = v0µ0L0/⌘ = 104, where v0 is the
reference Alfve´n speed computed with the total density (ions + neutrals) and
⌘ is the resistivity. The Lundquist number is chosen to be close to the critical
value, Scr, that determines the development of the tearing mode instability.
The Reynolds number of ions and neutrals is Rei,n = ⇢0v0L0/⇠i,n = 104,
where ⇠i,n is the viscosity. The neutrals Prandtl number is Prn = cp,n⇠n/n =
0.625, where cp,n is the specific heat at constant pressure, and n the thermal
conductivity. The anisotropic thermal conductivity of ions is computed with
the local properties of the ion fluid, following the expressions provided by
Braginskii [5].
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6.3 INITIAL CONDITIONS
The initial setup reproduces a Harris sheet in partially ionized plasma in a
two-fluid (ion+neutral) model similar to that in Leake et al. [8, 72]. The
initial chemical and force equilibrium is studied for five ionization levels,
 [%] = ni/(ni + nn) · 100 = 0.5, 1, 5, 10, and 50%.
As in the abovementioned references, when we use the symmetries of the
problem, only one quarter of the domain is represented with dimensions 36L0
in the horizontal direction and 6L0 in the vertical direction, with the outer
boundaries placed distant from the reconnection site. The size of the domain
is chosen such that the results can be compared to those of Leake et al. [8]
and Alvarez Laguna et al. [184]. The computational domain consists of a
stretched mesh with 750⇥ 400 mesh points with a smallest cell of size 20⇥ 5
m.
The initial field is computed to be in chemical and force equilibrium. The
initial ionization degree  0 is assumed to be constant in the whole domain.
Using the chemical reaction model, we assume  ioni =  
rec
n , and obtain the
initial temperature, T0. An initial Harris sheet is considered, as follows:
~B =
⇣
B0 tanh
⇣ y
 
⌘
, 0, 0
⌘
(6.1)
where   = 0.5L0.
Assuming equilibrium of forces in the initial setup, the pressure gradient
balances the initial Lorentz force, i.e., r (pi + pe + pn) = ~j ⇥ ~B. With this
relation, the initial densities are obtained:
nn,0 =
B20
2µ0kBT0
✓
1   0
1 +  0
◆
sech2
⇣ y
 
⌘
+ n0
✓
1   0
1 +  0
◆
, (6.2)
ni,0 =
B20
2µ0kBT0
✓
 0
1 +  0
◆
sech2
⇣ y
 
⌘
+ n0
✓
 0
1 +  0
◆
(6.3)
In order to balance the initial forces of each fluid, an initial frictional force
is introduced by a relative velocity between ions and neutrals. The neutrals
are chosen to be at rest initially, whereas the ions move in the y-direction at
the speed
vi =   B0
µ0 minni,0⌫in
✓
1   0
1 +  0
◆
tanh
⇣ y
 
⌘
sech2
⇣ y
 
⌘
. (6.4)
A perturbation in the initial magnetic field is considered in order to break
the previous equilibrium. Defining ✏ = 0.01B0L0, the perturbation is given
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by
~˜B0 =
⇣
 2✏ y
 2
e (
x
4  )
2 ( y  )2 , ✏
x
8 2
e (
x
4  )
2 ( y  )2 , 0
⌘
. (6.5)
In Table 6.1 we sumarize the initial parameters for the di↵erent simulations.
The reference values show that the initial ionization level increases as the
temperature increases. Furthermore, the magnetic field increases in order to
maintain the same  0 in all simulations. Consequently, the reference Alfve´n
speed and electric current increases, whereas the Alfve´nic time decreases.
The transport coe cients used in all the simulations are presented in di-
mensional units. The transport coe cients change with the ionization level
in order to maintain constant non-dimensional values for all simulations. The
heat conduction of the plasma uses the expressions from Braginskii [5] ac-
counting for the anisotropy introduced by the magnetic field. Additionally,
the Ohmic resistivity used in the simulations ⌘, is compared to the physical
resistivity ⌘S , which is the result of the collision of electrons with ions and
neutrals, and is computed as described in Khomenko et al. [2].
Similarly, the collisional and chemical reaction frequencies are also shown
normalized with the Alfve´nic transit time. In general, the ion-neutral col-
lisional frequency decreases as the ionization degree increases, whereas the
neutral-ion collisions increase. On the other hand, both reaction rates in-
crease with increasing ionization degree, as they are functions that increase
as the electron number density increases.
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Table 6.1: Reference values, transport coe cients and non-dimensional characteristic
frequencies for the di↵erent ionization levels studied in this paper. All simulations use
the same reference density ⇢0 = 5.63 · 10 9 kg/m3, reference length L0 = 105 m and
non-dimensional numbers,  0 = 1, S = 104, Rei,n = 104 and Prn = 0.625.
 0 = 0.5%  0 = 1%  0 = 5%  0 = 10%  0 = 50%
T0[K] 10390 10855 12131 12808 15296
B0[T] 7.81·10 4 8·10 4 8.62·10 4 9.07·10 4 1.16·10 3
n0[m 3] 3.38·1018 3.4·1018 3.53·1018 3.7·1018 5.05·1018
v0[m/s] 9281.6 9510.5 10251.1 10781.2 13758.1
j0[A/m2] 6.21·10 3 6.37·10 3 6.86·10 3 7.22·10 3 7.22·10 3
t0[s] 10.7 10.5 9.75 9.27 7.27
⌘[⌦ ·m] 0.116 0.119 0.129 0.135 0.173
⌘S [⌦ ·m] 3.55·10 3 3.10·10 3 2.42·10 3 2.18·10 3 1.62·10 3
⇠i,n[Pa · s] 5.22 ·10 4 5.35 ·10 4 5.76 ·10 4 6.07 ·10 4 7.75 ·10 4
n[W/m ·K] 17.2 17.7 19.05 20.04 26.6
⌫int0 1.06·105 1.05·105 9.93·104 9.19·104 4.37 ·104
⌫nit0 5.34·102 1.07·103 5.22·103 1.02·104 4.37 ·104
⌫iont0 2.50·10 4 9.61·10 4 2.19·10 2 8.58·10 2 2.77
⌫rect0 4.98·10 2 9.5·10 2 0.42 0.77 4.76
6.4 RESULTS
The two-fluid (ion+neutral) model discussed in Section 3.2 that accounts
for reactions, collisions, and transport fluxes is used to study magnetic re-
connection in five di↵erent levels of ionization and radiative cooling models.
We first present the results without radiative losses and then we compare
the two radiative models: an approximation of the optically thin losses, and
an approximation of the chromospheric radiative cooling with and without
background heating. For each case, we compare the reconnection rate defined
as M = E⇤z/v⇤ABup, where E
⇤ is the electric field at the null point, Bup is
the magnetic field measured at the y-coordinate where the electric current is
jmaxz /2; and v
⇤
A = Bup/
p
µ0(⇢⇤i + ⇢⇤n) is the Alfve´n speed computed with the
total density (ions + neutrals) measured at the latter point. We also compare
the evolution in time of the outflow velocity Vout, defined as the maximum
of the ion velocity in the x-direction along the line y = 0, the current sheet
width  ⇤, defined as the y coordinate of the point where the current is half
of its maximum along the vertical line that crosses the null point; the ion-
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(a) Case A (b) Case B
(c) Case C (d) Case D
Figure 6.2: Dimensionless reconnection rate of the di↵erent cases.
ization degree and the plasma pressure Pp at the null point. Additionally,
the evolution of the relative velocity between neutrals and ions is studied in
the inflow and outflow (in the following, referred to as “drift” velocity, as
in Khomenko et al. [185]) . The evolution in time of the maximum outflow
drift velocity is measured as the maximum di↵erence between the horizontal
velocities of the fluids at a point along the line y = 0 normalized with the
horizontal velocity of ions at the same point. Alternatively, the evolution of
the maximum inflow drift velocity is measured as the maximum di↵erence
between the vertical velocities of the fluids at a point along the vertical line
that crosses the null point and it is also normalized with the vertical ion
velocity at the mentioned point.
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6.4.1 Case A: Study without radiative losses
Figure 6.3 shows the electric current and the magnetic lines for five ioniza-
tion levels,  0 = 0.5, 1, 5, 10, and 50%, at the same non-dimensional time
(t = 45). All simulations evolve initially with a Sweet-Parker configuration,
and only the simulation with the lowest ionization degree, i.e.,  0 = 0.5%,
develops the tearing mode instability. As predicted by the theory, the cur-
rent sheet is thinner for low ionization levels as the ambipolar di↵usion is
stronger. Moreover, the reconnection is faster because of the recombination
e↵ect, which removes ions from the reconnection layer, which has a stronger
e↵ect in the low-ionization cases.
The evolution of the reconnection rate is shown in Fig. 6.2a. The fastest
reconnection corresponds to the weakly ionized case,  0 = 0.5%. At t = 75,
it is 16 times faster than the Sweet-Parker reconnection rate, i.e., MS P =
1/
p
S = 0.01. The reconnection rate increases after t = 50 when plasmoids
start forming. The cases with  0 = 5   50% evolve very similar, with a
reconnection rate that tends to M = 0.01, the Sweet-Parker reconnection
rate for fully ionized plasmas.
The initiation of the tearing mode instability is strongly a↵ected by the
ionization degree inside the current sheet. Even though all simulations have
the same Lundquist number, the tearing mode develops earlier in the case of
initial ionization  0 = 0.5%, at t = 55 with   =  ⇤/L⇤ = 1/200, where L⇤ is
the x-coordinate of the point where the Vout is measured.
In Fig. 6.4a the evolution in time of the outflow velocity is shown. The value
of the non-dimensional outflow velocity is higher for the lowest ionization level
and reaches about half of the Alfve´n speed (⇠ 5.1 km/s) after t = 80 (⇠ 14
minutes). Fig. 6.4b shows the evolution of the current sheet width  ⇤. The
reconnection layer thins as the simulation evolves in a way that is a↵ected
by the ambipolar di↵usions. The current sheet width of the simulation with
 = 0.5% decreases from 0.5L0 (50, 000 m) to 4 · 10 3L0 (400 m) after 70
transit times.
In Figs. 6.4c and 6.4d, the evolution of the ionization degree and the
plasma pressure is shown. Under these conditions, both magnitudes remain
almost constant, increasing only in the cases of low ionization through Joule
heating.
Figs. 6.4e and 6.4f show the evolution of the maximum inflow and outflow
ion-neutral drift velocities. In Fig. 6.4e the maximum outflow drift velocity
is much lower than the ion velocity at the same point in all ionization levels.
This means that the horizontal motions of the fluids are coupled in the out-
flow. However, in Fig. 6.4f, the inflow drift velocity is comparable to the ion
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Figure 6.3: Snapshot of the current and the magnetic field lines at t = 45 for the initial
ionization levels  0 = 0.5%,  0 = 1%,  0 = 5%,  0 = 10% and  0 = 50% without
radiation model.
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(a) Outflow velocity (b) Current sheet width
(c) Ionization degree at the X-point (d) Plasma pressure at the X-point
(e) Maximum horizontal drift velocity
in the outflow
(f) Maximum vertical drift velocity in
the inflow
Figure 6.4: Evolution in time of outflow velocity at x = L⇤, current sheet width  ⇤,
ionization degree at the X-point, plasma pressure at the X-point, maximum horizontal
drift velocity in the outflow and maximum vertical drift velocity in the inflow of Case A.
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velocity in the cases with ionization  0 = 0.5  5%, as the maximum di↵er-
ence of the inflow velocities reaches 10  60% of the ion velocity. The reason
of the decoupled inflow motions of the fluids is that the neutral-ion mean free
path becomes comparable to the current sheet width. These results are in
agreement with Leake et al. [8, 72].
6.4.2 Case B: Optically thin radiative losses in a
hydrogen plasma
The same simulations are now studied with the radiation model Q(1)R , de-
scribed in Sec. 3.2.2, an approximation for the optically thin radiative losses
in a hydrogen plasma [8, 98]. The electric current and the magnetic field
topology at t = 45 is presented in Fig. 6.5.
In Fig. 6.2b, the highest reconnection rate after t = 50 corresponds to
 0 = 50%, which is around 39 times faster than the Sweet-Parker rate. The
evolution of the outflow velocity, Fig. 6.6a, shows that the fastest outflows
are produced in the simulation with  0 = 50%, reaching Vout ⇠ 0.4v0 (5.5
km/s) after 42 Alfve´n transit time units (⇠ 5 minutes). These scales are
closer to the scales observed in chromospheric jets and spicules.
As seen in Fig 6.6b, the current sheet shrinks at a faster rate than without
radiation. After 50 transit times, all the simulations reduced the current sheet
width to 2 · 10 3L0  4 · 10 3L0 (200  400 m). This thinning is produced by
the radiative cooling that reduces the pressure inside the current sheet and
decreases the ionization level, as it can be seen in Figs. 6.6c and 6.6d. The
radiative losses increase as the temperature increases. For this reason, the
simulation with  0 = 50% experiences the strongest cooling, evolves faster,
and develops the tearing mode instability first.
Figs. 6.6e and 6.6f show that the fluids move coupled in the outflow,
whereas they are decoupled in the inflow for all ionization levels. The discon-
tinuities that appear after t = 30 in the maximum outflow drift velocity are
produced by the formation of plasmoids. The appearance of the plasmoid in-
stability enhances the decoupling of the horizontal motion as the small scales
of the plasmoids can become comparable to the neutral-ion collisional mean
free path.
The initiation of the tearing mode is strongly a↵ected by the radiation
and the reactions. As radiation is stronger in  0 = 50%, the tearing mode
starts earlier, at t = 30. As Fig. 6.5 shows, in the other ionization levels,
the current starts to break around t = 40. The aspect ratio of the sheet is
around   ⇠ 1/200 for all simulations when the instability starts.
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Figure 6.5: Snapshot of the current and the magnetic field lines at t = 45 for the initial
ionization levels  0 = 0.5%,  0 = 1%,  0 = 5%,  0 = 10% and  0 = 50% using the
model for optically thin radiative losses in a hydrogen plasma.
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(a) Outflow velocity (b) Current sheet width
(c) Ionization degree at the X-point (d) Plasma pressure at the X-point
(e) Maximum horizontal drift velocity
in the outflow
(f) Maximum vertical drift velocity in
the inflow
Figure 6.6: Evolution in time of outflow velocity at x = L⇤, current sheet width  ⇤,
ionization degree at the X-point, plasma pressure at the X-point, maximum horizontal
drift velocity in the outflow and maximum vertical drift velocity in the inflow of Case B.
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6.4.3 Case C: Model for radiative losses with
photospheric abundances
The radiation model Q(2)R , a more realistic approximation for a plasma with
chromospheric composition, is now considered. As this model produces greater
radiative losses than Q(1)R , the processes are similar to Case B, but with a
faster evolution.
Fig. 6.7 shows the current and magnetic field lines at t = 25. All ionization
levels have started already the tearing mode instability. The simulations
with  0 = 0.5   5% have a similar topology at this time, whereas  0 =
50% has evolved faster and developed several small plasmoids. The tearing
mode is initiated around t = 20 for the simulations with  0 = 0.5  5% and
slightly earlier, at t = 17 for the simulation with  0 = 50%. The instability
starts when the aspect ratio of the current sheet is around   = 1/200 for all
simulations.
In Fig. 6.2c, the maximum reconnection rate is shown for the simulation
 0 = 50% until t = 25. After this time, all simulations have similar rates,
between M ⇠ 0.5   0.6. The outflow velocity in Fig. 6.8a is on the order
of Vout = 0.5V0 after t = 25 for all simulations. In dimensional units, the
simulation with  0 = 50% reaches a speed of 7.6 km/s after 3 minutes, i.e.,
magnitudes in the range of spicules and flares. In Fig. 6.8b, the width of
the current sheets decreases to 2 · 10 3, which is lower than in the previous
cases. The ionization and plasma pressure at the null point, Figs. 6.8c and
6.8d, evolve similarly to Case B, finding small fluctuations in the ionization
degree that are caused by the movement of the small plasmoids that are
formed. Figs. 6.8e and 6.8f show that the inflow motion is decoupled for all
ionization levels, whereas the outflow motion is coupled until the formation
of plasmoids, where the horizontal motion can become locally decoupled, i.e.,
the drift velocity is around the 10% of the ion velocity.
6.4.4 Case D: Model for radiative losses with
photospheric abundances with ad hoc background
heating
In Case D, we reproduce the simulations of Case C, using Q(2)R for the ra-
diative losses and including a heating term that balances the radiation of
the background plasma at the initial time. The topology of the magnetic
field and the current is presented in Fig. 6.9. The magnitudes of the electric
current are comparable to those of Case A, as the cooling is not as fast as in
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Figure 6.7: Snapshot of the current and the magnetic field lines at t = 25 for the initial
ionization levels  0 = 0.5%,  0 = 1%,  0 = 5%,  0 = 10% and  0 = 50% using the
model for radiative losses of a plasma with chromospheric abundances.
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(a) Outflow velocity (b) Current sheet width
(c) Ionization degree at the X-point (d) Plasma pressure at the X-point
(e) Maximum horizontal drift velocity
in the outflow
(f) Maximum vertical drift velocity in
the inflow
Figure 6.8: Evolution in time of outflow velocity at x = L⇤, current sheet width  ⇤,
ionization degree at the X-point, plasma pressure at the X-point, maximum horizontal
drift velocity in the outflow and maximum vertical drift velocity in the inflow of Case C.
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Case B. The thinnest current sheet corresponds to the case with  0 = 0.5%,
which already started developing the tearing mode instability. The tearing
mode starts at t = 38 in  0 = 0.5%, t = 65 in  0 = 1% with approximately
  = 1/200.
The reconnection rate of this case is presented in Figure 6.2d. For all the
ionization levels, the reconnection rate is faster than Case A and slower than
the case without background heating. Owing to the tearing mode instability,
the reconnection is faster in the low ionized case,  0 = 0.5%, after t = 35.
The simulation with  0 = 50% has an initially enhanced reconnection rate
until the radiative cooling is balanced by the Joule heating.
The fastest outflow velocity, in Fig. 6.10a, occurs in the case with  0 =
0.5%. The maximum value is Vout ⇠ 0.4V0 (4.6 km/s), at t = 70 (12 minutes).
The shrinking of the current sheet width is faster than in Case A, as we
show in Fig. 6.10b. It reaches 3 · 10 3L0 (300 m) after 70 Alfve´nic transit
times. In the case of  0 = 50%, the initial loss of ions and plasma pressure
at the current sheet produces a thinner current sheet that results in a fast
acceleration of the outflow jet. However, when the cooling is compensated
for by the Joule heating, the rate at which the current sheet thins decreases.
The plasma pressure and the ionization degree are a↵ected by the initial
cooling in the cases with higher ionization and remains constant after t = 10,
as shown in Figs 6.10c and 6.10d. As in Case A, the outflow motion of the
fluids is coupled (Fig 6.10e), and the inflow motion (Fig. 6.10e) is decoupled
in the low-ionization cases, i.e.,  = 0.5  5%.
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Case D
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Figure 6.9: Snapshot of the current and the magnetic field lines at t = 45 for the initial
ionization levels  0 = 0.5%,  0 = 1%,  0 = 5%,  0 = 10% and  0 = 50% using the model
for radiative losses of a plasma with chromospheric abundances with ad hoc background
heating.
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(a) Outflow velocity (b) Current sheet width
(c) Ionization degree at the X-point (d) Plasma pressure at the X-point
(e) Maximum horizontal drift velocity
in the outflow
(f) Maximum vertical drift velocity in
the inflow
Figure 6.10: Evolution in time of outflow velocity at x = L⇤, current sheet width  ⇤,
ionization degree at the X-point, plasma pressure at the X-point, maximum horizontal
drift velocity in the outflow and maximum vertical drift velocity in the inflow of Case D.
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6.5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the magnetic reconnection in partially ionized plasmas un-
der chromospheric conditions in five di↵erent ionization levels ranging from
0.5% to 50%. The simulations were obtained using a self-consistent two-fluid
model (plasma + neutrals) with fixed Lundquist number and accounting for
collisions and chemical reactions consistently with the local plasma condi-
tions. We considered four di↵erent cases in order to study systematically
the influence of radiation in reconnection in partially ionized plasmas: (A)
without radiation; (B) considering a model of radiation for optically thin
plasmas; (C) considering a model of radiation based on the chromospheric
elemental abundances and (D) the same previous model with a background
heating function.
The results without radiation (Case A) are in good qualitative agreement
with previous analytical work [56, 65, 57, 58] that predicted reconnection to
be faster in lowly ionized plasmas. In our results, the current sheet width
is thinner in lowly ionized plasmas because of the ambipolar di↵usion that
sharpens the magnetic field profile. After 70 Alfve´nic transit times, the width
of the current sheet of the simulation with  0 = 0.5% is more than one order
of magnitude thinner than in the simulation of  0 = 50%. In addition,
the loss of ions produced by recombination enhances reconnection, having a
major e↵ect in low ionized plasmas. The reconnection rate of the simulations
 0 = 5 50% tends to the Sweet-Parker rate for fully ionized plasmas, whereas
the one of  0 = 0.5% is 16 times faster. The outflow velocity is also higher
in the lowly ionized case, reaching a velocity of 4.6 km/s after 963 s (⇡ 16
minutes). However, the time taken to reach this speed is much longer than
in spicules or chromospheric jets.
Cases B and C studied the same setup with two models for radiative cool-
ing: one for a reactive hydrogen plasma, and the other for a plasma with a
chromospheric composition. Radiation is stronger for high ionization levels,
as it is an increasing function of the electrons density and the temperature.
The fast initial cooling reduces the ionization level at the center of the cur-
rent sheet, reducing the plasma pressure and producing a fast thinning of
the current sheet. The simulation with  0 = 50% produces the fastest re-
connection in Case B. In Case C, since the radiative losses are stronger,
magnetic reconnection develops very fast, reaching rates 60 times faster than
the Sweet-Parker rate. Moreover, the outflows produced are much faster with
radiation, reaching 7.6 km/s after 181 s (⇡ 3 minutes), which is closer to the
acceleration observed in spicules and chromospheric anemones.
Case D considers the same radiation model as Case C, with background
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heating. The external heating suppresses the enhanced reconnection found
in the previous results, showing slightly faster rates than the case without
radiation.
Partial ionization and radiation a↵ects the formation and growth of the
tearing mode instability. In agreement with previous work for fully ionized
plasma [66, 67, 68], the tearing mode is initiated when the aspect ratio of
the current sheet is around   ⇠ 1/200. Ambipolar di↵usion and radiative
cooling thin the current sheet e ciently, enhancing the appearance of the
tearing mode instability compared to the same conditions in fully ionized
plasmas. The latter is in agreement with the observations of intermittent
reconnection by Singh et al. [176] and Yan et al. [177]. The formation of
plasmoids are also found by Ni et al. [70] in single-fluid simulations with
ambipolar di↵usion under cromospheric conditions where they are identified
as a possible candidate for fast reconnection.
The use of multi-fluid models allows for capturing the relative velocity be-
tween ions and neutrals. In our simulations, we observed the ion-neutral drift
velocity to reach 60 80% of the ion velocity in the inflow when radiation was
strong or when the flow was weakly ionized without radiation. In contrast,
the outflow motion is strongly coupled, being the drift velocity around two
orders of magnitude smaller than in the inflow. The same has been observed
in the two-fluid simulations by Leake et al. [8, 72] and Murphy & Lukin[73].
In addition, recent observational data of prominences [185] confirmed the
existence of transients where ions and neutrals flow decouple.
In the present study, the Lundquist number was fixed in all simulations
to a value close to the critical value in order to study the e↵ect of radiation
and partial ionization in the formation of the tearing mode instability. As
shown in Table 6.1, the physical resistivity ⌘S is around two orders of mag-
nitude smaller than the resistivity imposed in the simulations ⌘. Leake et al.
[8] showed that the reconnection rate becomes independent of the Lundquist
number, i.e., is in the “fast” reconnection regime, when the recombination
scales are comparable to the outflow scales in the reconnection region. As
shown in the results, the simulations with strong radiation and the weakly
ionized cases ( = 0.5  1%) without radiation are in this fast-reconnection
regime as the recombination dominates or is comparable to the outflow scales.
However, in the highly ionized cases without radiation, the ionization imbal-
ance is less important. Therefore, the latter simulations would be slower
using the physical resistivity as they scale as the Sweet-Parker reconnection,
i.e., M ⇠ 1/pS.
However, the current sheet width would change using the physical resis-
tivity as the aspect ratio scales as   ⇠ 1/S in the fast regime and   ⇠ 1/pS
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in the Sweet-Parker regime [8]. This would produce a stronger decoupling of
the fluids in the inflow. However, the inclusion of charge-exchange collisions,
with larger cross-sections, can increase this coupling. In addition, in the
present work, the Hall e↵ect was neglected as the ion inertial length is much
greater than the current sheet thickness. With the physical resistivity, the
latter e↵ect can become important, as shown experimentally by Lawrence et
al. [186] and in simulations by Murphy et al. [73]. This further study is left
to a future follow-up work.
6.6 SUMMARY
The main results of this study can be summarized as follows:
1. Partial ionization and chemical non-equilibrium a↵ect the dynamics
and scales of reconnection. Without radiation, the e↵ect is significant
only for  0  1%. Moreover, the tearing mode instability is initiated
earlier for lowly ionized plasmas, as the current sheet shrinks at a faster
rate.
2. Radiative cooling decreases the plasma pressure and modifies the che-
mical equilibrium inside the current sheet. Magnetic reconnection is en-
hanced as the current sheet shrinks very e ciently and ions recombine
very fast. The tearing mode instability appears earlier than without
radiation.
3. Results with radiative cooling show velocities and time scales compa-
rable to those observed in spicules and chromospheric jets.
4. With background heating, the enhanced reconnection is reduced in the
cases with more ionization level, i.e.  0 = 5   50%, but is still faster
than without radiative loses.
5. The tearing mode instability in reactive and radiating partially ionized
plasmas initiates when the aspect ratio of the current sheet is around
1/200, similar value to fully ionized plasmas. However, it appears ear-
lier than in fully ionized plasmas and grows at faster rate.
6. The motion of ions and neutrals decouple in the inflow, whereas they
are strongly coupled in the outflow. The coupling in the outflow can
be locally weaker when plasmoids are formed.
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CHAPTER 7
Multi-fluid Modeling of Magnetosonic
Wave Propagation in the Solar
Chromosphere: E↵ects of Impact
Ionization and Radiative
Recombination
As in nature, all is ebb and tide, all is wave motion...
– Nikola Tesla
We study the e↵ects of ion-neutral interactions on the propagation of
magnetosonic waves in the partially ionized solar chromosphere. The
dynamic ionization and recombination reactions are studied in gravita-
tionally stratified magnetized collisional media with a two-fluid model
for partially-ionized plasma. The initial density and temperature profiles
are similar to VAL III chromospheric model in which dynamical, thermal
and chemical equilibrium are considered to ensure comparison to existing
MHD models. In this initial setup we include a simple homogeneous flux
tube magnetic field configuration and an external photospheric velocity
driver to simulate the propagation of magnetosonic waves in the partially
ionized reactive chromosphere. We study the loss of chemical equilibrium
and the plasma heating related to the steepening of fast magnetosonic
wave fronts in the gravitationally stratified medium.
Part of this chapter has been published in:
Y. Maneva, A. Alvarez Laguna, A. Lani, and S. Poedts, Multi-fluid Modeling of Mag-
netosonic Wave Propagation in the Solar Chromosphere: E↵ects of Impact Ion-
ization and Radiative Recombination, The Astrophysical Journal, Volume 836, Issue
2, article id. 197, 15 pp. (2017).
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7.1 WAVE PROPAGATION IN THE SOLAR
CHROMOSPHERE
As mentioned in the introduction of this dissertation, the solar chromosphere
and transition region regulate the mass, energy and momentum transfer from
the underlying photosphere and convection zones into the upper atmospheric
layer, known as the corona. The complexity of the chromosphere is related
to its partially ionized plasma, which is not in local thermodynamical equi-
librium. As we follow the decreasing plasma density and pressure gradients
through the chromosphere, the plasma behavior changes from highly col-
lisional to weakly collisional and the system transitions from gas-pressure
dominated to magnetically driven. These observed plasma properties a↵ect
the propagation of magneto-hydrodynamic waves through the chromospheric
layer and influence the deposition of energy and related plasma heating there.
In Fig. 7.1, we present the frequencies of binary collisions between hydro-
gen atoms, protons, and electrons as a function of height. In this figure, we
consider the temperature and density distribution of Vernazza et al. [1] and
a constant magnetic field of 10 3 T. We can note that from heights around
z ⇠ 600 km, the electron gyrofrequency becomes larger than the largest elec-
tron collisional frequency. As a result, the electrons become magnetized and
therefore their transport properties are anisotropic. Alternatively, for heights
below z ⇠ 2300 km, the ion gyrofrequency is smaller than the ion-electron
collisional frequency (note that the latter is the same as the electron-ion
frequency). Therefore, the ions do not get magnetized until the transition
region. Another important feature is the decrease of seven orders of magni-
tude of the ion-neutral and electron-neutral collisional frequencies across the
atmosphere. This has a strong impact in the properties of the plasma and
its interaction with the magnetic field.
Owing to the change of the plasma properties across the atmosphere, more
attention has been drawn to the consequences of ion-neutral interactions on
the propagation of MHD waves throughout the chromosphere [187, 188]. An-
alytical calculations have suggested that the dominant presence of neutrals in
the chromosphere would lead to an over-damping of the Alfve´n waves there,
which would change their commonly expected energy deposition in the corona
[188]. Nevertheless, there are no rigorous calculations of partial ionization
e↵ects on the propagation and damping of Alfve´n, fast, and slow magne-
tosonic waves in a reactive gravitationally stratified collisional media and
their interaction with the surrounding plasma. In this respect, the present
model provides a first attempt to consider such interactions within chemically
reactive multi-fluid simulations.
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Figure 7.1: Collisional frequencies in the solar atmosphere using the VAL-C model [1].
7.2 ASSUMPTIONS
In this chapter, we use the two-fluid model for partially-ionized hydrogen plas-
mas that was described in Section 3.2. Unlike Chapter 6 where the transport
properties were fixed, here, the viscosity, heat conduction, and resistivity co-
e cients depend on the local plasma properties. The radiative cooling is not
accounted for as there is no heating mechanism included that balances it at
the initial time as this heating mechanism is at present unknown. The Hall,
battery, and neutral-electron drift terms are disregarded in Ohm’s law, Eq.
(3.26), as the normalized ion skin depth is considered to be much smaller than
the convective and resistive term. Note that, as in Chapter 6, the ambipolar
di↵usion that results from the drift between ions and neutrals is captured as
this is a two-fluid model.
The model for ionization and recombination that was presented in Chapter
6 considers a plasma composed uniquely by hydrogen. However, the lower
atmosphere of the Sun contains a small percentage of heavy ions that largely
contributes to the electron density. In order to reproduce the ionization level
of the VAL-C model [1], the reaction rates of this study are modified as
follows. We build upon the ionization and recombination models of Cox &
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Tucker [189] and Moore & Fung [190] that read
⌫ion = 2.34 · 10 14ne/(p' exp ( ')) and
⌫rec = 5.20 · 10 20nep'(0.4288 + 0.5 log'+ 0.4698' 1/3),
(7.1)
where ' = A ion/T ?e is a dimensionless parameter that takes into account
the temperature dependence of the ionization and recombination rates. In
this expression, T ?e is the electron temperature in eV,  ion = 13.6 eV is the
ionization potential for hydrogen atoms and A = 0.6 is a constant, which
takes into account the influence of heavy ions and has been introduced to
match the expected ionization rates ni/nn, as predicted by the VAL-C model
[1].
7.3 INITIAL CONDITIONS: THERMAL AND
CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM
We consider a domain with a physical size of 2000 km by 2000 km where the
heliocentric distance is denoted by z and the horizontal direction is repre-
sented by x. We use a domain with 200 ⇥ 200 grid points that is stretched
in the z-direction in order to have more resolution at photospheric heights.
To model the reactive inhomogeneous chromospheric plasma we initialize
the code with a height-dependent temperature profile, given by the original
VAL-C chromospheric model [1]. This model, as well as the more recent
follow-up chromospheric models [191], do not distinguish between the tem-
perature of molecular hydrogen and protons and provide a single temperature
profile for the single ionized hydrogen and the neutrals. Therefore, we assume
initially isothermal plasma with Te = Ti = Tn.
In order to compute the initial density profiles, we assume that the total
(ion+neutral) pressure gradient balances the gravity force. With this con-
dition, we obtain the total density distribution that decreases exponentially
with height. The chemical equilibrium is thus imposed by the condition
 ioni =  
rec
n . With the total density and the chemical equilibrium condition
that is function of the temperature, we obtain the ion and neutral density
profiles. The initial temperature and densities are shown in Fig. 7.2.
The modified plasma density in our model has shape that is similar to the
one of the inferred electron density presented in the chromospheric model by
Avrett & Loeser [192]. The initial profiles capture the photospheric temper-
ature minimum around 500 km and the consequent temperature increase in
the upper chromosphere. The ionization level increases, as the neutral and
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Figure 7.2: Top: Initial temperature and density profiles, based on a modified VAL C at-
mospheric model in thermal and chemical equilibrium. Bottom: temperature distribution
in the computational domain. The white lines represent the magnetic field lines.
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ion densities become more comparable in the upper chromosphere. The 2D
contour plots of the initial temperature profile is presented in Fig. 7.2.
In order to study the evolution of sound and magnetosonic waves in the
chromosphere in all cases here we have adopted a simple Gaussian magnetic
field profile and a photospheric foot-point velocity driver used in MHD and
improved partially ionized MHD models with ambipolar di↵usion terms, as
presented for example in Khomenko et al. [193] and Fedun et al. [194, 195].
By(x) = B0 exp
✓
  (x  x0)
2
2 2
◆
, (7.2)
unx,y(x, t) = V0 sin(2⇡⌫t) exp
✓
  (x  x0)
2
2 2
◆
. (7.3)
The magnetic field strength has been set to B0 = 18 G, the flux tube is
placed in the center of the domain at x0 = 1 Mm, and the width of the initial
magnetic field foot-point has been selected to   = 40 km as in Khomenko et
al. [196]. The magnitude of the velocity driver is set to 500 m/s as assumed
in Fedun et al. [194]. The period of the driver was set to 30s, so that the
corresponding frequency is ! = 2⇡⌫ = 0.06, 0.2, 0.6, and 2.1 Hz. The
velocity of the neutrals is excited by the driver, although, as the neutrals and
ions are coupled through collisions, the ions move together with the neutrals.
In the results we will focus on the cases for 30 s period. The time step used
for the simulations varies between 10 4 s and 10 2 s.
We note that the selected initial magnetic field profile is not force-free
and it does carry some current. This force becomes significant in the upper
chromosphere, where the ions become magnetized and the magnetic pressure
becomes comparable to the plasma pressure.
To compare our results to previous MHD and generalized MHD simula-
tions we have used several di↵erent initial simulation setups. In order to
generate acoustic and magnetosonic waves in the photosphere we have per-
turbed the horizontal and vertical velocity of the ions, as well as the hori-
zontal and vertical velocities of the neutrals. The main di↵erence between
applying the velocity driver on the ions and the neutrals is in the amplitude
of the excited perturbations. Since the ions are much less abundant than
the neutrals perturbing the ion velocity we input less kinetic energy in the
system, which generates smaller pressure gradient and results in less intense
waves. However, apart from their amplitude all physical processes, such as
the wave properties, the velocity and the temperatures profiles remain the
same. Therefore for better representation in the remaining of the paper we
will concentrate on the case of velocity driver applied on the neutrals.
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In the next section we present in details the results from the simulations
and discuss their relation to previous models.
7.4 RESULTS
In Figs. 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5 we show the evolution of the ion vertical and horizon-
tal velocities, and ion temperature with the driver of period 30 s. Similarly,
the magnetic field lines are presented in the figures. The plots show the evo-
lution until t = 438 s, which corresponds to approximately 15 periods of the
driver.
The magnetic field lines, initially straight, open at heights z > 1000 km.
The reason for that is the initial current that produces a force that pushes the
ion fluid horizontally. In Fig. 7.4, we observe two opposite horizontal flows
at the upper chromosphere that are caused by the Lorentz force that is only
in regions where the plasma beta is smaller than unity. Alternatively, the
flux tube di↵uses at the temperature minimum z ⇠ 500 km. In this region,
the resistivity is larger as it is a function of the temperature, ⌘ / T 3/2. In
the photosphere z ⇠ 100  200 km the field lines are tangled as the amount
of ions is very low and they are unmagnetized.
In Figs. 7.3 and 7.4, both horizontal and vertical velocity components show
symmetric contours typical for sound waves and fast magnetosonic waves.
The vertical velocity component is larger than the horizontal velocity. We
observe that the wave fronts have a dimple at the center of the flux tube
for heights above z ⇠ 1000. In the simulations, the velocity of neutrals is
practically equal to this of ions. We observe small di↵erences in the hori-
zontal velocity that are produced by the initial Lorentz force in the upper
chromosphere.
The evolution of the temperature that is presented in Fig. 7.5 shows that
heating takes place outside the flux tube in the wavefronts. Alternatively,
inside the tube the temperature decreases as a consequence of the advection
that is produced by the Lorentz force. Similar to the velocity, the tempera-
tures of ions and neutrals are very similar.
Another aspect is the e↵ect of the induced oscillations on the chemical
equilibrium in the system. Fig. 7.6a shows the evolution in time of the ratio
between the number densities ni/nn at three di↵erent altitudes z = 0, 1000,
and 2000 km in the center of the flux tube. The ionization becomes a↵ected
by the waves more quickly than the recombination, which results in local loss
of chemical equilibrium. At the photosphere the ionization level oscillates
because of this chemical inequilibrium. However, the other altitudes are also
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Figure 7.3: Evolution of the ion vertical velocity and the magnetic field lines at times
t = 53.3, 193.3, 323.3, and 438.3 s with driver’s period of 30 s.
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Figure 7.4: Evolution of the ion horizontal velocity and the magnetic field lines at times
t = 53.3, 193.3, 323.3, and 438.3 s with driver’s period of 30 s.
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Figure 7.5: Evolution of the ion temperature and the magnetic field lines at times t =
53.3, 193.3, 323.3, and 438.3 s with driver’s period of 30 s.
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a↵ected by the change of temperature that occurs in the center of the flux
because of the advection. After four periods the ionization level oscillates
at z = 1000 km with larger amplitude and same frequency. However, at
the top boundary the ionization level strongly decreases due to the cooling.
Nevertheless, after eight periods, an oscillation with a period five times larger
than the driver appears.
The same results are observed for the cases of higher and lower frequency
drivers, as the ionization and recombination rates are naturally a↵ected by
the excited compressible fluctuations.
Fig. 7.6b shows the evolution of the ion temperature in the same three
altitudes. We observe that the waves produce oscillations in the temperature
due to compression. The oscillations at z = 0 km and z = 1000 km are
in phase, although the oscillations are larger at z = 1000. At the top z =
2000 km, the variations of temperature are mostly produced by macroscopic
motion, i.e., advection because of the Lorentz force. Nevertheless, a mode
with larger period than the driver is observed.
Fig. 7.6c shows the evolution in the same three altitudes of the kinetic
energy of the neutrals. After four periods the oscillations start at z = 1000
km. The oscillations at this altitude have di↵erent modes at higher and lower
frequency than the driver. At z = 2000 km, the oscillations start after six
periods and have lower period than the driver. This is an evidence of mode
conversion.
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7.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
For the first time, a non-linear multi-dimensional multi-fluid simulation of
the lower solar atmosphere is studied. We have used a two-fluid numeri-
cal simulation setup that treats the charged particles within a generalized
MHD approximation and considers a separate fluid of neutrals. The two
fluids are coupled through collisions and chemical reactions, such as impact
ionization and radiative recombination. The model includes the e↵ects of
gravitational force imposed on the initial stratified density and temperature
profiles, given by a modified VAL-C chromospheric model. Our simulations
take into account Braginskii’s collisional transport coe cients with aniso-
tropic heat conduction, Spitzer-type resistivity and accounts for the basic
chemical reactions in a hydrogen plasma. We have initialized the simulations
with a simple Gaussian magnetic flux tube, which changes in time and opens
starting to form a magnetic funnel. Similarly, the magnetic field lines are
tangled in the photosphere due to the weakly ionization and magnetization
of the plasma.
To compare to existing MHD and generalized MHD models we have im-
posed initial thermal and chemical equilibrium. We have included a pho-
tospheric velocity driver at the foot-point of the magnetic field, and have
followed the evolution of the system in the presence of the driven sound
and fast magnetosonic waves. Within 5 minutes of simulated real time the
initial driver induces loss of chemical equilibrium with dominant recombi-
nation in the upper chromosphere and gradual reduction of the ionization
fraction in time. Regardless of the selected low magnitude of the magnetic
field, we find significant heating of the higher chromospheric layers outside
the magnetic flux tube with some overall cooling at low to mid-low altitudes.
Significant cooling is also observed in the upper chromospheric layers inside
the flux tube, where the temperature can be more than 2000K degrees cooler
than the surrounding plasma outside the flux tube. This cooling is partially
counter-balanced by the heating due to the convection of the atmosphere.
The plasma heating observed at the wave fronts of the propagating fast
magnetosonic fluctuations driven by the initial velocity driver as well as the
heating outside the magnetic flux tube in the upper chromosphere account
for a temperature increase of 500K up to 1000 K. The observed heating
strongly depends on the initial driver: the vertical velocity driver heats the
chromospheric plasma more than the horizontal one. The horizontal velocity
driver at the selected frequency in our case does not excite waves and does
not lead to significant heating. This comparison between the vertical and
horizontal drivers significantly di↵ers from the results of previous single fluid
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MHD studies of chromospheric wave propagation, where slow magnetosonic
waves have been excited by the horizontal velocity driver [197, 193, 195].
Within our model most of the net plasma heating outside the flux tube in
the upper chromosphere is wave-based and is related to kinetic to thermal
energy conversion as the wave fronts of the fast magnetosonic waves steepen.
In the current plasma-neutral interactions we do not observe strong heating
along the perpendicular component of the current, as expected from MHD
models with partial ionization e↵ect relying on ambipolar di↵usion terms
[196, 188, 43]. Within the current multi-fluid approach the plasma heating
due to the partial ionization e↵ects is either more isotropic and not bound
to the direction perpendicular to the external magnetic field profile, or it is
fully overcome by the dominant wave-based heating. We should note that
the partial ionization e↵ects in our study are not very strong and the main
energy source for heating are the excited magnetosonic fluctuations. The role
of the partial ionization could perhaps become more prominent for stronger
magnetic fields.
Although the redistribution of the di↵erent energy types and the conver-
sion from kinetic to thermal energy is not discussed here, we have to mention
that there is energy transport from the photosphere throughout the chromo-
sphere. Apart from kinetic energy transported through the chromosphere in
the form of waves, there is also an associated electromagnetic energy transfer.
The estimated Poynting flux related to the fast magnetosonic waves is much
stronger in the horizontal than in vertical direction. However, we expect
that to change whenever slow magnetosonic or Alfve´n waves are excited in
the system, as already suggested by some preliminary model results.
To further improve our model and make it better suitable for longer wave
propagation studies we would consider implementing an additional wave
damping layer, similar to what had been proposed and implemented for MHD
simulations by Khomenko et al. [193].
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Multi-fluid modeling of magnetic flux
tubes in tokamak conditions
At the time we were all convinced that this work was of vital
significance for the balance of power in the world and we were
fascinated by the grandeur of the task.
– Andrei Sakharov
We study the kink and drift-wave instabilities of magnetic flux tubes
under realistic conditions of the DIII-D fusion reactor. We use full-scale
three-dimensional two-fluid (ion+electron) simulations that allow for cap-
turing the global MHD scales as well as the separation between the two
species occurring at ion scales. We calculate the two-fluid equilibrium for
a ‘straight tokamak’ configuration with the DIII-D conditions. In order
to study the kink instability, a perturbation in the m = 1, n = 1 mode
is initially introduced. We investigate traces of secondary magnetic re-
connection resulting from the kink instability. Similar to previous kinetic
simulations, in the two-fluid simulations, an electron current forms in the
reconnection region with opposite direction to the current supporting the
flux tube. This behaviour is also observed in magnetic reconnection ex-
periments. Unlike the kink instability, the drift-wave instability forms
spontaneously, without initial perturbation, after one Alfve´nic transit
time. The drift waves produce turbulence that di↵use the current in the
direction perpendicular to the flux rope axis. This di↵usion triggers lo-
calized reconnection in regions close to the resonant surface. Two-fluid
simulations prove to be an e cient tool for the study of the physics of
magnetically confined nuclear fusion devices as they are able to capture
phenomena that take place in both MHD and kinetic scales.
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8.1 MAGNETIC FLUX TUBES IN ASTROPHYSICAL
AND LABORATORY PLASMAS
Magnetic flux tubes are magnetic configurations that play a fundamental
role in astrophysical and nuclear fusion plasmas. They consist of a bundle of
magnetic field lines that form tubular structures wherein plasma is confined.
Usually, the magnetic field lines are twisted around the axis of the tube
forming the so-called flux ropes.
Flux ropes are found in a large number of scenarios both in nature and
man-made devices. They are observed in the outer sun atmosphere as coronal
loops [198, 21], in planetary magnetospheres, both in the magnetotail [199]
and the day-side magnetopause [200], and in astrophysical jets [201, 202].
Similarly, tokamaks and Z-pinch devices can be regarded as closed flux ropes
with a toroidal shape [203].
Figure 8.1: Examples of flux ropes. Left: NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory observa-
tion of coronal loops in extreme ultraviolet light from February 8, 2014 (Credits: NASA).
Right: DIII-D tokamak in visible light at rest (right left) and during operation (right half)
(Credits: General Atomics).
Magnetic flux tubes have been broadly studied with the MHD approach
[15, 204]. The MHD theory is able to retrieve the conditions for stability
of global modes, such as the kink or the ballooning modes, for di↵erent
flux rope configurations. However, it is not able to capture the important
phenomena produced by the separation of the ion and electron dynamics that
are responsible for the drift waves and their associated mass, momentum, and
energy transport.
The kinetic theory is widely used by the fusion community to study the
physics of flux ropes in nuclear fusion devices. Numerical approaches based
on the kinetic equation such as Particle-in-cell (PIC) codes [77, 205] or Eule-
rian Vlasov solvers [80] are able to describe very accurately the state of the
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plasma. However, this approach is computationally very costly to study the
global MHD modes. We propose to use the two-fluid modeling that is able
to capture the separation between species with a fluid representation and
therefore represents a sound alternative to the limitations of both kinetic
and MHD models.
8.2 KINK AND DRIFT WAVES INSTABILITIES
The kink instabilities are unstable modes in magnetic flux tubes that are
associated to a helical deformation of the plasma column [15]. When the
electric current column is bended, an increase of the magnetic pressure occurs
in the inside bend of the deformation, while there is a decrease in the outside
bend, as shown in Fig. 8.2a. This pressure unbalance tends to magnify the
deformation and thus it becomes unstable. The kink modes are divided into
internal modes, where the development of the instability does not perturb
the vacuum magnetic field that surrounds the plasma, and the external ones
where both the plasma and the vacuum magnetic fields are perturbed.
The kink modes are produced by Alfve´n waves with low poloidal mode
number [15], see Fig. 8.2b. Consequently, they occur in the Alfve´n wave
transit time scales and are considered as global MHD modes. The MHD
theory studies the stability of these modes by defining Fourier series of the
form exp [i(!t+m✓ + 2⇡nz/Lz)] where the mode number m refers to the
angular (poloidal) direction ✓ and n to the axial (toroidal) direction z. Simple
current configurations have been studied analytically with vacuum and ideal
walls [15, 206, 207], whereas arbitrary geometries can be studied numerically
[208, 209].
Here, we will focus on the internal modes |m| = 1. The internal mode with
m = 1 and n = 1 is responsible for the sawtooth instability in tokamaks.
During this instability, the electron temperature is observed to increase fol-
lowed by a rapid drop [14]. The drop in temperature does not allow for
reaching the necessary temperatures for nuclear reactions.
The stability of the kink modes is linked to the so-called safety factor,
defined as:
q(r) =
2⇡rBz
B✓(r)Lz
, (8.1)
where Bz is the toroidal magnetic field, B✓(r) is the poloidal magnetic field
that is a function of the radius r, and Lz is the axial length of the flux tube.
Shafranov [210] provides a stability criterion based on the safety factor for
a ‘straight tokamak’, i.e., a flux rope considered to be a cylinder of infinite
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(a)
Equil. ! = 0 ! =1 ! = 2
(b)
Figure 8.2: (a) Sketch of an external kink of a Z-pinch. (b) lllustration of MHD modes
for di↵erent poloidal mode numbers.
length. The current is assumed to be maximum at the center of the tube and
decrease towards the boundaries, i.e.,
q0  q(r)  qa, with 0  r  a (8.2)
where qo is the safety factor at the center (r = 0), and qa is the safety
factor at the plasma outer boundary (r = a). In order to design magnetic
configurations that are stable against internal modes, the current needs to
fulfill the condition known as the Kruskal-Shafranov limit, that reads
q0 > 1. (8.3)
When the kink instability reaches the non-linear stage, magnetic recon-
nection occurs along the surface q(r) = 1, also called resonant surface and
denoted as r = rs. Secondary plasmoids are observed in the X-point in a
number that is proportional to the Lundquist number [211, 212]. The re-
connection develops in a regime where the two-fluid e↵ects are important,
forming quadripolar structures in pressure and magnetic fields [205, 213].
Similarly, small scale turbulence from ion to electron scales can result in
anomalous dissipation that result in fast reconnections [205].
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A di↵erent type of universal process occurring in magnetized plasmas is
the drift waves that are responsible for large transport of mass, momentum,
and energy across the magnetic field lines in flux ropes [12]. These waves are
produced by the separation of the electron and ion dynamics and therefore
cannot be explained by the MHD theory. They arise when density and tem-
perature gradients produce diamagnetic currents that in equilibrium are of
the form
~je,i =
⇣
~rpe,i ⇥ ~B
⌘
B2
. (8.4)
The drift velocity associated to these currents can result in collective oscilla-
tions that are called drift waves.
In order for the drift waves to occur, an electric field component along the
magnetic field line is necessary, i.e., Ek 6= 0. This condition implies that
the magnetic field lines are not frozen into the plasma. Similarly, a charge
imbalance is necessary in order to produce an electric field that creates the
~E ⇥ ~B advection of plasma. The quasi-neutrality principle applies and the
densities ne = ni to the first order in  2D/ x
2 [12].
We depict the drift-wave mechanism in Fig. 8.3a. In the figure, n(x) is the
ambient density that varies in the x-direction, ~B is the magnetic field that
points in the z-direction, and   is the electrostatic potential that is created
by an excess of positive-ion density  ni. The electrostatic potential creates
a ~E ⇥ ~B advection pattern of velocity ~uE in the plane perpendicular to the
magnetic field.
As shown in Fig. 8.3b, there is an electric field in the direction of the
magnetic field. In absence of di↵usion, the electric field and, consequently,
the electrostatic potential are in phase with the electron density fluctuations.
However, when there are di↵usive processes in the magnetic field direction,
e.g., collisions, viscosity, resonant electron-wave interactions, the density gra-
dients and the electric potential are out of phase in space by   n, . The shift
in space produces an imbalance of the convective fluxes ~ ±. This flux im-
balance is responsible for a transport of plasma across the magnetic field
line.
Drift waves have been measured in laboratory experiments, such as the
cylindrical Q machines [214, 215, 216], in toroidal magnetic fusion devices
[217, 218], and especifically in the DIII-D tokamak [219]. In the solar corona,
they have been proposed as a mechanism producing heating and acceleration
of ions at frequencies below the gyrofrequency [30, 31, 32].
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phase difference of order dk.(vne /k i2ve
2) compared to
unity. For the collisionless regime the electron parallel
viscosity m i
e and the parallel thermal flux π•qie
.2(2/p)1/2uk iuvedpe dominate the deviation dkv from
the Boltzmann distribution. These collisionless closures
of the fluid equations are given in Hammett and Perkins,
1990; Chang and Callen, 1992; Dorland and Hammett,
1993; Beer and Hummett, 1996; and Waltz et al., 1997.
There are many calculations for the nonadiabatic elec-
tron response based on the truncated chain of electron
hydrodynamic equations (Braginskii, 1965; Horton and
Varma, 1972) and on the kinetic equations (Tang, 1978;
Kadomtsev and Pogutse, 1979; Horton, 1990). The gen-
eral results are complicated by the distinction between
the trapped and passing electron orbits and the collision-
ally broadened resonances of the electron guiding center
drift orbits with the wave. For the purpose of the review
we note that once the collisionality and geometry are
specified (e.g., collisional, collisionless, trapped electron
in toroidal or mirror geometry) the nonadiabatic behav-
ior is given by
dne ,k5
Nefk
Te
~12idk!, (13)
where the k dependence of dk is d2k52dk . Thus idk
corresponds to an anti-Hermitian spatial operator de-
scribing the electron dissipation from transport coeffi-
cients in the collisional regime and from the resonant
electron-wave interactions in the collisionless regime.
The phase shift given by idk will cause the density
maxima to lead the potential maxima, which produces
an exponential growth egkt with gk /vk}dk . Clearly the
growth works both in the collisionless and collisional re-
gime but turns into a decay for the opposite direction of
the phase shift dk,0. The origin of the exponential
growth is shown in Fig. 3 where we see that the phase
shift of the density maximum produces an imbalance in
the right and left convective fluxes across the x5const
surface. The initial density perturbation is reinforced in
proportion to itself and the N.2N, density gradient
for cdn ,f.0. With a positive phase shift there is a net
transport of plasma down the density gradient across the
confining magnetic field. This transport is a universal
feature for the many varieties of drift waves in different
regimes of plasma collisionality and different confine-
ment geometries.
B. Drift waves in the laboratory
The collisional drift waves with idk determined by re-
sistivity and thermal diffusivity were the first drift waves
to be discovered and thoroughly investigated. The iden-
tification was made in low-temperature steady-state
plasmas produced by thermal (contact) ionization of Al-
kali elements (principally cesium and potassium) in long
cylindrical devices called Q machines. Here the Q is for
the quiescent plasmas produced in this system. Detailed
correlations between the observed potential-density
waves with the properties predicted by the linear disper-
sion relation and the single-wave finite amplitude formu-
las were used by Hendel et al. (1968) to establish that
the localized, 10 kHz rotating wave structures were the
drift waves. The drift-wave phase shift dk.0 in Eq. (13)
is measured in the Q machine. The density n˜/n and po-
tential ef˜/Te waves are approximately equal in ampli-
tude with n˜ leading f˜ by 30° to 45° for the Hendel et al.
(1968) experiment. Vortex dynamics has also been ob-
served in the plasmas produced in Q machines. In the
experiments of Pe´cseli et al. (1984, 1985), externally ex-
cited vortices of like signs were shown to coalesce into
one vortex. Vortices of opposite signs were reported to
interact with each other but no claim was made about
the formation of a dipole vortex pair. The presence of
vortices in a spectrum of waves changes the wave num-
ber spectrum making energy spectrum decay as k'
2m
with the spectral decay index appreciably larger than the
value of m53 derived in Sec. V.C for drift-wave turbu-
lence.
A variety of drift-type instabilities relevant to toroidal
magnetic fusion devices, including the trapped electron
modes by Prager, Sen, and Marshall (1974), the trapped
ion instability by Slough, Navratil, and Sen (1982), the
collisionless curvature-driven trapped particle mode by
Scarmozzino, Sen, and Navratil (1986), have been pro-
duced and identified in the Columbia Linear Machine.
The drift wave driven by the radial ion temperature
gradient in a collisionless cylindrical plasma was demon-
strated in the modified Columbia Linear Machine by
Sen, Chen, and Mauel (1991) by using biased wire
screens to create a Ti'(r) gradient sufficient to excite a
new m52,10 kHz (in the plasma frame) drift-wave oscil-
lation. The toroidal ion temperature gradient mode
driven by the magnetic curvature was also produced and
identified by Chen and Sen (1995) in the same machine.
In all these experiments the plasma is in a steady state
like the Q-machine experiments except that the plasma
temperatures are an order of magnitude higher (Ti
*Te;8 eV), the density is lower (N;109 cm23), as re-
quired for low collisionality (n,vk), and the working
gas is hydrogen. There are approximately ten ion gyro-
radii in the plasma radius.
FIG. 3. A segment of a drift-wave fluctuation showing the
variation of the electrostatic potential perpendicular to the
magnetic field at a given instant of time. The contours of w
5const in the plane perpendicular to B zˆ are the stream lines
of the E3B particle motion. A segment of the correlated but
phase shifted density variation dn . The potential and density
variation are out of phase by cdn ,w with the density fluctuation
leading the potential fluctuation for propagation along the
positive yˆ axis.
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(a)In general the perturbed potential is determined by
Poisson’s equation
π2f524pe~dni2dne!. (9)
In this self-consistent field problem dna
5dn „x,f(x,t)…. For structures that are large compared
to the electron Debye length lDe5(kBTe/4pNe2)1/2;
however, the fractional charge separation allowed by the
Poisson equation is small. From Eq. (9) the fracti nal
deviation of electron and ion density is
~dni2d e!
N
5S2kBTe4pe2N Dπ2S efkBTeD
&S lDe2dx2D S efkBTeD!1. (10)
Thus the principle of quasineutrality applies. In the
quasineutral regime the plasma potential adjusts its
value to make ni(f)5ne(f) to the first order in
lDe
2 /dx2. The resulting small fractional charge separa-
tion is computed from Poisson’s equation using the po-
tential rather than vice versa. All the drift-wave dynam-
ics discussed in this review are in the regime of
quasineutrality where r˜Q5Saqan˜a50 determines the
evolution of the electrostatic potential and the plasma
eigenmodes. Here a is the species index for particles of
charge qa and density na . In terms of the particle cur-
rents ja the quasineutral dynamics is given by Saπ•ja
50. In plasma physics it is conventional to measure tem-
perature in energy units kBTe!Te leaving free the k
symbol for a wave number k associated with the fluctua-
tions. The discussion regarding Fig. 1 applies equally
well to each cell of a wave with dx.p/k . Figure 2 shows
the three-dimensional structure of the rift wave as ob-
serve , for example, in either a Q machine or the Co-
lumbia Linea Machine (see Sec. II.B), with th m52
mode dominant. We return to analyze the convection in
Figs. 1 and 2 in Sec. C after discussing the general fea-
tures of the fluctuations.
The condition for the electrons to establish the
Boltzmann distribution in the drift-wave–ion acoustic
wave disturbances follows from the parallel electron
force balance equation. For fluctuations with the parallel
variation k i52p/l i sufficiently strong so that electrons
with thermal velocity ve5(Te /me)1/2 move rapidly along
k i compared with time rate of change of the fields (v
,kive) the do inant terms in the elec ron fluid force
bal nce equa ion
meneS du iedt D52eneE i2π ipe1 nemej ie (11)
are the electric field E i52π if and the isothermal pres-
sure gradient π ipe5Teπ ine . The temperature gradient
is small compared with density gradient due to the fast
electron thermal flow associated with k ive.v . Thus
much of the low-frequency drift-wave dynamics falls in
the regime where the Boltzmann description of the elec-
tron response
dne5NFexpS efTe D21 G
applies in the form
dne>
Nef
Te
. (12)
Here in the last st p it is convenient to adopt an equality
in the sense of defining the linear, adiabatic electron
model. The model requires that ef/Te!1 and k ive
@(ne
21v2)1/2. For example, both the Hasegawa-Mima
equation and the ideal ion temperature gradient (ITG)
model rely on the adiabatic electron model defined by
Eq. (12). For the simple drift-wave instability, however,
the adiabatic electron response defined by Eq. (12) is
broken by dissipation as we now discuss.
After dropping the electron inertia (me!0) the par-
allel electron force balance becomes
E i1
π ipe
ene
1
bˆ•~π•pe!
ene
5hji ,
where pe is the traceless momentum stress tensor that
includes the electron viscosity and h is the electrical
resistivity. Using collisional or neoclassical
transport theory, the nonadiabatic contributions to
Eq. (12) can be computed. For the collisional regime
ne.k ive the electron temperature fluctuations dTe /Te
;(vne /k i
2ve
2)(dne /ne) and the resistivity contribution
to dne are of the same order, both giving rise to a dne-f
FIG. 1. Drift-wave mechanism showing E3B convection in a
nonunifor , magnetized plasma.
FIG. 2. Three-dimensional configuration of the drift-wave
field in a cylin er.
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(b)
Figure 8.3: (a) Sketch the drift wave mechanism. A positive-ion density perturbation (+)
creates a electric potential  . The streamlines of ~uE that are consequ nce of he ~E ⇥ ~B
particle motion are coincident with the iso-potential lines  1, 2. The density variation  n
is shifted in phase with the potential by   n,  producing a flux imbalance ~ + > ~  . (b)
Thre -dimensional configuration of the m = 2 drift mode. (C edits: Horton [12])
8.3 TWO-FLUID EQUILIBRIUM IN A
SCREW-PINCH CONFIGURATION
We will describe the two-fluid equilibrium of a flux rope model based on
the screw-pi ch co figuration [203, 209, 205]. This configurat on considers a
cylindrical flux tube geometry with a magnetic field in cylindrical coordinates
(r, ✓, z) that reads
Br = 0,
B✓ =
A0r
r2 + w2
,
Bz = Bz0.
(8.5)
As explained in the revious section, the stability of the kink odes is
related to the safety factor, as defined in Eq. (8.1). Therefore, we can write
the parameters hat define e poloidal magnetic field, i.e., A0 and w, as
function of the safety factor at the axis and at the minor radius, as follows:
A0 =
2⇡a2Bz0
(qa   q0)Lz
w2 =
a2q0
(qa   q0)
(8.6)
where a is the minor radius of the flux tube and Lz is the length of the
axis of the tokamak. The pressure of the plasma that balances the previous
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magnetic configuration reads
rp = (r⇥
~B)⇥ ~B
µ0
! @p
@r
=
 2A20w2r
µ0(r2 + w2)3
. (8.7)
Integrating the previous equation, we obtain the total plasma pressure,
p(r) = p˜(r) + p0 =
A20w
2
2µ0(r2 + w2)2
+ p0. (8.8)
Here, we will assume that there is no background pressure, p0 = 0 and
that the pressure gradient is produced by a density gradient so that the
temperature is constant, i.e., p(r) = n(r)kBT . We assume to have charge
neutrality, i.e., ni(r) = ne(r) = n(r)/2, and the temperature of ions and
electrons to be di↵erent, Ti = ⌧Te where ⌧ is a constant.
Force balance in both fluids is achieved with a diamagnetic current in the
z-direction that produces a force in the radial direction compensating the
pressure gradient. In mathematical terms,
@pe,i
@r
=
⇣
~je,i ⇥ ~B
⌘
· ~er (8.9)
With the previous assumptions on the ion and electron densities and temper-
atures, we obtain the following constant velocities that provide force balance
uze =
 4kBTi
⌧eA0
,
uzi =
4kBTi
eA0
.
(8.10)
Therefore, the two-fluid equilibrium derived in the present section is a func-
tion of the following degrees of freedom F (a, Lz, q0, qa, Bz0, n(r = 0), ⌧). Note
that the pressure at the center is defined by Eq. (8.8) and it can be fixed by
choosing either the temperature or the density.
8.3.1 The DIII-D tokamak
We will carry out simulations to study the development of the m = 1, n = 1
kink mode in the DIII-D tokamak. The simulations aim at studying the
experiments that were carried out on July 17th 2017. Towards this goal, the
parameters chosen for the equilibrium are as similar as possible as the ones
imposed in the experiments. We summarize the conditions in the Table 8.1.
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Table 8.1: Parameters defining the initial screw-pinch equilibrium with the DIII-D toka-
mak conditions.
DIII-D parameters
a 0.67 m
R0 1.67 m
Lz = 2⇡R0 10.49 m
Bz 1.1 T
q0 0.5
qa 2.2
n(r = 0) 4 · 1019 m 3
⌧ 1.5
Ti 17.07 keV
Te 11.38 keV
As it can be seen in the previous table, the safety factor on the axis q0 <
1. Therefore, the initial configuration is unstable against the internal kink
modes, as predicted by the Kruskal-Shafranov limit of Eq. (8.3).
8.3.2 Numerical simulations set-up
The numerical set-up comprises a wide span of characteristic scales. In order
to save computational time, the speed of light is artificially reduced in the
simulations to c⇤ = 10vAk , where vAk is the characteristic Alfve´n speed in the
z-direction. Similarly, the ion-to-electron mass ratio is reduced to mi/me =
256. The divergence cleaning constants are chosen to be   = 1 and   = 1 as
no plasma characteristic waves are travelling faster than the numerical speed
of light.
In Table 8.2 the characteristic velocity, time, and length scales are summa-
rized. We take the characteristic Alfve´n speed in the z-direction as reference
velocity, the inverse of the ion gyroradius as reference time and the ion skin
depth as reference length.
We use an unstructured mesh of hexahedron elements. The mesh is dis-
cretized with 128 elements along the radius at ✓ = 0,⇡/4,⇡, 3⇡/4, 128 nodes
in the poloidal direction at the outer boundary, and 128 equally-spaced nodes
in the z-direction. As it is shown in Fig. 8.4, the nodes are equally-spaced
in the longitudinal direction and unstructured in the plane perpendicular to
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Table 8.2: Characteristic dimensions of the DIII-D simulation
Dimensional Dimensionless
vAk = Bz0/
p
µ0⇢ 3.79 · 106 m/s Ref. velocity
vA? = B
max
✓ /
p
µ0⇢ 8.24 · 105 m/s 0.217
ai =
p
 pi/⇢i 1.67 · 106 m/s 0.436
ae =
p
 pe/⇢e 2.16 · 107 m/s 5.69
c⇤ 3.79 · 107 m/s 10
⌦ 1i = mi/eBz0 9.49 · 10 9 s Ref. time
⌦ 1e = me/eBz0 3.71 · 10 11 s 3.9 · 10 3
! 1p,i =
p
✏⇤0mi/ne2 1.67 · 10 9 s 0.19
! 1p,e =
p
✏⇤0me/ne2 1.15 · 10 10 s 1.2 · 10 2
! 1p = 1/
p
!p,i + !p,e 1.14 · 10 10 s 1.2 · 10 2
tA = Lz/vAk 2.77 · 10 6 s 292
 i = c⇤/!p,i 3.6 · 10 2 m Ref. length
 e = c⇤/!p,e 2.25 · 10 3 m 6.25 · 10 2
 D =
p
✏⇤0kBT/(ne2) 1.4 · 10 4 m 3.89 · 10 3
rLi = vA?/⌦i 7.82 · 10 3 m 0.217
rLe = vA?/⌦e 3.05 · 10 5 m 8.48 · 10 4
a 0.67 m 18.61
Lz 10.49 m 291.43
 xmin =
3
p
 Vmin 9.16 · 10 3 m 0.25
 t 7.04 · 10 10 s 7.42 · 10 2
CFL = c⇤ t/ xmin - 2.91
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Figure 8.4: Mesh of 1.01M cells used in the simulation of the screw-pinch configuration
of the DIII-D tokamak. The length is expressed in ion skin depth units. (a) 3D view. (b)
xy-plane view (only one quarter of the mesh is presented).
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the axis. The total number of volume cells is around 1.01M cells with the
minimum volume of 7.7 · 10 7 m3.
Two di↵erent initial configurations are studied. The first one reproduces
the initial equilibrium described in Sect. 8.3 using the dimensional parame-
ters of Table 8.1 with a perturbation in the m = 1, n = 1 mode in order to
induce a kink instability. The perturbation consists in a displacement of the
flux tube in the xy-plane following the vector
~⇠ = ⇠0 [cos (2⇡z/Lz)~ex + sin (2⇡z/Lz)~ey] . (8.11)
We choose the displacement to be 1% of the total minor radius, i.e., ⇠0 =
0.01a.
The second configuration studies the same set-up without the perturbation.
The initial conditions along the radius in dimensional units are presented in
Fig. 8.1.
Figure 8.5: Variation along the radius of the initial conditions in dimensional units with
the parameters of Table 8.1.
8.4 RESULTS
8.4.1 Initial field with a m = 1 n = 1 perturbation
We present the evolution of the flux tube with a small initial perturbation
in the m = 1, n = 1 mode. In Fig. 8.6, the isosurface corresponding to
jz = 0.064en0vA is presented at four times t = 0, 133.5⌦
 1
i , 163.5⌦
 1
i , and
207.6⌦ 1i . The isosurface corresponds to a value that is 75% of the maximum
of the current at the initial time. At t = 0, the amplitude of the perturbation
is 1% of the minor radius and it cannot be observed. However, at later
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Figure 8.6: Isocontour of the electric current jz = 0.064en0vA at t =
0, 133.5⌦ 1i , 163.5⌦
 1
i , 207.6⌦
 1
i . A visible kink starts at t = 163.5⌦
 1
i .
times the current develops a kink instability. The kink in the electric current
starts being remarkable around t = 163.2⌦ 1i , i.e., approximately 0.55tA.
At t = 207.6⌦ 1i , the kink is in a non-linear phase, but the walls limit the
bending of the flux tube.
In Fig. 8.7, the magnetic field lines at t = 0, 163.5⌦ 1i , 207.6⌦
 1
i , and
267⌦ 1i are shown. The magnetic field lines untwist because of the secondary
reconnection produced by the kink instability.
The magnetic reconnection can occur in regions close to the resonant sur-
face as a result of the kink of the flux tube [15]. As suggested in Markidis
et al. [205], the auxiliary magnetic field, defined as ~B⇤ = ~B  (2⇡r/Lz)Bz~e✓,
is a useful variable to identify signatures of secondary magnetic reconnec-
tion. Fig. 8.8 shows ~B⇤ at t = 0, 163.2⌦ 1i , and 207.6⌦
 1
i . We study this
field in the xy-plane at the section Lz/2. Initially, two disconnected regions,
in blue and red, are separated by the resonant surface, that is shown as a
green dashed line. As the current kinks, the inner region crosses the resonant
surface. When this happens, magnetic reconnection takes place and a new
magnetic topology is formed.
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In Fig. 8.9, we plot the current in the z-direction with values jz = ±0.07en0vA
at the times t = 163.2⌦ 1i , 207.6⌦
 1
i , and 230.3⌦
 1
i . As magnetic reconnec-
tion takes place, a current in the opposite directios to the initial current is
formed. The positive current that supports the flux rope is inside the volume
with r < rs, where rs is the resonant surface. The negative current is on the
other side of the resonant surface r > rs.
Fig. 8.10 shows the current at t = 207⌦ 1i in the z-direction on the slice
z = Lz/2, carried by ions, electrons, and the total current that is the sum of
the two. In the initial equilibrium, the current is carried equally by ions and
electrons. However, at this stage, the current is mostly carried by electrons
as they are much lighter. The negative current outside the resonant surface is
fully carried by electrons and has a value comparable to the positive current.
In Fig. 8.11, the electric field in the z-direction is presented at times
t = 230.3⌦ 1i , 233.3⌦
 1
i , and 252.1⌦
 1
i . An electric field with value Ez =
0.009B0vA (in red) is formed in the reconnection region, the so-called recon-
nection inductive electric field. Smaller structures with opposite polarities,
that are identified as drift waves, appear in other regions with r > rs.
In Fig. 8.12, the density of ions and electrons, and the di↵erence between
the two is presented at t = 207.6⌦ 1i on the slice z = Lz/2. Both densities
are very similar and are displaced towards the resonant surface. The dif-
ference between the densities is small, of the order of 10 3n0. Close to the
reconnection region, the di↵erence of densities has a quadripolar structure.
Close to the boundaries the di↵erence is maximum as the boundary condition
does not impose charge neutrality, but electric field ~E = 0.
The evolution of the electron temperature at the center (r = 0) of the slice
at z = Lz/2 is shown in Fig. 8.13. The sawtooth crash is captured in this
simulation. It starts at t = 350⌦ 1i when the electron temperature reaches
its peak, i.e., Te = 12.2 keV. The sawtooth crash occurs in a timescale of
20⌦ 1i . In this disruption, the temperature drops to Te = 10.6 keV.
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Figure 8.7: Magnetic field lines at t = 0, 163.5⌦ 1i , 207.6⌦
 1
i , 267⌦
 1
i . Magnetic field
lines untwist.
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Figure 8.8: Quiver plot of ~B⇤ on z = Lz/2 at t = 0, 163.5⌦ 1i , 207.6⌦
 1
i . Two discon-
nected regions, in blue and red, are initially present. The resonant surface is plotted as a
dashed green line.
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Figure 8.9: Isocontour of the electric current jz = 0.07en0vA (red) and jz =  0.07en0vA
(blue) at t = 163.2⌦ 1i , 207.6⌦
 1
i , and 230.3⌦
 1
i . The resonant surface is presented in
grey.
Figure 8.10: Current in the z-direction on the z = Lz/2 at t = 207.6⌦
 1
i carried by
ions (left), electrons(center) and total current (right). The resonant surface is plotted as a
dashed green line.
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Figure 8.11: Isocontour of the electric field in the z-direction Ez = 0.009B0vA (red) and
Ez =  0.009B0vAB0vA (blue) at t = 230.3⌦ 1i , 233.3⌦ 1i , and 252.1⌦ 1i . The resonant
surface is presented in grey.
Figure 8.12: Density distribution of the ions (left) and electrons (centre), and di↵erence
of the densities (right) at t = 207.6⌦ 1i in the slice at z = Lz/2.
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Figure 8.14: Evolution of the electron temperature at the center (r = 0) of the slice at
z = Lz/2. The sawtooth crash is observed at t = 350⌦
 1
i . The sawtooth crash occurs in
a timescale of 20⌦ 1i .
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8.4.2 Initial field without initial perturbation
The same configuration is studied without the initial perturbation in the
current. As the configuration is unstable against internal kink modes, we may
expect that numerical noise can induce the kink instability spontaneously.
However, as it is shown in Fig. 8.15, a di↵erent type of instability develops.
In this figure, we present the isosurface corresponding to jz = 0.064en0vA
at t = 0, 207.6⌦ 1i , 300⌦
 1
i , and 478.4⌦
 1
i . Even though we observe a more
advanced time than in the perturbed case, no appreciable kink is visible at
t = 478.4⌦ 1i . Alternatively, a mode in the poloidal direction with high mode
number develops.
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Figure 8.15: Isocontour of the electric current jz = 0.064en0vA at t = 0, 207.6⌦
 1
i ,
300⌦ 1i , and 478.4⌦
 1
i .
In Fig. 8.16, the electric current in the z-direction is shown in the slice
located at z = Lz/2 at t = 300⌦
 1
i , 360⌦
 1
i , and 405⌦
 1
i . At t = 360⌦
 1
i
and 405⌦ 1i , an instability in the poloidal direction with number m = 4
is observed. No kink in the current is observed. On the other hand, at
t = 405⌦ 1i , a negative current is again formed at the resonant surface.
In order to investigate the origin of this instability, we study the electric
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Figure 8.16: Current in the z-direction on the z = Lz/2 at t = 300⌦
 1
i , 360⌦
 1
i , and
405⌦ 1i in the slice at z = Lz/2. The resonant surface is plotted as a green dashed line.
field in the z-direction. In Fig. 8.17, we present the evolution of the isosurface
Ez = ±0.009B0vA between t = 300⌦ 1i and t = 405⌦ 1i . We can see that
electric fields with di↵erent polarities rotate around the z axis in the direction
of the negative z. Initially, three disconnected regions along the toroidal
direction with m = 3 in the poloidal direction. As the electric fields rotate,
the magnitude grows and the isosurfaces coalescence. The three regions of
di↵erent sizes are still visible at t = 405⌦ 1i . The instability is therefore
identified as the drift-wave instability.
However, in the region of q < 1 (inside the grey cylinder representing the
resonant surface), the electric field behaves di↵erently. This is due to the fact
that the maximum of the gradient in density is located in the same region
of the resonant surface. In Fig. 8.18, Ez is plotted on the slice z = Lz/2
at the times t = 300⌦ 1i , 360⌦
 1
i , and 405⌦
 1
i . The resonant surface is
plotted as a green dashed line. An interesting feature is observed. Inside the
resonant surface (r < rs), the electric field has a component in the m = 4
mode, whereas in the outer region r > rs the component that is present is
the m = 3.
The drift-wave instability is responsible for large dissipation and therefore
can produce magnetic reconnection. In Fig. 8.19, we present the isosurfaces
of electric current with values jz = 0.07en0vA (red) and jz =  0.01en0vA
(blue) at t = 300⌦ 1i , 375⌦
 1
i , and 430.2⌦
 1
i . At t = 300⌦
 1
i , the core of the
electric current is inside the resonant surface that is represented as a grey
cylinder. However, the turbulence that is triggered by the drift waves grows
and the current dissipates in the radial direction. This results in a collision of
strong currents with the resonant surface. Similar to the case with the kink
instability, when a large electric current approaches the resonant surface,
magnetic reconnection occurs and an opposite current carried by electrons is
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created. In this case, we can see again positive and negative currents that
are separated by the resonant surface.
The electric currents carried by ions and electrons are presented in Fig.
8.20. In this case, the initial equilibrium is not completely lost and the ion
current is only half of the electron current. The drift wave turbulence a↵ects
mostly the electron current. The opposite current is fully carried by electrons.
In the right panel of the same figure, the auxiliary magnetic field is presented.
Magnetic reconnection can be identified o the vicinity of the resonant surface
in the regions where the electron current is negative.
8.5 CONCLUSIONS
In these results, we identify the secondary magnetic reconnection produced
by the kink and the drift-wave instabilities of flux ropes in tokamak con-
ditions. In a set of three-dimensional two-fluid simulations, solving for the
mass, momentum, and energy conservation laws of ions and electrons cou-
pled to the full Maxwell’s equations, we simulate the full-scale dynamics of
an infinite straight flux rope with realistic dimensions and conditions of the
DIII-D tokamak. The multi-fluid approach, based on the 5M -approximation,
although it is still rather unexplored, proves to be an alternative to MHD
and kinetic codes. It is able to capture global MHD modes such as the kink,
as well as features that are present in collisionless kinetic simulations, such
as the Hall e↵ect and the drift wave turbulence.
Firstly, a flux rope with a small initial perturbation in the m = 1, n = 1
mode is studied. As the safety factor in the axis is q0 < 1, the flux rope is
expected to be unstable against internal modes. Indeed, the flux tube kinks
in time scales comparable to the Alfve´nic transit time, that is tA = 292⌦
 1
i .
At time t = 163.2⌦ 1i the kink is already visible and at t = 207  230.3⌦ 1i
it is in a non-linear stage where signatures of reconnection are observed (See
Figs. 8.6 and 8.9).
In the simulation with the initial perturbation, the reconnection is first
studied with the auxiliary magnetic field ~B⇤. The kink drives the inner region
of ~B⇤ towards the resonant surface producing a collision between magnetic
fields of di↵erent polarity. The kink is stabilized by the wall and therefore
the reconnection is very localized in the resonant surface region. Magnetic
reconnection produces an untwist of the field lines that can be observed
macroscopically (Fig. 8.7).
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Figure 8.17: Isocontour of the electric field in the z-direction Ez = 0.009B0vA (red) and
Ez =  0.009B0vAB0 (blue) at t = 300⌦ 1i , 315⌦ 1i , 330⌦ 1i , 345⌦ 1i , 360⌦ 1i , 375⌦ 1i ,
390⌦ 1i , 405⌦
 1
i . The resonant surface is presented in grey.
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Figure 8.18: Ez distribution t = 300⌦
 1
i , t = 360⌦
 1
i , and t = 405⌦
 1
i in the slice at
z = Lz/2.
Figure 8.19: Isocontour of the electric current jz = 0.07en0vA (red) and jz =  0.01en0vA
(blue) at t = 300⌦ 1i , 375⌦
 1
i , and 430.2⌦
 1
i . The resonant surface is presented in grey.
The reconnection generates an electric field Ez ⇠ 0.01B0vA that can be
observed as a red surface in Fig. 8.11. This electric field is the reconnection
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Figure 8.20: Current in the z-direction on the z = Lz/2 at t = 207.6⌦
 1
i carried by ions
(left) and electrons(center). Right: Quiver plot of the auxiliary magnetic field ~B⇤ at the
same time. The resonant surface is plotted as a dashed green line.
inductive electric field. Similarly, di↵erent bi-polar structures are present
outside the resonant surface. These structures are identified as drift waves.
The secondary magnetic reconnection creates an opposite current with a
magnitude that is approximately the same of the current supporting the
flux rope. The opposite current is very localized in the reconnection region
and is fully carried by the electrons. This observation agrees with the PIC
kinetic simulations by Markidis et al. [205]. Additionally, opposite currents
have been observed in the reconnection scaling experiment (RSX) [220, 221].
However, the two-polarity electric field in the reconnection region that is
present in the PIC simulations of Markidis et al. [205] is not present in the
two-fluid simulations.
The pressure gradient supporting the Lorentz force of the flux rope is pro-
duced by a density distribution in the radial direction. Owing to that reason,
the density cavities that are characteristic in magnetic reconnections are dif-
ficult to be observed in this simulations. Nevertheless, the di↵erence between
the densities of ions and electrons show a quadripolar structure in the region
where the reconnection takes place. These quadripolar cavities in the plane
perpendicular to the flux rope axis have been identified in kinetic simulations
as signatures of secondary magnetic reconnection in PIC simulations [205].
Finally, the so-called sawtooth crash is captured in the simulation as a
result of the non-linear kink instability. The crash occurs after approximately
one Alfve´nic transit time. During the simulation, the electron temperature
rises until the disruption takes place and it drops around 1.6 keV in a short
interval of 20⌦ 1i .
The second simulation is initialized with the two-fluid equilibrium derived
in Section 8.3, without initial perturbation. Although the configuration is
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kink-unstable, the kink instability is not triggered. Instead, an instability
with high poloidal mode number develops after one Alfve´nic transit time
(see Fig. 8.15).
The drift-wave instability is responsible for electric current perturbations
in the poloidal direction with high mode number. Electric fields parallel
to the magnetic field with di↵erent polarities are formed and rotate around
the magnetic axis in the direction of the negative z. Two di↵erent modes
are identified in the electric field Ez. In regions inside the resonant surface
(r < rs) m = 4 develops, whereas outside (r > rs) it is the mode m = 3, as
seen in Fig. 8.18. This is due to the fact that the maximum of the density
gradient is located in the same region of the resonant surface.
The drift waves produce turbulent in the plane perpendicular to the axis
of the flux rope. Consequently, the electric current, initially confined inside
the resonant surface, starts di↵using in the radial direction. This dissipation
changes the topology of the magnetic field in areas close to the resonant
surface. As a result of the magnetic reconnection reconnection an opposite
electron current is formed.
The drift-wave instability triggers and grows spontaneously whereas the
kink instability needs an initial perturbation to develop. This proves the
universal character of the drift-wave instability in configurations with density
gradients.
8.6 SUMMARY
Three-dimensional two-fluid simulations of a flux rope in tokamak conditions
have been presented. The two-fluid approach is able to capture MHD global
modes such as the kink while capturing the separation between ions and
electrons that is responsible for the Hall e↵ect and the drift-wave turbulence.
These e↵ects play a fundamental role in the development and evolution of
the secondary magnetic reconnection.
We propose the two-fluid approach as a sound alternative to MHD and
kinetic codes for the study of magnetically confined fusion plasmas. As a fluid
model, the multi-fluid approach is able to capture macroscopic dynamics,
while representing the separation between the species. The implicit time-
stepping does not require a CFL constraint, however, the size of the time
step and the mesh cell is chosen according to the ion scales in order to resolve
these scales. The present work opens a new opportunity to study flux ropes
in astrophysical scenarios where the density is too high to be solved by kinetic
codes, but where the two-fluid instabilities may play an important role.
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Conclusions and Perspectives
I think and think for months and years. Ninety-nine times, the
conclusion is false. The hundredth time I am right.
– Albert Einstein
Plasmas interacting with magnetic fields host a wide variety of complex
phenomena. The scientific community is constantly developing new simula-
tion tools that are aimed at analyzing the impact of microscopic processes on
the global dynamics of the plasma. The majority of these numerical codes rely
on the single-fluid MHD approximation or on particle methods. While the
former only captures low-frequency large-scale dynamics, the latter is compu-
tationally very costly and is thus restricted to limited domains or low-density
and weakly collisional environments. Improved predictive tools would con-
tribute to better understand long-standing problems that puzzle the plasma
physics community such as coronal heating or controlled thermonuclear fu-
sion. A better understanding of coronal heating would infer an important
improvement of the space weather prediction tools as it would shed light
on how energy is transferred in the solar wind expanding from the corona.
Alternatively, the achievement of controlled nuclear fusion would potentially
meet the energy needs of our society with a nearly unlimited CO2-free energy
source.
The general objective of this thesis was to develop a numerical tool based
on the multi-fluid plasma description for both the partially-ionized plasma
conditions of the lower solar atmosphere and the fully-ionized conditions of
the magnetic confinement fusion reactors. A new numerical method has been
developed, implemented into a HPC platform, and extensively validated in a
wide range of plasma regimes. The resulting numerical tool has been applied
to the study of the e↵ect of radiation on magnetic reconnection under chro-
mospheric conditions, the propagation of magnetosonic waves in the lower
solar atmosphere, and the kink and drift-wave instabilities in a tokamak.
As we have seen in this dissertation, multi-fluid modeling is a rather un-
explored approach that can contribute to understand the influence of the
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microscopic processes that result from the interaction between the species
within the plasma on the global plasma dynamics.
9.1 GENERAL CONTRIBUTION
The main contributions of this work can be summarized in three points: 1)
the development and implementation of a numerical method for solving the
multi-fluid plasma equations coupled to Maxwell’s equations, 2) the study of
the partially-ionized chromosphere with multi-fluid models, and 3) the study
of kink and drift-wave instabilities inside tokamaks with multi-fluid models.
9.1.1 Development of a versatile numerical solver for
the multi-fluid plasma model
An innovative numerical method that solves for the multi-fluid plasma equa-
tions, including the transport, frictional, and chemical reactions terms, cou-
pled to Maxwell’s equations has been proposed. The numerical method fea-
tures implicit time integration to tackle the sti↵ness of the system, a scheme
that solves flows at all speeds regimes (from subsonic to supersonic), and a
scheme for the electromagnetic field with a proper scaling for the numerical
dissipation.
The numerical method has been implemented into COOLFluiD, a mo-
dern world-class HPC platform that allows a proper e ciency on massively-
parallel architectures up to several tens of thousands of cores. The multi-
fluid/Maxwell code presented in this dissertation has been tested on a num-
ber of supercomputer facilities. These include the ThinKing cluster of the
Flemish Supercomputer Centre (VSC), NASA’s Pleiades supercomputer, the
XC40 Hazel Hen system at HLRS, the Blue Gene/Q JUQUEEN at JSC,
and VKI’s local clusters. Additionally, in a work that is not included in
this dissertation, the algorithm has been ported to graphics processing units
(GPUs).
The numerical tool has been extensively verified and proves its versatility
to represent a wide range of plasma regimes – from low-subsonic to super-
sonic, from reactive partially-ionized to fully-ionized, and from collisionally
dominated to collisionless and magnetically dominated. The reusable imple-
mentation of the code allows for selecting the number of species and the clo-
sure models of choice. Hence, the same code can be used to simulate ideal and
resistive MHD, reactive and collisional ion-neutral, and ion-electron models.
Similarly, three fluid (ion, electron, and neutral species) partially-ionized or
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multi-ion fully-ionized models could be explored with this code. This opens
the possibility for many new applications of the code in the future.
9.1.2 Multi-fluid study of the partially-ionized solar
atmosphere
The non-equilibrium partially-ionized plasma of the lower solar atmosphere
has been studied with a multi-fluid model. The model accounts for friction
between the fluids, electron impact ionization and radiative recombination re-
actions, transport fluxes, anisotropic heat conduction, and di↵erent radiation
models.
Firstly, we have studied magnetic reconnection under chromospheric con-
ditions. In a systematic study of di↵erent ionization levels and radiation
models, we have shown that the interplay between radiation, chemical equi-
librium, and ambipolar di↵usion has a great impact in the dynamics of mag-
netic reconnection in the chromosphere. We observe under realistic circum-
stances that the current sheet width becomes very narrow and eventually
comparable to the neutral-ion mean free path. In order to properly capture
the decoupling between the motion of the ions and neutrals that occurs at
these scales, multi-fluid models are necessary. The simulations with strong
radiative cooling show reconnection outflows and time scales comparable to
these observed in spicules.
Secondly, we have studied the propagation of magnetosonic waves in the
lower atmosphere of the Sun. To the best of our knowledge, for the first
time a global simulation of the lower solar atmosphere was studied with a
multi-fluid model that treats separately the ion and the neutral dynamics.
The simulations self-consistently develop a funnel-like magnetic topology at
the upper chromosphere whereas at the photosphere the magnetic field is
tangled. The magnetosonic waves are driven at the footpoint of the flux
tube and they travel along the chromosphere changing locally the chemical
equilibrium. Multi-fluid global simulations of the lower solar atmosphere can
contribute to properly characterize the role of neutrals in the transport of
energy from the bottom of the atmosphere to the corona.
9.1.3 Multi-fluid study of plasma instabilities in
tokamaks
We have studied the dynamics of a flux rope under typical DIII-D tokamak
conditions. The plasma is fully ionized and low collisional and hosts a wide
variety of instabilities at di↵erent scales, from the kinetic scales to global
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MHD scales. We have simulated the kink and the drift-wave instability with
a two-fluid model that considers ions and electrons separately.
In our results, we have shown that multi-fluid models are able to capture
the dynamics of global MHD instabilities, such as the kink instability, while
capturing the separation between the dynamics of ions and electrons. We
analyzed the signatures of the secondary magnetic reconnection that occurs in
the vicinity of the resonant surface. The multi-fluid model is able to capture
the opposite electron current that is also observed in PIC simulations and
in the laboratory experiments. Additionally, we have studied the drift-wave
instability. Single-fluid MHD codes are not able to capture this instability as
it results from the separation between the ion and electron dynamics.
As we have seen in Chapter 2, the multi-fluid equations contain modes
relative to both global MHD scales and kinetic scales. Additionally, they
are able to capture non-linear dynamics such as the drift turbulence that
result from the separation of the motions of ions and electrons. Owing to
these reasons, multi-fluid codes are a sound, rather unexplored, alternative
to PIC and single-fluid MHD codes for the study of magnetic confinement
reactors. In this work, we have proven their ability to capture both small
scale turbulence and the global dynamics of the flux ropes.
9.2 SUMMARY
The general multi-fluid plasma equations were derived from kinetic theory,
including both elastic and inelastic collisions (Chapter 2). The ideal two-fluid
plasma model that considers ions and electrons separately without di↵usion
and collisions has been presented. The analysis of the propagation of linear
waves in an ideal two-fluid plasma (Section 2.4.3) showed that both the ki-
netic and the MHD waves are contained in the multi-fluid description. The
dispersion diagram of these waves was presented for di↵erent astrophysical
and laboratory conditions. The behaviour of the modes strongly depends on
the conditions of the background plasma, especially for wavelengths compa-
rable to the plasma skin depth.
Two closure models were presented in Chapter 3. The partially-ionized
plasma multi-fluid model considers plasma (ion+electrons) and neutrals sep-
arately. The model considers chemical reactions, frictional energy and mo-
mentum exchange, transport fluxes, anisotropic heat conduction, and radia-
tion. The classical transport closure is presented for fully-ionized plasmas.
A novel numerical method was introduced in Chapter 4. The numerical
method couples the multi-fluid plasma model with the Maxwell’s equations.
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The spatial discretization relies on the finite volume method on unstructured
meshes with an AUSM+-up scheme for the multi-fluid and a modified-CIR
scheme for the Maxwell’s equations with hyperbolic divergence cleaning. The
time discretization is second-order implicit.
The verification of the model was carried out in Chapter 5. The second-
order accuracy in space was demonstrated both in plasmas with the charge
neutrality assumption and the two-fluid (ion+electron) model. The ability of
the proposed numerical method to capture strong MHD shocks was proven in
the Orszag-Tang problem and the MHD rotor. Additionally, the verification
of the reactive and collisional terms was carried out by comparing with a
result found in the literature. Finally, the fully-ionized two-fluid model was
verified on a Brio-Wu type shock tube and the GEM challenge.
The partially-ionized plasma model was applied to the study of chromo-
spheric magnetic reconnection and the propagation of magnetosonic waves in
the photosphere and chromosphere (Chapters 6 and 7). The main conclusions
drawn from these studies are the following. First, the reconnection in chro-
mospheric conditions occurs faster due to the e↵ect of radiative cooling as it
produces a loss of ions through recombination and enhances the ambipolar
di↵usion. Second, magnetosonic waves can travel through the chromosphere
producing localized heating at the wave fronts. The chemical equilibrium is
locally modified by the waves, although no visible decoupling of the motion
of ion and neutrals is observed.
Finally, the kink and the drift-wave instabilities in flux ropes under toka-
mak conditions were studied (Chapter 8). The kink instability induces re-
connection in the resonant surface region. The signatures of magnetic recon-
nection, such as the opposite electron current, are similar to others based on
PIC simulation results. Additionally, the drift-wave instability is triggered
spontaneously in our simulations after one Alfve´nic transit time. This in-
stability produces a large dissipation in the perpendicular direction to the
magnetic field that eventually can produce localized reconnection in regions
close to the resonant surface.
Multi-fluid models represent an alternative to PIC and single-fluid MHD
approaches. Our simulations show that multi-fluid models are able to cap-
ture both the macroscopic dynamics while taking into account some of the
important phenomena that take place at microscopic scales, i.e., elastic and
inelastic collisions, charge separation, drift motions, and di↵usion of momen-
tum and energy.
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9.3 RECOMMENDATIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
As we have seen above, a new numerical tool has been developed for the study
of non-equilibrium plasmas. The promising results obtained in this work
show that multi-fluid is a description that allows to capture the influence of
the microscopic processes on the global dynamics. We propose the following
future developments of the numerical code.
The multi-fluid equations need closure models in order to properly char-
acterize the transport and the chemical kinetics terms. As we mentioned
in Chapter 3, a closure model for the partially-ionized multi-fluid equations
that considers elastic and inelastic collisions and is rigorously derived with
Grad’s method is, to the best of our knowledge, still not available in liter-
ature. A recent e↵ort towards this goal has been developed by Zhdanov &
Stepanenko [89, 97]. The accurate characterization of the collisional cross-
sections, including the charge-exchange collisions, would contribute to im-
prove the transport models for partially-ionized plasmas.
Similarly, the hypotheses assumed for the classical transport closure for
fully-ionized plasmas are not completely fulfilled in plasmas under tokamak
conditions. Those plasmas are nearly collisionless and the curvature of the
magnetic field should be taken into account by the transport properties (neo-
classical transport theory). Alternatively, higher moment multi-fluid equa-
tions can provide a more accurate description in nearly-collisionless plasmas.
The extension of the present code to higher moment models is feasible and
most of the ideas of the numerical method, i.e., scaling of the numerical dis-
sipation, implicit time stepping, AUSM-like schemes, etc, could be applied.
Concerning the study of the magnetic reconnection under chromospheric
conditions, the Hall term was neglected in the study we have carried out as
in those conditions the ion skin depth was very small as compared to the
width of the current sheet. However, as observed by Murphy & Lukin [73],
these scales can become comparable in the upper layers of the chromosphere.
An interesting extension of the work here presented is the simulation of the
chromospheric reconnection with an improved three fluid model.
Similarly, the study of the global dynamics of the lower solar atmosphere
with a multi-fluid simulation is a promising tool to understand the role played
by the neutrals in the transport of energy through the chromosphere. In
Chapter 7, the first steps towards this goal were presented. The numeri-
cal tool here developed is able to perform 3D global simulations were the
dynamics of waves and reconnection could be studied.
As we saw in Chapter 8, multi-fluid models can capture both microscopic
and macroscopic instabilities in flux ropes. The study carried out under
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tokamak conditions could be extended to other flux ropes such as the coronal
loops. Multi-fluid models could help to understand the relation between
drift-wave transport, magnetic braiding, and coronal heating.
In this dissertation we focused on multi-fluid models for two applications,
the lower solar atmosphere and tokamaks. However, multi-fluid modeling can
be applied to a wide variety of di↵erent conditions of interest for astrophysical
and technological plasmas. The first steps for the development of a multi-ion
global magnetosphere were developed during this work, although they are
not included in this dissertation. Similarly, multi-fluid models of the corona
and the solar wind could be used in space weather simulations. Finally, other
plasma technological applications such as magnetic nozzles or Hall thrusters
could be studied with multi-fluid models.
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